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Introduction

This doctoral thesis is a collection of four independent essays in empirical corporate
finance that are the result of my research as a PhD student at the Stockholm School
of Economics.

* * *

The first paper—Keep it in the family: How passive funds are used to bolster active
funds’ performance—examines conflict of interests between mutual fund families
and passive funds sponsored by them. Mutual funds are organized in fund families
and the same family may sponsor both passive and active funds, which I call them
mixed families throughout the paper. About 80% of the total US assets under
management (AUM) belongs to funds sponsored by mixed families. In this paper, I
start from the observation that active and passive funds have different fee structures
and flow sensitivity to performance, and I conjecture that it can create conflicts of
interests. Mixed families might use their passive funds to improve the performance
of their active siblings, because to them, active funds are more profitable per dollar
of AUM.

Using portfolio firms’ mergers and acquisitions as a laboratory, I show that
fund families actively take measures to improve the performance of their active
funds by using their passive funds. When the family’s active funds have a large
stake in the acquirer, passive fund owners of the target are less likely to support
takeover deals that benefit target shareholders. At the deal level, I do not find
evidence that takeover premia are affected by passive funds’ voting. Consistent
with the argument that family profit motives drive fund performance, I observe
differences in the flow-to-performance sensitivity between active and passive funds

* * *

Besides ownership structure, an equally important role for firm governance is
played by the board of directors. The second paper—Cost of information acquisi-
tion and board independence: Evidence from a change in an accounting standard—
investigates the relationship between the board of directors and
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firm transparency and its cost of information acquisition. Independent di-
rectors are valuable because they do not suffer from the agency costs that afflict
executive directors. Independent directors also operate at an informational dis-
advantage compared with executive directors, which makes it hard for them to
conduct their duties of advising and monitoring, and thus, affects their value.

In this paper, I test the impact of the cost of information acquisition on
board structure by exploiting a change in an accounting standard that forced US
public firms to be more transparent about their operations. Analysts’ forecasts
subsequently became more precise and less dispersed for the firms more affected,
suggesting that the cost of information acquisition has decreased. Consistent
with independent directors’ greater value, I document an increase in appointed
independent directors. Cross-sectional tests suggest that independent directors are
more valuable because of their improved monitoring capacity, as opposed to their
advising capacity. Robustness tests using alternative data sources do not confirm
the findings and implications are discussed.

* * *

The third paper—Zombie restructuring—is a joint work with Bo Becker and Per
Strömberg and examines debt restructuring choices and bank health. Banks
have incentives to postpone loan loss reckoning to meet their regulatory capital
thresholds. In this paper, we investigate how these incentives affect restructuring
decisions and outcomes when both lenders and borrowers are in distress. Using
data on the restructuring outcomes of US leveraged loans, we show that non-
healthy lenders are more likely to amend and extend loans, and to grant covenant
waivers to distressed borrowers, compared with healthy lenders. Consistent with
the notion that soft restructuring allows lenders to delay bad information, the
likelihood of borrower default does not differ across lenders. Moreover, at loan
issuance, borrowers do not seem to differ observationally across lenders. We
examine the post-soft-restructuring performance of these borrowers, and find no
evidence of worst outcomes.

* * *

The fourth paper—Public debt markets and the real effects of credit supply shocks:
evidence from Europe— examines the role bond access as on firm outcomes during
a credit crunch. During the US financial crisis and the European sovereign debt
crisis, firms switched to bond issuance following contractions in the credit supply.
However, not every firm has access to market financing during a credit contraction.
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I show that firms that did have access to alternative forms of financing invested
more and, as a result, were more profitable during the credit supply shock. For
countries, it is important that firms have other means of financing when credit
is tight. I investigate whether countries with a greater proportion of larger and
public firms perform better in the aggregate. The policy implication is that more
developed bond markets might smooth credit crunches from the banking sector.





Chapter 1

Keep it in the family: How passive funds are
used to bolster active funds’ performance

Alberto Allegrucci

Abstract

The same fund family may sponsor both passive and active funds. Due to the
funds’ different fee structures and flow sensitivity to performance, this may create
conflicts of interest at the fund family level. Using portfolio firms’ mergers and
acquisitions as a laboratory, I show that fund families actively take measures to
improve the performance of their active funds by using their passive funds. When
the family’s active funds have a large stake in the acquirer, passive fund owners of
the target are less likely to support takeover deals that benefit target shareholders.
At the deal level, I do not find evidence that takeover premia are affected by passive
funds’ voting. Consistent with the argument that family profit motives drive
fund performance, I observe differences in the flow-to-performance sensitivity
between active and passive funds. The evidence suggests that fund families may
take measures to boost their active funds’ performance at the expense of their
passive funds.

I am indebted to Bo Becker, Ramin Baghai, and Farzad Saidi for their guidance during the PhD. I
thank Alvin Chen, Magnus Dahlquist, Michael Halling, Jan Starmans, Per Strömberg, Dong Yan,
and seminar participants at the Stockholm School of Economics for helpful comments.
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1.1 Introduction

Passive investors have increasingly assumed a central role in the ownership of
public companies in the last two decades. This is the case both globally and in
the US, both in absolute terms and as a percentage of the market capitalization of
public firms. Globally, the assets under management of mutual funds invested in
equities are large: Almost 20 trillion US dollars as of the end of 2018, of which
about 35% are managed by passive funds. In the US, passive funds own 45% of
the assets of equity mutual funds.1

Passive funds differ intrinsically from active ones; for instance, the incentives,
in terms of performance, are different. This could lead to conflicts of interest
if passive and active funds are sponsored and administered by the same mutual
fund family.2 Indeed, several studies demonstrate how fund families coordinate to
maximize their own profits, even at the expense of some of their own funds, by
using cross-trading, strategic allocation of IPOs and liquidity insurance to favor
their most lucrative funds.3

In this paper, I show that the same reasons that motivate such reallocation
are particularly relevant when it comes to favoring active funds’ performance
over that of passive funds. This is important for at least two reasons. First, the
funds that lose out in the reallocation are consistently the passive ones, whereas
in previous studies high- and low- value funds can vary across families. Second,
the rise of passive ownership in the last two decades may have consequences for
individual firms when passive funds are used to bolster active funds’ performance.
If both have stakes in the same firms, passive funds will follow the lead of active
ones within the same family as far as policy and governance are concerned. This
strengthens active funds’ ability to steer firm policy and increase firm value and,
thus, fund performance. If the active fund holds shares in a competitor to a firm
in which the index fund holds shares, the index fund might be used to benefit the
active fund and, in turn, the competitor. Therefore, the distribution of common

1As of September 2019, the assets under management of passive equity funds surpassed the active
ones, as reported by John Gittelsohn at https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-09-
11/passive-u-s-equity-funds-eclipse-active-in-epic-industry-shift .
2In 2018, about 80% of US mutual funds (in terms of AUM) were sponsored by mixed-fund
families, i.e., investment management firms that administer both passive and active funds; see
Section 1.3.5

3Starting with the work of Gaspar et al., 2006 and the recent work of Eisele et al., 2019, it has
been shown that families reallocate performance across funds through cross-trading. Other work
includes Bhattacharya et al., 2013, who examine how affiliated funds act as an insurance pool for
the other funds in the family, and Guercio et al., 2018, who study cross-subsidization between
mutual funds and hedge funds that share a manager.
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holdings between active and passive funds might matter. Taken together, this may
have implications for policy, in addition to governance and value, since the passive
fund would be in breach of its fiduciary duty.

This study uses mergers and acquisitions (M&As) as a laboratory to test this
mechanism empirically. The M&A setting offers several advantages. Common
ownership and passive funds can distort the incentives. Since only two firms are
involved in an M&A deal, capturing the effect of common ownership between
target and bidder—rather than within industry—is relatively straightforward and
clean. Second, the incentives in an M&A setting are stronger: The stakes are large,
and the synergies are split between the two parties. By paying a larger premium,
everything else being equal, the acquirer captures a smaller piece of the takeover
benefits. Conversely, by accepting a lower premium, target shareholders reap a
smaller part of the synergies. Third, on the target side, merger agreements are to
be approved through shareholder voting during a shareholder special meeting or
during the annual shareholder meeting. Mutual funds are required by the SEC to
disclose their votes in all meetings of firms in which they hold shares. Therefore,
the voting behavior of each fund for each merger proposal is observable and can
be related to the family’s relative ownership of the two firms.

Starting from the observation that active funds’ assets are more profitable for
the fund family,4 I derive a measure of incentives at the family level based on the
ownership of its funds in the underlying companies (the “direction of incentive”
at the family level). When applied to M&As, fund families may push for a smaller
premium being paid if their active stake of the acquirer is larger than that of the
target. If a family’s incentives are similar to those of the other mutual fund families
holding shares in the target, the target firm might internalize them, thus resulting
in an actual lower target premium. To check this, starting from the direction of
incentives at the family level, I obtain a measure at the target firm level.

I find that when the family owns a larger stake of the acquirer through its active
funds, its passive funds holding the target are less likely to support the deal when
the premium offered is larger. The empirical specifications control for the voting
funds’ common ownership in the two merging firms to rule out the result’s being
driven by the voter holding a larger stake of the acquirer. Second, as a placebo
test, I use the subset of active funds’ voting to show that actively managed funds
instead do not support relatively cheaper deals—and their voting behavior does not
depend on family-level ownership—which is consistent with only passive investors
potentially being exploited. If fund families only care about the performance of

4Generally, fees and flow-to-performance sensitivity are larger for active than passive funds.
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their active funds and not about that of their passive funds, then passive ownership
at the family level should not matter. Introducing passive ownership at the family
level in the main tests shows that passive ownership might instead also play a
role as well. The main coefficient of interest does not change in magnitude, even
though it is less precisely estimated.

The granular level of the voting data allows me to use a rich set of fixed effects
to rule out alternative explanations of the results. I use this within-deal variation
of mutual fund voting to identify the effect of active common ownership on a
family’s passive fund voting for the same deal. By interacting the premium offered
with a measure of active common ownership, I identify the effect of the premium
on voting depending on incentives at the family level. Deal fixed effects control
for all time-varying, unobservable variables that could be correlated with firms,
governance, and ownership of active funds, which could bias my results. The
structure of the dataset allows for inclusion of family or fund fixed effects, to
account for unobservable characteristics of the family or the fund that might be
correlated with voting behavior. Another concern would be omitted variables
correlated with the underlying reason for the fund’s choice to hold the target, and
therefore to vote. While this is a valid concern, the first set of results only uses
voting by passive funds—which, by definition, do not have a choice regarding the
shares they hold.

My analysis continues at the deal level by checking whether the mutual fund
families’ preferences are internalized by the target firm and result in a lower
premium being offered, and whether the acquirer’s announcement returns are
larger. Indeed, a subtle interpretation of tests run at the voting level is that the
preferences of the mutual fund families to not favor the deal are not reflected in
the premium offered; otherwise, the funds would have supported the deal. While
there is some evidence at the voting level that the mutual fund family cares about
active funds regardless of the passive fund’s ownership, whether this reverberates
in the deal, i.e., at the firm level, is untested. Therefore, a test at the firm level is
needed; deal fixed effects cannot be included in the deal-level tests.5 The results
of my tests do not indicate that conflicts of interest in mutual fund families affect
merger outcomes.

Mutual fund families may favor active funds at the expense of passive ones,
for several reasons. At the fund level, passive funds track indexes; therefore, good
performance is due to the index’s doing well, not the stock-picking ability of the
fund manager. The other side of the coin is that if the fund performs poorly,
5Given the empirical design, concerns about endogeneity driven by unobservable firm or deal
characteristics remain.
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investors may not blame the fund but rather the index, which renders outflows less
sensitive to bad performance. This implies that the flow-performance sensitivity
documented in the literature using active funds is, at the very least, attenuated
when it comes to passive funds. At the fund manager level, index fund managers
are rewarded for minimizing the tracking error (e.g., Lund 2019 and Brav et al.
2019), which implies that the opportunity cost of transferring performance for
the fund manager is low. This is in contrast to active funds, in which the fund
managers are paid for performance; the opportunity cost for the fund manager
would be larger and the family might need to make up for it. Fund family profits
derive from assets under management and are proportional to the fees, which are
lower in the case of passive funds. 6

I use quarterly fund flows and a methodology similar to that of Sirri and
Tufano, 1998 to show that the flow-to-performance sensitivity differs between
active and passive funds, and is attenuated when it comes to index funds. I also
provide some evidence that the flow sensitivity to fees differs: Index fund flows
are more sensitive to fees, which makes them more likely to compete on fees.
Another underlying assumption of the mechanism I propose is the coordination
of the family, at least at the voting level. Several authors show how fund families
coordinate and centralize voting decisions at the proposal level, or assume this
is often the case (e.g., Iliev and Lowry 2014; He et al. 2019; Bolton et al. 2019).
I confirm that this also happens when it comes to merger votes and I show, for
different samples, the percentage of agreement between all funds in a family on a
single proposal. On average, I find that in more than 95% of the votes, all funds
in the same family voted in the same way. Letting the fund family vary greatly
reduces agreement: There is less coordination across fund families in voting on a
given proposal.

This paper contributes to several strands of the literature. First, my findings
have implications for firm governance. Whether passive funds have the capacity
and incentives to monitor corporations and affect their policies is unclear; see, for
example, Appel et al. (2016) and Schmidt and Fahlenbrach (2017).7 Activism is
expensive, and since exit is not an option for index funds, voice might be weakened

6Fee differentials and the different sensitivity of flows to performance are some of the reasons
why “family favoritism” has been observed in the literature; i.e., Gaspar et al., 2006 and Eisele
et al., 2019.

7Appel et al., 2016 show that passive funds influence firm governance and increase firm perfor-
mance, and the same authors (Appel et al., 2018) also find that activism is facilitated by passive
investors. Schmidt and Fahlenbrach (2017) instead find that changes in passive ownership are
not beneficial for shareholders, and Lund, 2019 and Heath et al., 2019 argue that passive funds
are passive in monitoring.
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as well.8 Managers are often paid to minimize tracking error from the index, and
low expenses spur flows. This is not the case for active funds, since managers are
paid by performance and performance spurs flows. Second, large inflows into
passive funds that track large stock indexes affect common ownership. Whether
the rise in common ownership incentivizes firm management to internalize the
externalities imposed on the other firms is also subject to debate; see, for example,
Azar et al., 2018 and Dennis et al., 2018. Beyond product market outcomes, some
recent contributions also highlight the common ownership role for governance.9

This last strand of the literature treats passive investors as if they were in-
distinguishable from active ones, whereas according to the first strand, passive
investors might, in fact, be different. On the other hand, the first strand investi-
gates monitoring capacity and implications for firm governance of passive funds,
disregarding what their incentives might be given the funds’ other holdings and,
in particular, the fund family’s ones to which they belong. In this paper, I bridge
the gap between those two strands of the literature. Passive funds are inherently
different from active ones; they can also be sponsored by families who administer
active funds. This paper shows that fund families care more about the performance
of their active funds, which is also at the expense of the passive ones. This can
potentially introduce another dimension to consider when thinking about the
monitoring capacity of passive fund or the rise in common ownership spurred by
them. The common ownership literature is concerned with funds that own a large
share of firms within the same industry, which can incentivize collusion. However,
the distribution of the active and passive funds across firms and within the same
fund family might also be important, since the role of passive funds is not clear.
In extreme cases, this could lead to tunnelling. Backus et al. (2019) and Backus
et al. (2018) rationalize how, in some cases of common ownership, tunnelling may
indeed be possible even if all owners are value maximizers.

It is well established that activists and institutional investors affect acquisition
activity. Several papers (Matvos andOstrovsky 2008; Harford et al. 2011; Bodnaruk
and Rossi 2016) study M&As with cross-ownership or dual holders and their effect
on premiums. The main question in these studies is whether cross-ownership can
partially explain the negative premium observed for acquirers upon announcement.
This paper, in contrast, use the M&A setting as a case study to identify whether
passive funds are susceptible to performance transfer in a mixed-fund family and if
this is internalized by the firms. Finally, I contribute to the mutual fund literature

8See Dasgupta and Piacentino, 2015 and Levit, 2018 on the interaction between exit viability and
voice threat credibility.

9He et al., 2019 show that common ownership can alleviate inefficient governance externalities.
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that investigates family favoritism and cross-subsidization in asset management
firms as documented by, among others, Gaspar et al., 2006; Eisele et al., 2019; and
Ranadeb Chaudhuri, 2017. By investigating the flow-to-performance sensitivity of
active and passive funds, I also contribute to the mutual fund literature that studies
and links flows and fund characteristics; this includes includes, among others, Sirri
and Tufano, 1998 and Huang et al., 2007.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1.2 develops the hypothesis and
empirical methodology. Section 4.3 describes the data. Section 1.4 explains the
results, and Section 4.5 concludes.
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1.2 Hypothesis development

Consider two firms, indexed by A and T , whose dollar market value is also A
and T , respectively. Consider also two mutual funds a and p, sponsored and
administered through the same mutual fund family i. These mutual funds can
have holdings in the two firms. Denote the percentage share fund f ∈ {a, p}
invested in firm j ∈ {A,T } by α f j . Finally, assume that there are investment
opportunities with a total positive and finite net present value S available to the
firms. S can be split between the two firms in any way. Investment opportunities
can be considered to be natural resources to split, such as oil reserves; market
shares in a new country; or, as in this paper, synergies derived from the merger of
the two firms. Fund managers care about the total assets under management of
the fund in which they invested. The total wealth change of the investor in fund
f depends on how the investment opportunities are split between the two firms.
Denote by ϕ ∈ [0, 1] the fraction of S accruing to firm A. The change in wealth
ΔW for investors in fund f is:

ΔW f = α f AϕS + α f T (1 − ϕ)S, f ∈ a, p

The change in wealth is linear in ϕ and the slope is equal to the relative percentage
share the fund holds in the two firms. Investors prefer ϕ = 1 if (α f A − α f T ) > 0
and ϕ = 0 if (α f A − α f T ) < 0. If the share invested in the two firms is the same,
investors are indifferent about the splitting of the investment opportunity. The
size of the two firms does not matter, because the dollar net present value of
the investment opportunity is fixed at S and firm ownership is exogenous. Now
consider the fund family that administers the two funds. Denote the weights the
family assigns to the two funds in its profit function by ω f , where f ∈ a, p. ω f is
a function of several characteristics of funds that make themmore or less profitable
for the family sponsoring them. Assume that those characteristics are total fees
charged and the flow-to-performance sensitivity only. Then ω f = g ( β f , e f ),
where β f is the flow-to-performance sensitivity of fund f and e f are the fees
charged by fund f , and ω f = g ( β f , e f ) is increasing in both its arguments.10 The
change in family profit ΔΠ as a function of the splitting is equal to

ΔΠ =
∑
f

ω f ΔW f =
∑
f

ω f (α f T S + (α f A − α f T )ϕS) (1.1)

The change in family profit is still linear in ϕ and the slope is a weighted
average of the slopes of each fund. In this study, I compare active versus passive

10Assuming that family profits are proportional to the fees charged, as in Eisele et al., 2019.
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funds. If fund a is an active fund and fund p is passive, then ωa > ωp . There are
several reasons why this is the case. First, fund families’ profits are proportional to
the fees charged by the funds, and the fees charged by active funds are larger than
those of passive ones.11 Second, it is well documented that mutual funds enjoy a
positive performance-flow relationship: Investors chase returns even though these
returns are not to be repeated. Investors who learn about fund managers’ skills and
decreasing returns to scale can rationally explain the documented relationship.12
While this is true for active funds, passive funds track indexes; performance should
not be associated with any skill. At the very least, the flow-performance sensitivity
of passive funds should be flatter. Therefore, there is a larger benefit in terms of
flows to push the active funds’ performance at the expense of the passive one. Third,
active fund managers are paid for performance, while passive fund managers are
paid to minimize tracking error: There is a lower cost in transferring performance
out of a passive fund to benefit an active one. The splitting value ϕ by which the
family profits are maximized depends on a weighted average of the differences in
fund holdings on the two firms. If ωp is small enough, whenever the best splits
across fund types are different, the family will push almost always for the one that
benefits active investors.

How does a fund family influence the choice of ϕ? One way is by voting in
shareholder meetings. For most families, stewardship and voting are centralized at
the family level to save on costs. Managers care about support from the sharehold-
ers and are therefore influenced by their voting behavior in shareholder meetings.
Another way is directly, through activism. Pushing for a split that almost always
benefits active funds can hurt passive funds. Because stewardship is decided at the
family level, passive funds might engage in actions that can favor the preferred
firm of the family, regardless of whether this holds true for the passive fund itself.
In this sense, passive funds can be exploited.

To identify situations in which these agency costs might arise, I generalize
equation 1.1 to families that administer more than two funds and make two
simplifying assumptions: First, I assume that a family equally weights all active
funds to one. Second, I assume weights for passive funds that are zero.

The family will favor company A if the sum of the fund shares in A is larger than
the sum of the fund shares in T . Denote the set of all active funds f administered

11Active funds arguably have higher costs as well. As long as these costs are proportional to the
fees charged, the argument still holds. A contemporaneous work by Brown and Pomerantz,
2018 concludes that investment companies overcharge investors in actively managed funds and
earn monopoly profits, thereby strengthening the argument made in this paper.

12Two of the main assumptions used in the model introduced by Berk and Green, 2004.
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by family i at any time t by Ai . For each pair of firm A and T , family i and deal
d , the direction of the incentives at the family level is:

DAT
id =

∑
f ∈Ai

α f A − α f T .

If DAT
id is positive, by hypothesis the family will try to allocate investment oppor-

tunities S to firm A and will exploit its own passive funds holdings in T for this
purpose. To capture this effect, I multiply DAT

id by the sum of passive holdings
family i has in T . To obtain a proxy at the firm-pair level, I sum up over all
families having holdings in the pair of firms. Denote the set of all passive funds
administered by family i by Pi . Moreover, denote by IAT the set of all families
holding shares through the funds they sponsor in either firm A or firm T , or both,
for deal d . The direction of the incentives for deal d at firm T level is then

DAT
d t ar g e t =

∑
i∈IAT

( ∑
f ∈Ai

(α f A − α f T )
∑
f ∈Pi

α f T

)
1.2.1 Empirical strategy

I use merger and acquisition as a laboratory. In this context, the notation used
in the previous section is intuitive: A stands for acquirer, T for target, and S
for synergies. Contracting between the two parties determines what part of the
synergies is captured by target shareholders and what part by acquirer ones. The
larger the premium, the larger the synergies accruing to target shareholders, and
vice versa. Target shareholders always have to approve the merger agreement.
Fund families have a say in how to vote with the shares of the funds they sponsor.
According to the discussion above, family i’s profits depend on the direction of
incentives DAT

id and on the premium. I conjecture that a passive fund f holding
shares in target T should be affected by the direction of incentives at its family
level. More specifically, I expect it to be more likely to approve cheap deals or,
conversely, less likely to approve expensive deals for acquirer A as DAT

id grows
larger. Therefore, at the vote level:

Hypothesis 1: The probability that passive funds vote v : ∂P(v=1)
∂P ∂DAT

id
< 0 where

v is a dummy variable that takes the value one if the fund supported the merger
agreement.

At deal level d , passive funds having a stake in T can help cheap deals go
through, if the direction of the incentives at the deal is positive. Therefore, I
expected the premium offered to be decreasing in DAT

d t ar g e t .

Hypothesis 2: For a merger premium offered P : ∂P
∂DAT

d t ar g e t
< 0
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1.3 Data

I build my datasets by using several data sources. Firm financials and stock prices
come from Compustat and CRSP, respectively. I gather institutional holdings at
the firm level from Thompson Reuters 13F database. I match these datasets at the
firm level using their historical CUSIP, which is common for all datasets that I use.
I convert the header CUSIP from Compustat to the historical one by using CRSP.

1.3.1 Mutual fund stock holdings

I extract mutual fund holdings and other characteristics from the Center for
Research in Security Prices Survivorship-Bias-Free Mutual Fund Database (CRSP-
MF). Although information on mutual funds is available starting from earlier
years, the information on mutual funds portfolio composition is only available
from the second half of 2003. The CRSP-MF changed its main source for portfolio
holdings between 2007 and 2008, switching from Morningstar to Lipper which,
sources its data from the N-Q filings mutual funds are required to fill with the U.S.
Security and Exchange Commission (SEC). Schwarz and Potter, 2016 conduct a
thorough analysis and comparison of available mutual fund holdings databases
and warn against using the CRSP-MF for pre-2008 holdings. Moreover, I find an
increase in data available for ETFs throughout 2008. Therefore, I start my sample
in 2009. Although using the CRSP-MF limits my sample length, it offer several
advantages.

First, to carry out my study, I need to identify ETFs and index funds. The
CRSP-MF flags index funds and ETFs. I consider a fund to be passive if it is flagged
as ETF or as a pure index by the CRSP-MF. Moreover, I inspect fund names to
infer whether those funds are index funds or ETFs, similar to previous studies (e.g.,
Appel et al., 2016).13 I take the union of the name-inspection result and CRSP flags
as my identified index funds. Second, the CRSP-MF contains more comprehensive
information about each mutual fund and reports mutual fund-share class identifiers
like a ticker that can help match mutual funds holdings to the voting data.

The CRSP-MF uses share classes as the unit of observation for fund charac-
teristics, while both voting and holdings are at the fund level. I aggregate the

13I use the following strings to extract index funds: Index, Ind, Idx, Indx, Mkt, Composite, S&P,
SP, Russell, Nasdaq, DJ, Dow, Jones, NYSE, iShares, SPDR, HOLDRs, ETF, Exchange-Traded Fund,
StreetTRACKS. Importantly, the Regex I use matches these strings only if they are stand-alone
words and not found inside other words. I leave out some strings used in the literature (for
example,“Powershare”), because they could match enhanced index funds that seek performance
and cannot be considered pure index funds.
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information at the fund level by using the crsp_portno identifier,14 and extract the
fund name from the full fund name provided.15 Holdings are reported once per
quarter, but some funds report more frequently. In that case, I keep the most
recent observation for that quarter. The final holding sample after the cleaning is
at the fund-quarter level.

Since the SEC’s mutual funds disclosure requirement includes every type of
holding, the CRSP-MF reports, among other things, holdings in bonds, cash,
derivatives, and other funds. To extract stock holdings, I match the holding date
with the CRSP stock file monthly date and keep only ordinary shares with share
codes 10, 11 and 12.

The CRSP-MF reports fund family at a rather disaggregated level.16 In addition,
absent an identifier, some family names can be misspelled or can change from
one period to another. For the purposes of this paper, it is important to compute
holdings. I compute holdings at the family level, and therefore it is important to
correctly identify the family. Therefore, I cluster and clean family names using
OpenRefine by Google,17 which uses several fuzzy string methods to clean and
cluster text data.

1.3.2 Mutual funds flows

I use the CRSP-MF to gather information on fund performance and flows. The
CRSP-MF reports information on returns and size at share class level. I keep the
level of aggregation at share class level, similar to Huang et al., 2007. Share classes
are tailored to different types of investors and have different fee structures. Keeping
the analysis at the share class level avoids throwing away information and making
arbitrary decisions on how to aggregate. Importantly, contrary to the holding
data, using flows and returns at the share class level does not lead to a double
counting problem for the purposes of this study. To be consistent, I use the time
span employed in the main analysis from 2009 to 2018 and at the same quarterly
frequency. Consistent with some of the previous studies that use the same dataset,

14The crsp_portno points at the portfolio of securities held by different share classes. Even though
it can approximate a fund-level identifier, it does not. There are cases in which some different
funds point at the same portfolio of securities, but there are also cases in which the crsp_portno
number changes for the same share class.

15Generally, the string format of the fund name is <fund_series:fund_name;share_class>; I keep
only <fund_name>. I handle any specific case manually.

16For example, Morgan Stanley Investment Management Inc and Morgan Stanley Investment Advi-
sor Inc might be considered the same family of funds.

17OpenRefine can be found at http://openrefine.org/.
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I exclude from my sample funds younger than 36 months and with total net assets
of less than $1 million, to avoid an incubation bias. The large number of fund
splits and mergers in the CRSP-MF leads to quite extreme values of flows, and
therefore, following Huang et al., 2007, I filter out the top and bottom 2.5% tails
of the flows data.

1.3.3 Mutual funds voting

I obtain mutual funds voting information in shareholder meetings through the
Institutional Shareholder Services Voting Analytic database. Voting information
for US registered investment companies is available starting in 2004, following the
SECs disclosure requirement through the N-PX form. The dataset contains the
shareholder meeting date, proxy vote by the mutual fund, descriptions of all items
on the meeting agenda to be voted on and the fund and institution that cast the
vote, together with the total number of votes and the vote results, the proposal
sponsor, and the board recommendation on the matter.

To match this dataset to the CRSP-MF, I use a two-step procedure. First, I
match the two datasets by fund name. Often, however, different funds belonging
to different families share the same name.18 Therefore, I hand-check that the family
name is also correct; if not, I label the match a false positive and discard it. The
second step of the matching procedure involves use of the fund share class ticker.
The ISS dataset does not provide the ticker of a fund, since the dataset is at the fund
level and the ticker is at the share class level. ISS provides an N-PX file id that can
be used to retrieve the original submission form at the SEC address. The header of
the NPX file can be used to retrieve the fund names and all ticker names associated
with the funds. I use a Python script to retrieve the N-PX form associated with
each fund-vote at SEC Edgar and to scrape fund names and ticker. Therefore, I
match the ISS fund name from the original name in the N-PX submission and
associate all tickers found with each fund. I finally match the tickers to match the
unmatched funds from the first step. Since tickers can change and be reassigned, I
check the result of the matching procedure manually once again and discard false
positives.

1.3.4 Merger data

I retrieve data on M&As from the Security Data Company (SDC) Platinum
database. I require that the target and acquirer company be listed US companies

18I.e. “balanced fund” or “growth fund”
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so that an actual premium can be computed. Acquirer and target are identified
through historical CUSIP, which I use to match with firm financial data. From ISS,
I extract all mutual funds votes on items where the itemdesc field of the database
contains "Approve merger" or "Approve acquisition" case insensitive strings. I
then match each vote proposal to the target firm through CUSIP and keep all
meetings that occurred at most six months after the merger announcement date. I
manually check and discard false positives.

1.3.5 Descriptive statistics

Descriptive statistics of the holding data sample are available in Table 1.1. The
sample includes US equity holdings of US mutual funds as of the last quarter
of 2018. Panel A shows summary statistics at the fund level and Panel B groups
data at the fund family level. In Panel A holding data are split between active
and passive mutual funds. Even though no formal test has been carried out, we
can see stark differences between active and passive holdings on average. Passive
funds have a larger portfolio in terms of the number of firms (991 vs 703), but
each position does, on average, have a smaller market value (USD 5,142,120 vs
5,811,880). Importantly, as anticipated in Section 1.1, the expense ratio of passive
funds is on average half of that of active ones. This study looks at the conflicts
of interest between active and passive investors, in which the mechanism works
through fund family coordination. Thus, if the conjecture is right, the mechanism
only operates through mixed families—i.e., fund families that sponsor both active
and passive funds. Panel B shows descriptive statistics collapsed at the family level.
On average, 23% of funds in a fund family are passive. On average, mixed families
are larger, they sponsor a larger number of funds, the average market value of their
holdings in a firm across all of their funds is larger and, the average percentage
ownership of a portfolio firm is larger. The unit of observation in Panel B is
at the fund family-portfolio firm level. A quick computation allows us to see
how central mixed families are in mutual funds markets. Multiplying the average
market value of the holding by the number of observations of mixed families
results in the total AUM of US funds invested in US equity and sponsored by a
mixed family: USD Tn 6.61 (USD 47,420,000 × 139,778). The same computation
using all fund families yields USD Tn 8.21: More than 80% of the market value of
equity holdings of US mutual funds are sponsored by mixed families.
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1.4 Results

1.4.1 Mutual funds flows and performance

The main hypothesis of this work is that mutual fund families reallocate the
performance of a passive fund to an active one. Among other reasons, the literature
on the flow-to-performance sensitivity of mutual funds finds that investors chase
good past performers, even though winners do not repeat themselves, and finds
this relationship to be convex.19 To the extent that the purpose of passive funds
is to track an index, good performance should be attributed to the index and
not to the manager’s skills, since the manager is paid to minimize tracking error.
Therefore, I expect the flow-to-performance sensitivity to be larger for active funds.
This subsection reports basic results on the flow-to-performance sensitivity of
passive and active funds. A more thorough analysis is conducted in Appendix
1.A.1. I define flows in quarter t 20 for fund share class f as

F low f t =
T N A f t −T N A f t−1(1 + R f t )

T N A f t−1
, (1.2)

whereT N A f t is the total net asset value of fund f at the end of quarter t , and R f t
is the return of fund f during quarter t , compounded from CRSP-MF-reported
monthly returns. This definition assumes that all flows happen at the end of the
period. I use past quarter fund return as reported by the CRSP-MF as a measure
of performance.

As a first step, I group active and passive funds into quartiles according to their
previous quarter performance and plot their average performance and flow in
Figure 1.6. Blue circles represent passive funds and red squares denote active funds.
The first thing to notice is that active funds’ flows are smaller than those of passive
funds across the board. This is consistent with the general trend documented in
recent years, whereby investors invest more and more in passive funds than in
active ones. Second, the graph illustrates a steeper association between fund flows
and past performance for funds classified as active. It is important to bear in mind
that the data plot does not adjust for variables that could explain flows commonly
used in the mutual fund flows literature and does not represent a formal test. Third,
while any variation in passive funds’ performance is explained by differences in

19Christoffersen et al., 2014 survey causes and consequences of mutual fund flows.
20I use quarterly flows, similar to recent works investigating mutual fund flows—for example
Ferreira et al., 2012 and Huang et al., 2007—and to be more consistent with the mutual fund
holdings dataset.
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the underlying index these funds track, the magnitude of the variation is large and
somewhat surprising.

Next, I formally test for the flow to performance differential using the following
specification:

F low f t = α + β1Ac t ive f + β2P er f ormance f t−1
+ β3(P er f ormance f t−1 × Ac t ivei) + γCont rol s f t−1 + θt + ε f t ,

(1.3)

where Ac t ive f is a dummy taking the value one if the fund has not been classi-
fied as passive, according to the classification method explained in Section 1.3.1.
Consistent with previous literature, I include several controls that are correlated
with fund flows: previous period flows, the size of the fund (in logs) and the age
of the fund expressed in logarithm of months since the fund inception date. θt
is a quarter fixed effect that absorbs all unobservable common shocks that might
drive flows and performance at the same time. I also include quarter times style
fixed effects in some specifications to account for shocks that might specifically
affect some funds characterized by different styles during different quarters. In
all specifications, I cluster standard errors at the quarter level to account for the
possible correlation of flows across funds within the same quarter.

Table 1.4 shows the results, using raw past fund returns as a measure of past
performance. The first row confirms that flows are generally smaller for active
funds than for passive funds. Looking at columns (1)-(3), past quarter returns are
associated with larger current inflows. The relationship becomes steeper when
looking at active funds, ranging from 27.8% (0.066/0.237 in column (3)) to 82%
(0.087/0.106 in column (2)) more. Using the most conservative estimate, a 1-
standard-deviation increase in past returns leads to (0.01 × 0.237 × $793 million)
an inflow of $15 million. For active funds, this instead corresponds to an inflow
of $19.22 million. The last row of coefficients shows fund flows decreasing in fees:
Expensive funds lose flows, consistent with the intuition.

Together with the stark differences in fees between active and passive funds
as shown in Table 1.1, this suggests that the performance of active funds is more
valuable to the fund family than the performance of passive funds. I use M&As as
a laboratory to test whether the difference in profit might incentivize the fund
family to take action to bolster active funds’ performance. The next subsections
examine the distribution of fund and family ownership across merging firms and
their effects on merger voting and the deal.
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1.4.2 Funds’ and family holdings’ effects on mergers

I plot the distribution of the relative stakes for Acquirer-Target at the fund level
in Figure 1.3. The sample is the final merger-voting matched sample at the fund-
deal level. The last two graphs show the distribution of active and passive funds
relative to the stake, respectively. The relative stake is defined as the difference
in ownership between the acquirer and the target for fund f . It is computed as
α f A − α f T , where α f A denotes the ownership of fund f of the acquirer and α f T
denotes the ownership of fund f of the target. It can be considered to be the
direction of the incentive of fund f for deal d , DAT

f d fund. Similar to the direction

of the incentive at the family level, a larger DAT
f d fund implies that the fund would

rather that the synergies of the merger are allocated to the acquirer. While the
relative stakes are generally small, they are seldom zero. In M&As, the acquirer is
usually a larger firm than the target. Therefore, one might wonder whether passive
funds generally have a larger stake in the acquirer compared with the target. The
bottom-left figure shows that this is not generally the case, and that the relative
stake distribution is similar to that of the active funds.

Another concern could be that if a family has larger stakes in the acquirer, this
might also be the case for the passive funds within the family. Figure 1.4 shows
the distribution of the relative Acquirer-Target stakes in active funds at the family
level, or the direction of incentives at the family level, as explained in Section 1.2.
It is computed as DAT

id =
∑

f ∈Ai α f A − α f T—that is, summing the relative stakes
at the fund level f over the set of all active funds belonging to family i, Ai . The
top row reports the distribution by type of fund. The last two graphs instead
show the distribution of DAT

id for all passive funds split by whether the passive
fund has a larger stake in the acquirer (bottom right) or the target(bottom left).
The bottom-right figure shows that even though the distribution is slightly tilted
to the right, if a family has larger active stakes in the acquirer, their passive funds
do not generally have the same stakes.

I also plot the distribution of the relative stakes at the deal level for each fund
in Figure 1.5. To obtain this, I sum the direction of incentives DAT

id for each family
i owning stock of either the acquirer or the target. That is, the distribution of∑

i∈IAT
∑

f ∈Ai (α f A − α f T ), where α f A denotes the ownership of fund f of the
acquirer and α f T denotes the ownership of fund f of the target. Ai denotes the
set of all active funds sponsored by family i, and IAT is the set of all families having
stakes in either the acquirer or the target or both. The first two rows show the
distribution at the deal level between active and passive funds. The last two rows
show what the distribution is like for funds that have a larger stake in the acquirer
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(bottom left) or the target (bottom right). This figure shows that the sorting of
active funds at the deal level is generally different from the relative stake of the
voting passive fund. To check whether these incentives affect the voting behavior
of passive funds and merger outcomes, I formally test the hypothesis laid out in
Section 1.2 in the following sections.

1.4.3 Mutual funds voting in mergers

To test hypothesis 1, I start with estimation of the following linear probability
model for the voting decision of passive fund f :

v f id = β0 + β1DAT
id + β2D

AT
id × P r emiumd

+ γCont rol s f id + φd + ε f id,
(1.4)

where v f id is voting fund f sponsored by fund family i cast in the merger agree-
ment proposal for deal d , and it takes the value one if the fund voted “For”, and zero
otherwise. DAT

id is the direction of incentives of family i for deal d . P r emiumd
is the premium paid by the acquirer for the target in deal d . φd is a deal fixed
effect that allows us to estimate the coefficients only using within-deal variation.
Including deal fixed effects is important, because they purge any unobservable
characteristics of the merging firms and of the deal that may bias the coefficient of
interest, β2. Indeed, as shown by Golubov et al., 2015, unobservable characteristics
at the firm level play an important role in merger outcomes. Given the struc-
ture of the dataset, I can gradually add family and fund fixed effects to the main
specification, therefore estimating the coefficient of interest from variation of the
family stakes within each voting fund across different deals. This last set of fixed
effects allows us to compare the voting behavior of the same passive fund, letting
the direction of incentives vary across deals, while controlling for all unobserved
heterogeneity across mergers.

It could be the case that the voting fund has stakes in the deal that are correlated
with the direction of the incentives of the family the fund is sponsored by, and
therefore that the sign of the coefficient of interest is driven by fund-level stakes,
rather than by family-level stakes. Even though, as explained in Section 1.4.2, this
is generally not the case, I control for the fund’s relative stakes in the merger deal
and its interaction with the premium in all specifications to alleviate any concerns.
I control for several time-varying characteristics of the fund family that might be
correlated with voting coordination; namely, the number of funds administered by
the family and the percentage of passive funds administered by the family. Finally,
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I control for the weight the merging firms have in the voting fund’s portfolio,
because monitoring intensity—and therefore voting behavior—might be dependent
on fund portfolio weights, as shown by Fich et al., 2015.

In all specifications, I restrict the sample to responsive funds; these are defined
as funds that voted at least once against the management in my sample. The vast
majority of funds always side with the management. This is particularly true
for index funds and has been documented for any kind of shareholder proposals;
see, e.g., Matvos and Ostrovsky, 2010 and Heath et al., 201921 The inclusion
of fund fixed effects takes care of this. The estimated coefficients will only be
pushed toward zero by nonresponsive funds, since there is still variation on the
right-hand side of the equation.22 Finally, to compute the premium, I use the price
per share offered by the acquirer divided by the price of the target 42 days before
the announcement to account for market anticipations, as suggested by Eckbo,
2014 and Eckbo, 2009.

I bring equation 1.4 to the data. Table 1.5 shows the results of the regression
of passive funds’ voting on family-level active common ownership. The unit
of observation is at the vote level of fund f sponsored by family i in each deal
d . Standard errors are double clustered at family and deal level and reported in
parentheses. According to hypothesis 1, I should find a negative coefficient on
the interaction term DAT

id × P r emiumd . In the first column, I check whether
incentives play a role at the fund level, but this it does not seem to be the case. From
columns 2 to 7, I test the main hypothesis. The coefficient of interest is negative
and significant for all specifications. The coefficient is rather stable between -
0.4 and -0.6. This suggests that funds with families with a larger interest in the
acquirer are less likely to support a merger agreement when the premium offered
is larger. I control for the interaction of the premium offered with the incentive
at the fund level. The coefficients are positive but not significant, suggesting that
although the family stake might play a role, this does not apply at the fund level.
Economically, the estimated coefficients mean that a 0.02 increase in DAT

id , for the
average premium, results in a decrease of 0.4% (-0.6*0.02*0.33) in the likelihood
of the passive fund to support the deal. While the effect is not economically large
on average, it might become important when the differences in active ownership
at the family level are more extreme.

21Matvos and Ostrovsky, 2008 and Bodnaruk and Rossi, 2016 also investigate mutual fund voting
in M&As. Both notice that a large number of funds always support a merger, and label them as
nonresponsive funds.

22Including nonresponsive funds causes the coefficients and significance of my results to decrease,
and some of the tightest specifications lose significance.
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Table 1.6 shows the results of the same regression using the sample of active
funds only. While my main hypothesis does not speak to the behavior of active
funds, I expect the coefficient on the interaction term DAT

id × P r emiumd will not
be significantly different from zero. One might expect that active funds would
instead be more likely to follow their own incentives, but this does not seem to
be the case, since the interaction term between the premium and the direction of
incentives at the fund level are not significantly different from zero.

Table 1.7 again uses the voting passive funds sample. It tests the same hypothesis,
but adds the direction of incentives computed by using the passive ownership of
the family in the regressions. My hypothesis speaks to the role of active funds
in steering the incentives, at the family level, that could affect passive investors.
If passive funds also have a role in steering family incentives, then I would have
found a negative and statistically significant coefficient on the interaction term
DAT

id pas sive × P r emiumd . While the coefficient is negative in all specifications,
it becomes weakly significant only in columns (3) and (6); suggests that passive
funds also might matter. Importantly, the main coefficient is still negative and
significant.

One of the interpretations of the results presented so far is that passive funds
are less likely to support an expensive deal if the family direction of the incentives
is larger. On the other hand, it could also be that the results are driven by passive
funds increasingly supporting expensive deals when the family direction of incen-
tives is negative—that is, when family active common ownership is skewed toward
the target. Both explanations would be consistent with passive funds’ following
the lead of the active funds of the family, but only the first would mean they
might do that even at their own expense. To check whether this is the case, I split
the direction of incentive DAT

id into its positive and negative parts and interact
them with the premium paid. The results of the regression are shown in Table 1.8.
The second row reports that the coefficient attached to the premium offered inter-
acts with the positive part of the family direction of incentives DAT ,+

id = (DAT
id )

+.
Gradually saturating the regression, the coefficient becomes negative and larger
in magnitude, suggesting that passive funds are less likely to support expensive
deals for the acquirer if the active family common ownership is relatively large in
the acquirer. The fourth row is instead not significant and changes signs across
columns, which indicates that passive funds do not change their support for expen-
sive deals depending on active funds family ownership if they have a larger stake
in the target.

In the first two tables of results, I tested whether passive and active funds
support family incentives and found that only passive funds do, consistent with
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only passive funds potentially being used to bolster family profits. To formally test
whether there is a difference in voting behavior between these two groups of funds,
I interact my main variable of interest with a dummy that takes the value one if
the voting fund is an indexer and re-estimate equation 1.4 using both active and
passive funds. The results are shown in Table 1.9. It tests whether the coefficients
attached to DAT

id × P r emiumd differ between active and passive funds. Indexer is
a dummy that takes the value one if the fund is passive. The coefficients attached
to the triple interaction of interest DAT

id × P r emiumd × I nde xer are negative
and (weakly) significant across the specifications, which strengthens the evidence
that passive funds are more affected by the incentive at the family level.

While I explicitly control for incentives at the fund level in all specifications,
there might still be some concerns about the coefficient of interest being driven by
passive funds that have similar stakes in their active siblings within the same family.
I show that this is generally not the case in Figure 1.4. Another way to show this
formally is to interact the main variable of interest directly with the incentive at the
fund level DAT

f d f und . Table 1.10 shows the results. It tests whether the coefficients

attached to DAT
id × P r emiumd are sensitive to the own incentives of passive funds.

While the coefficient on the triple interaction is negative, it is still not significant.
Instead, the coefficient attached to the interaction DAT

id × P r emiumd alone is still
negative and significant, and the magnitude is similar to the one estimated in the
main regression and reported in Table 1.5. This suggests that family incentives
play a major role and that the vote sensitivity is not affected by the passive funds’
own incentives.

1.4.4 Deal level evidence

The previous section presents evidence that passive funds do not support expensive
deals if the mutual fund family has large stakes in the acquirer through its active
funds. Active funds’ votes do not seem to be affected by family ownership. One
interpretation of the vote-level evidence is indeed that the premium offered did not
take into account the incentives of funds that did not support the deal; otherwise,
those funds would have backed it. If several families have the same direction of
incentives, it might be that those families use their power to make cheap deals
go through, or that the management might internalize their preferences. In this
section, I check whether this is the case. I first test whether the direction of
incentives at the target level defined in Section 1.2 has an effect on the premium
offered, which is hypothesis 2. Second, I test whether the announcement returns of
the acquirer are influenced by it. Indeed, if a cheap deal goes through, the acquirer
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announcement returns should be larger, since a larger part of the synergies are
reaped by the bidder. I test these conjectures by estimating the following model:

yd = β0 + β1DAT
d t ar g e t + γCont rol sd + εd, (1.5)

where the DAT
d target is the direction of incentives at the target level. In all

specifications, I control for variables at both the firm and deal level commonly used
in the M&A literature, which are correlated with premiums and announcement
returns. I also gradually add year × industry fixed effects and acquirer fixed effects.
I report robust standard errors clustered at the acquirer level.

Table 1.11 shows the result. The dependent variable is the premium computed
as the ratio between the bid price and the share price of the target computed 42
days before the announcement. The coefficient of interest is the one attached to the
direction of incentives at target level DAT target: It varies across specifications, but
it is not statistically significant in any of them. Even though some funds vote against
expensive deals during the shareholder meeting, the results seem to suggest that the
premiums are not adjusted, and therefore the firms do not internalize the mutual
fund families’ incentives. I next test whether acquirer returns at announcements
are influenced by the direction of incentives at target level DAT target. Acquirer
announcement returns are computed using 3 days’ cumulative abnormal return
(CAR) during the days (-1,1), where 0 is the merger announcement day as reported
by SDC. Three day CARs are computed using the market-adjusted model, and
Table 1.12 reports the results. The coefficient of interest is positive and significant
in column (1), but adding year × industry fixed effects in column (2) and acquirer
fixed effects in columns (3) and (4) cause the result to disappear. Therefore, I cannot
conclude that passive funds administered by families having a larger interest in the
acquirer play a role in the acquirer announcement returns. A possible explanation
for the result in column (1) is that investment opportunities at the industry level
drive both the holdings of active funds and the announcement returns, which
biases the coefficient attached to the DAT target.
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1.5 Conclusion

In this paper, I argue that conflicts of interest may arise when passive and active
funds are sponsored and administered by the same fund family. If families care
about their own profits, they may try to reallocate performance from passive funds
to active ones, since the flow-to-performance sensitivity and the fees charged are
larger for active funds. To test whether passive funds bolster the performance of
active funds, I use M&As as a laboratory. This setting allows me to first check
whether passive funds respond to family incentives, using target voting outcomes
on mergers. Second, it allows me to test whether this behavior also affects the
firm by investigating merger outcomes. I find evidence that passive funds do
not support expensive deals when the family has a larger stake in the acquirer
through its active funds. Active funds do not seem to respond to family incentives,
which is consistent with the performance being reallocated more to active funds.
While the conflict shows up when looking at the behavior of single funds, there is
no evidence that the conflicts affect the firms in which funds have holdings. In
examining mutual fund flows, I find evidence of flows’ being affected more by
performance in the case of active funds, consistent with some of the assumptions
in this paper.

These results have implications for several strands of the literature. First,
for the mutual funds literature on the organization of mutual fund families, and
second, indirectly, for the literature that investigates the role of passive funds in
the governance of firms. This study shows that the incentives of passive funds
might be linked to the ownership of the sponsor family, and in particular of
active funds, this may have implications for how passive funds carry out their
governance duties. Another implication is for the common ownership hypothesis,
since passive funds directly contribute to the growth of common ownership.
This study shows that passive funds’ incentives differ from those of active ones.
Therefore, the distribution of the two types of funds matters and may be relevant
when measuring common ownership across firms. Future research might aim
to consolidate and investigating whether the evidence shown in this study holds
true—and, in particular, whether in other settings the consequences of the conflicts
of interest might interfere with firm governance and value.
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Figures

Figure 1.1: Global mutual fund holdings, active and passive
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Figure 1.1 shows the holdings size in USD of active and passive funds invested in stocks from 2000 to

2018. The sample includes the entire universe of open-end funds and ETF available on Morningstar

Direct.
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Figure 1.2: US mutual fund holdings, active and passive
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Figure 1.2 shows mutual fund holdings as a percentage of the market capitalization of US listed

firms. The figure reports holdings of both passive and active funds over time. The black dashed line

shows how the composition between them changed through quarters. Holdings are retrieved from

the CRSP Survivorship-Bias Free Mutual fund database, and total market capitalization is computed

using the CRSP stock file.
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Figure 1.3: Relative acquirer-target stakes: Fund level
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Figure 1.3 shows the distribution of the relative acquirer-target stakes at the fund level. The sample is

at the fund-deal level and includes all voting funds. The last two graphs show the distribution of the

active and passive funds’ relative stake, respectively. The relative stake is computed as (α f A − α f T ),
where α f A denotes the ownership of fund f of the acquirer and α f T denotes the ownership of

fund f of the target.
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Figure 1.4: Active relative acquirer-target stakes—Family level
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Figure 1.4 shows the distribution of the direction of incentives at the family level DAT
id =∑

f ∈Ai
α f A − α f T , where α f A denotes the ownership of fund f of the acquirer, α f T denotes the

ownership of fund f of the target, and Ai denotes the set of all active funds sponsored by family

i, as explained in Section 1.2. The sample is at the fund-deal level and includes all voting funds.

The top row reports the distribution by type of fund. The last row reports the distribution of the

direction of incentives DAT
id conditional on the fund’s having a larger stake in the target (bottom

left) or the acquirer (bottom right).
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Figure 1.5: Relative acquirer-target stakes—Deal level
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Figure 1.5 shows the distribution of the relative acquirer-target stakes at the deal level. The relative

stake is computed as
∑

i∈IAT
∑

f ∈Ai
(α f A − α f T ), where α f A denotes the ownership of fund f of

the acquirer and α f T denotes the ownership of fund f of the target. Ai denotes the set of all active

funds sponsored by family i and IAT is the set of all families having stakes in either the acquirer or

the target or both. The sample is at the fund-deal level and includes all voting funds. The top row

reports the distribution of the relative stakes for active and passive funds, respectively. The bottom

row reports the distribution of the relative stakes conditional on the fund’s having a larger stake in

the target (bottom left) or the acquirer (bottom right).
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Figure 1.6: Flow-to-performance sensitivity—Active vs. passive
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Figure 1.6 shows the flow-to-performance sensitivity of active and passive funds by quartiles of

performance. The sample is at the fund-share class-quarter level, as defined in the CRSP-MF dataset.

Passive and active funds are classified according to CRSP-MF flags and name inspection, as explained

in Section 4.3. Flows are computed as total net asset growth net of return, as explained in Section

1.4.1. Past performance is the past quarter fund return, as reported in the CRSP-MF. Funds are

grouped in quartiles based on past-quarter performance.
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Tables

Table 1.1: Holdings summary statistics

Panel A: Fund level Mean St.Dev. P25 P75 N

Active funds
# stocks by fund 703.95 790.56 103.00 1,039.00 536,635
Market value per hold (’000) 5,811.65 18,670.21 40.78 2,601.45 535,891
Expense ratio (%) 0.88 0.53 0.52 1.23 431,903

Passive funds
# stocks by fund 991.75 860.88 354.00 1,738.00 400,072
Market value per hold (’000) 5,142.12 18,381.48 44.85 1,798.29 399,329
Expense ratio (%) 0.39 0.42 0.12 0.50 316,465

Panel B: Family level Mean St.Dev. P25 P75 N

All families
Indexers (%) 0.23 0.31 0.00 0.28 244,628
# stocks by family 1,702.56 1,102.74 563.00 2,671.00 244,628
Market value per hold (’000) 33,630.63 422,689.11 114.68 5,784.21 244,183
# funds per family 44.86 60.80 6.00 58.00 244,628
Stake (%) per hold 0.40 1.36 0.00 0.18 244,628

Mixed families
# stocks by family 2,332.12 828.55 1,672.00 2,870.00 139,778
Market value per hold (’000) 47,420.13 512,313.60 132.15 9,240.80 139,460
# funds per family 69.31 70.16 35.00 77.00 139,778
Stake (%) per hold 0.57 1.66 0.01 0.28 139,778

Table 1.1 reports summary statistics of mutual funds holdings as of the last quarter of 2018. The
sample includes all stock holdings of every US mutual fund that appears in the CRSP-MF database.
Panel A reports data at the fund level for passive and active funds. Panel B reports data at the family
level. Passive and active funds are classified as described in Section 1.3.1. # stocks is the number of
different stocks a fund in Panel A or a family in Panel B holds. Market value per hold (’000) is the
market value in thousands of US dollars of a stock holding of a fund or a family. Expense ratio (%)
is the annual expense ratio of the fund, as reported by the CRSP-MF. Mixed families are defined as
fund families that sponsor both active and passive funds. Indexers (%) is the percentage of funds
classified as passive in a family. Stake (%) per hold is the percentage ownership of a firm that a
single holding represents.
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Table 1.2: Votes descriptive statistics

Panel A: Votes sample Mean P10 Median P90 Std. dev. N

Vote (For) 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.17 9,592
DAT family -0.07 -1.21 0.00 0.86 1.49 9,592
DAT passive family 0.08 -0.37 0.00 0.80 1.38 9,592
DAT fund -0.04 -0.10 -0.00 0.03 0.24 9,592
Premium 0.33 0.06 0.31 0.62 0.26 9,058
# funds family 75.66 27.00 55.00 109.00 56.22 9,592
% passive funds 0.38 0.02 0.48 0.69 0.28 9,592

Panel B: Deal sample Mean P10 Median P90 Std. dev. N

Premium 0.41 0.08 0.34 0.85 0.37 751
Acquirer CAR3 -0.06 -7.09 -0.11 6.57 6.21 919
DAT target 0.01 -0.05 0.00 0.09 0.08 962

Table 1.2 reports summary statistics of the M&A samples. Panel A shows the votes sample. It is at
the fund-deal level and covers 2009 to 2018. It includes reactive funds, as defined in Section 1.4.3.
DAT family is the direction of incentives at the family level described in Section 1.2, and is defined
as the difference in active ownership between the acquirer and the target of family i that sponsors
fund f . DAT passive is the direction of incentives computed using passive holdings. DAT fund is
the direction of incentives at the fund level. The three measures are multiplied by 100. Premium is
defined as the price offered by the acquirer over the target price 42 days before the announcement. #
funds family is the number of funds the family of the voting fund sponsors. % passive funds is
the proportion of funds classified as passive for a given fund family. Panel B shows the descriptive
statistics of the deal sample and includes all deals in which the target and acquirer are US public
companies. Premium is defined as the ratio of the price offered to the target price 42 days before the
announcement. Acquirer announcement return is computed over the days (-1,1), where 0 is the day
of announcement, using the market adjusted model. DAT target is the direction of incentives at the
target level, as defined in Section 1.2.
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Table 1.3: Fund performance descriptive statistics

Mean P10 Median P90 S td .dev . N

Indexer 0.12 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.33 375, 226
Flow −0.01 −0.11 −0.02 0.09 0.10 375, 226
Return Quarterly 0.02 −0.08 0.03 0.11 0.08 375, 226
Size ( $ mil) 793.38 4.00 72.30 1, 302.40 4, 422.72 375, 226
Alpha 1 factor 0.01 −0.03 0.01 0.04 0.03 375, 226
Fees (%) 1.18 0.31 1.15 2.05 0.62 375, 027
Age (months) 147.82 56.00 129.00 248.00 98.47 375, 226

Table 1.3 reports the summary statistics of the CRSP-MF sample of fund flows and performance
used to compute the flow-to-performance sensitivity of active and passive funds. The sample is at
the quarter-fund share class level and includes the years 2009 to 2018. Indexer is the proportion of
funds classified as passive in the sample, as explained in Section 1.3.1. Flows are computed as fund
growth net of fund return, as described in Section 1.4.1. Fees are computed as the sum of expense
ratio and one-fifth of front-load fees. Age is measured in months from fund inception. Alpha one
factor is the fund alpha computed out from CAPM, as explained in Section 1.4.1.
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Table 1.4: Flows and performance—Active vs. passive

(1) (2) (3)
Flowt Flowt Flowt

Active −0.024∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Performancet-1 0.169∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.237∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.036) (0.031)

Performancet-1 × Active 0.077∗∗∗ 0.087∗∗∗ 0.066∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.023) (0.019)

Log Age −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Flowt-1 0.360∗∗∗ 0.357∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011)

Log Sizet-1 0.000 −0.000
(0.000) (0.000)

Feest-1 −0.013∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001)

Observations 375226 375226 375226
R2 0.022 0.187 0.214
Quarter FE Y e s Y e s N o
Style × Quarter FE No N o Y e s

Table 1.4 shows the results of the OLS regression of flows onto past fund performance. The sample
is at the fund share class-quarter level. It includes every US fund classified as an equity fund in
the CRSP-MF and runs from 2009 to 2018. The dependent variable is the quarterly fund flow,
computed as fund growth net of fund return, as described in Section 1.4.1. Past performance is
computed as past-quarter fund share class raw return. Fees are computed as the sum of the expense
ratios plus one-fifth of the yearly front-load fees. Active is a dummy that takes the value one for
every fund that is not classified as a passive fund, as defined in Section 1.3.1. Standard errors are
double clustered at the share class and quarter level, and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and *
denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.5: Voting decisions and family incentives—Passive funds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For)

DAT family 0.090 0.016 0.024 0.016 −0.020 −0.008
(0.086) (0.082) (0.108) (0.106) (0.125) (0.127)

DAT family × Premium −0.756∗ −0.651∗ −0.545∗∗ −0.545∗∗ −0.560∗∗ −0.586∗∗
(0.387) (0.371) (0.251) (0.258) (0.228) (0.245)

DAT fund −1.071 −0.882 −0.525 −0.577 −0.503 −0.680
(0.720) (0.714) (0.684) (0.757) (0.705) (0.762)

DAT fund × Premium −0.673 0.925 0.837 0.656 0.734 −0.073
(1.707) (1.567) (1.662) (1.688) (1.795) (1.903)

% passive funds 0.034 0.043 0.025 −0.061 −0.119
(0.035) (0.073) (0.058) (0.096) (0.101)

Log(# funds family) 0.016 −0.003 −0.004 −0.033 −0.042
(0.011) (0.020) (0.020) (0.031) (0.035)

Target weight in Fund (%) −0.014 0.013 0.040 0.018 0.076
(0.015) (0.038) (0.043) (0.045) (0.074)

Acquirer weight in Fund (%) −0.007 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.006
(0.008) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.007)

Observations 6287 6287 6287 6287 6285 6280 6246
R2 0.531 0.530 0.539 0.619 0.621 0.686 0.691
Deal FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Family FE No N o N o Y e s N o N o N o
Fund FE No N o N o N o Y e s N o N o
Family × year FE No N o N o N o N o Y e s N o
Fund × year FE No N o N o N o N o N o Y e s

Table 1.5 shows the results of the OLS regression of passive funds voting on family-level active
common ownership. The unit of observation is at the vote level for each fund f in each deal d .
The dependent variable takes the value one if the fund voted “For” the merger at the shareholder
meeting. DAT family is the direction of incentives at the family level, described in Section 1.2, and
defined as the difference in active ownership between the acquirer and the target of family i that
sponsors fund f . DAT fund is the difference in ownership between the acquirer and the target
of fund f . Premium is defined as the ratio between the price offered and the target price 42 days
before the announcement. The sample consists of passive funds classified as reactive, as defined in
section 1.4.3, that voted at shareholder meetings in which the merger agreement was discussed.
Standard errors are double clustered at the family and deal level, and reported in parentheses. ***,
**, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.6: Voting decisions and family incentives–Active funds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For)

DAT family −0.251 −0.156 0.050 0.046 0.103 0.079
(0.471) (0.426) (0.397) (0.398) (0.427) (0.413)

DAT family × Premium 0.816 0.946 0.450 0.247 0.073 0.179
(1.538) (1.409) (1.325) (1.371) (1.187) (1.112)

DAT fund 0.341 −0.007 0.027 0.433 −0.517 0.076
(1.037) (1.047) (0.863) (0.987) (0.785) (0.962)

DAT fund × Premium 0.612 −2.947 −1.251 −0.156 1.112 2.689
(3.207) (3.273) (2.808) (2.924) (2.114) (2.868)

% passive funds −0.022 0.028 0.019 −0.042 −0.047
(0.031) (0.108) (0.100) (0.125) (0.082)

Log(# funds family) 0.019 −0.002 −0.015 −0.043 −0.046
(0.024) (0.028) (0.024) (0.042) (0.042)

Target weight in Fund (%) −0.114∗ −0.034 −0.005 −0.014 0.033
(0.055) (0.042) (0.073) (0.054) (0.108)

Acquirer weight in Fund (%) −0.011 −0.030 −0.034 −0.011 −0.039
(0.033) (0.026) (0.026) (0.023) (0.028)

Observations 2744 2744 2744 2743 2738 2728 2676
R2 0.663 0.663 0.673 0.727 0.742 0.766 0.796
Deal FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Family FE No N o N o Y e s N o N o N o
Fund FE No N o N o N o Y e s N o N o
Family × year FE No N o N o N o N o Y e s N o
Fund × year FE No N o N o N o N o N o Y e s

Table 1.6 shows results of the OLS regression of active funds voting on family-level active common
ownership. The unit of observation is at the vote level for each fund f in each deal d . The
dependent variable takes the value one if the fund voted “For” the merger at the shareholder
meeting. DAT family is the direction of incentives at the family level described in Section 1.2, and
defined as the difference in active ownership between the acquirer and the target of family i that
sponsors fund f . DAT fund is the difference in ownership between the acquirer and the target
of fund f . Premium is defined as the ratio between the price offered and the target price 42 days
before the announcement. The sample consists of active funds classified as reactive, as defined in
Section 1.4.3, that voted at shareholder meetings in which the merger agreement was discussed.
Standard errors are double clustered at the family and deal level, and reported in parentheses. ***,
**, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.7: Voting decisions and family (passive) incentives—Passive funds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For)

DAT family 0.090 −0.024 −0.010 −0.014 −0.065 −0.046
(0.086) (0.118) (0.139) (0.143) (0.169) (0.166)

DAT family × Premium −0.756∗ −0.494 −0.440∗ −0.452∗ −0.403∗ −0.454∗
(0.387) (0.316) (0.226) (0.235) (0.225) (0.238)

DAT passive family 0.135 0.142 0.123 0.148 0.104
(0.279) (0.291) (0.265) (0.270) (0.249)

DAT p. family × Premium −1.153∗ −0.651 −0.587 −1.046∗ −0.927
(0.631) (0.418) (0.424) (0.586) (0.563)

DAT fund −1.071 −0.909 −0.639 −0.666 −0.569 −0.672
(0.720) (0.730) (0.542) (0.598) (0.509) (0.583)

DAT fund × Premium −0.673 2.075 1.472 1.245 1.759 0.905
(1.707) (1.688) (1.534) (1.495) (1.599) (1.642)

% passive funds 0.035 0.043 0.026 −0.064 −0.121
(0.034) (0.074) (0.059) (0.096) (0.102)

Log(# funds family) 0.016 −0.003 −0.004 −0.033 −0.042
(0.011) (0.020) (0.020) (0.030) (0.034)

Target weight in Fund (%) −0.012 0.014 0.040 0.020 0.079
(0.014) (0.039) (0.043) (0.045) (0.074)

Acquirer weight in Fund (%) −0.007 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.006
(0.008) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.007)

Observations 6287 6287 6287 6287 6285 6280 6246
R2 0.531 0.530 0.539 0.619 0.622 0.686 0.692
Deal FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Family FE No N o N o Y e s N o N o N o
Fund FE No N o N o N o Y e s N o N o
Family × year FE No N o N o N o N o Y e s N o
Fund × year FE No N o N o N o N o N o Y e s

Table 1.7 shows the results of the OLS regression of passive funds voting on family-level active and
passive common ownership. The unit of observation is at the vote level for each fund f in each deal
d . The dependent variable takes the value one if the fund voted “For” the merger at the shareholder
meeting. DAT family is the direction of incentives at the family level described in Section 1.2,
and defined as the difference in active ownership between the acquirer and the target of family i
that sponsors fund f . DAT p. family is defined as the difference in passive ownership between
the acquirer and the target of family i to which fund f belongs. DAT fund is the difference in
ownership between the acquirer and the target of fund f . Premium is defined as the ratio between
the price offered and the target price 42 days before the announcement. The sample consists of
passive funds classified as reactive, as defined in Section 1.4.3, that voted at shareholder meetings in
which the merger agreement was discussed. Standard errors are double clustered at the family and
deal level, and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
level, respectively.
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Table 1.8: Voting decisions and family (passive) incentives—Passive funds

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For)

DAT ,+ 0.798∗∗ 0.274 0.357 0.337 0.382 0.376
(0.348) (0.617) (0.248) (0.245) (0.267) (0.262)

DAT ,+ family × Premium −1.806∗∗ −2.258∗∗∗ −2.363∗∗∗ −2.311∗∗∗ −2.780∗∗ −2.854∗∗
(0.680) (0.726) (0.809) (0.759) (1.040) (1.072)

DAT ,− −0.464 −0.147 −0.189 −0.182 −0.258 −0.225
(0.279) (0.526) (0.207) (0.191) (0.330) (0.324)

DAT ,− family × Premium 0.106 0.430 0.656 0.601 0.840 0.833
(0.743) (0.594) (0.541) (0.473) (0.809) (0.800)

DAT fund −1.071 −0.797 −0.407 −0.461 −0.372 −0.536
(0.720) (0.695) (0.680) (0.742) (0.713) (0.756)

DAT fund × Premium −0.673 0.322 0.227 0.074 0.049 −0.822
(1.707) (1.568) (1.593) (1.636) (1.802) (1.938)

% passive funds 0.033 0.044 0.026 −0.060 −0.118
(0.037) (0.073) (0.059) (0.096) (0.100)

Log(# funds family) 0.017 −0.003 −0.004 −0.033 −0.042
(0.014) (0.020) (0.020) (0.030) (0.034)

Target weight in Fund (%) −0.016 0.013 0.040 0.017 0.075
(0.013) (0.038) (0.043) (0.045) (0.074)

Acquirer weight in Fund (%) −0.006 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.008
(0.008) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.007)

Observations 6287 6287 6287 6287 6285 6280 6246
R2 0.531 0.531 0.539 0.619 0.622 0.686 0.692
Deal FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Family FE No N o N o Y e s N o N o N o
Fund FE No N o N o N o Y e s N o N o
Family × year FE No N o N o N o N o Y e s N o
Fund × year FE No N o N o N o N o N o Y e s

Table 1.8 shows the results of the regression of passive funds voting on the positive part and negative
part of the family-level active common ownership. The unit of observation is at the vote level
for each fund f in each deal d . The dependent variable takes the value one if the fund voted
“For” the merger at the shareholder meeting. DAT ,+ family is defined as the positive part, i.e.,
DAT ,+ = (DAT )+, of the direction of incentives at the family level described in Section 1.2, and
defined as the difference in active ownership between the acquirer and the target of family i that
sponsors fund f . DAT ,− is defined likewise for the negative part of the direction of incentives.
DAT fund is the difference in ownership between the acquirer and the target of fund f . Premium is
defined as the ratio between the price offered and the target price 42 days before the announcement.
The sample consists of passive funds classified as reactive, as defined in section 1.4.3, that voted at
shareholder meetings in which the merger agreement was discussed. Standard errors are double
clustered at the family and deal level, and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance
at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.9: Voting decisions and family incentives—active vs. passive

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For)

DAT family × Premium × Indexer −2.520∗∗ −2.037∗ −1.617 −2.336∗∗ −1.970∗
(1.145) (1.125) (1.249) (1.090) (1.127)

DAT family × Premium 1.333 0.972 0.739 1.315 1.215
(1.451) (1.331) (1.327) (1.125) (1.089)

DAT family × Indexer 0.519 0.317 0.124 0.384 0.406
(0.485) (0.399) (0.477) (0.402) (0.410)

DAT family −0.382 −0.212 −0.063 −0.341 −0.386
(0.501) (0.414) (0.477) (0.413) (0.413)

Indexer 0.009 −0.014 −0.004
(0.013) (0.025) (0.017)

Indexer × Premium −0.022 −0.021 −0.021 −0.012 −0.026
(0.026) (0.024) (0.022) (0.022) (0.018)

Observations 9053 9053 9045 9035 8947
R2 0.526 0.601 0.618 0.656 0.688
Deal FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Family FE No Y e s N o N o N o
Fund FE No N o Y e s N o N o
Family × year FE No N o N o Y e s N o
Fund × year FE No N o N o N o Y e s
Controls No Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s

Table 1.9 shows the results of the OLS regression of funds voting on family-level active common
ownership. The unit of observation is at the vote level for each fund f in each deal d . The
dependent variable takes the value one if the fund voted “For” the merger at the shareholder meeting.
DAT family is the direction of incentives at the family level described in Section 1.2, and defined as
the difference in active ownership between the acquirer and the target of family i that sponsors fund
f . DAT fund is the difference in ownership between the acquirer and the target of the fund f .
Indexer is a dummy variable taking the value one if the voting fund is classified as a passive fund,
as described in Section 1.3.1. Premium is defined as the ratio between the price offered and the
target price 42 days before the announcement. The sample consists of all funds classified as reactive,
as defined in Section 1.4.3, that voted at shareholder meetings in which the merger agreement
was discussed. Standard errors are double clustered at the family and deal level, and reported in
parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.10: Voting decisions—family vs. own incentives

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For) Vote (For)

DAT family 0.026 0.034 0.025 −0.010 0.001
(0.078) (0.108) (0.116) (0.140) (0.150)

DAT family × Premium −0.603 −0.501∗∗ −0.498∗∗ −0.521∗∗ −0.545∗∗
(0.371) (0.236) (0.219) (0.220) (0.229)

DAT family × DAT fund × Premium −41.609 −47.834 −35.516 −64.447 −43.644
(171.389) (149.496) (149.641) (119.092) (122.674)

DAT family × DAT fund 46.977 46.865 44.869 47.406 44.006
(37.607) (33.273) (34.681) (30.160) (31.662)

DAT fund −0.834 −0.480 −0.507 −0.460 −0.602
(0.717) (0.680) (0.745) (0.705) (0.761)

DAT fund × Premium 0.661 0.564 0.430 0.438 −0.232
(1.565) (1.605) (1.648) (1.824) (1.984)

% passive funds 0.034 0.043 0.026 −0.062 −0.120
(0.035) (0.073) (0.058) (0.096) (0.101)

Log(# funds family) 0.016 −0.003 −0.004 −0.033 −0.042
(0.011) (0.020) (0.020) (0.031) (0.034)

Target weight in Fund (%) −0.013 0.014 0.041 0.018 0.077
(0.014) (0.038) (0.043) (0.045) (0.074)

Acquirer weight in Fund (%) −0.007 0.000 0.003 0.001 0.006
(0.008) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.007)

Observations 6287 6287 6285 6280 6246
R2 0.539 0.619 0.622 0.686 0.691
Deal FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Family FE No Y e s N o N o N o
Fund FE No N o Y e s N o N o
Family × year FE No N o N o Y e s N o
Fund × year FE No N o N o N o Y e s

Table 1.10 shows the results of the OLS regression of passive funds voting on family-level active
common ownership and own ownership. The unit of observation is at the vote level for each fund
f in each deal d . The dependent variable takes the value one if the fund voted “For” the merger at
the shareholder meeting. DAT family is the direction of incentives at the family level described in
Section 1.2, and defined as the difference in active ownership between the acquirer and the target of
family i that sponsors fund f . DAT fund is the difference in ownership between the acquirer and
the target of fund f . Premium is defined as the ratio between the price offered and the target price
42 days before the announcement. The sample consists of all funds classified as reactive, as defined
in Section 1.4.3, that voted at shareholder meetings in which the merger agreement was discussed.
Standard errors are double clustered at the family and deal level, and reported in parentheses. ***,
**, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.11: Target premium and passive-active conflicts

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Premium Premium Premium Premium

DAT target −0.084 −0.016 0.022 0.289
(0.161) (0.206) (0.293) (0.521)

Acquirer size 0.057∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗ 0.050 −0.168
(0.011) (0.014) (0.073) (0.123)

Target size −0.074∗∗∗ −0.072∗∗∗ −0.022 −0.021
(0.013) (0.016) (0.020) (0.044)

Acquirer leverage −0.041 0.077 0.336 0.979∗
(0.092) (0.132) (0.324) (0.536)

Target leverage 0.168∗∗ 0.128 0.163 −0.326
(0.079) (0.112) (0.196) (0.349)

Acquirer return on assets 0.138 0.618 2.380 5.153∗∗
(0.834) (0.864) (2.296) (2.487)

Target return on assets −0.703∗∗ −0.314 −1.755∗∗∗ −2.113∗
(0.327) (0.376) (0.589) (1.088)

Acquirer book to market −0.085 −0.104 0.013 −0.032
(0.057) (0.075) (0.218) (0.355)

Target book to market 0.161∗∗∗ 0.115∗ 0.289∗∗∗ 0.284∗∗
(0.047) (0.060) (0.077) (0.128)

Acquirer institutional ownership −0.024 −0.013 0.039 0.579∗∗∗
(0.051) (0.063) (0.132) (0.190)

Target institutional ownership −0.014 −0.081 −0.252∗∗ −0.325∗∗
(0.057) (0.073) (0.112) (0.144)

Target passive ownership −0.380 −0.298 −0.675 −1.420
(0.277) (0.371) (0.532) (0.926)

Acquirer passive ownership −0.121 −0.102 −1.553∗ 1.547
(0.288) (0.325) (0.830) (1.553)

Toehold −0.410∗∗ −0.434 −0.310 −2.213∗∗∗
(0.162) (0.442) (0.208) (0.736)

Competing bid 0.055 0.093 0.112 0.208
(0.064) (0.075) (0.120) (0.182)

Diversifying merger 0.014 0.019 −0.046 0.169
(0.030) (0.045) (0.068) (0.106)
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Table 1.11: (continued)

Cash deal 0.066∗ 0.070 0.129∗∗ 0.109
(0.034) (0.049) (0.065) (0.108)

Observations 748 638 334 247
R2 0.190 0.374 0.675 0.857
Ind-Year FE No Y e s N o Y e s
Acquirer FE No N o Y e s Y e s

Table 1.11 shows the results of the OLS regression of the target premium on the target direction
of incentives. The sample is at the deal level and runs from 2009 to 2018. The target premium is
defined as the ratio between the price offered and the target price 42 days before the announcement.
DAT target is the direction of incentives at the target level, as defined in Section 1.2. Acquirer and
target leverage are defined as long-term debt over assets. Institutional ownership is computed using
total ownership from Thompson Reuters 13F database. Passive ownership is the total ownerships
by passive funds. Cash deal is a dummy taking the value one if the deal is fully financed by cash.
Diversifying merger is a dummy taking the value one if the deal is between two firms that have a
different two-digit SIC codes. Standard errors are clustered at the acquirer level and reported in
parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.12: Acquirer announcement returns and passive-active conflicts

(1) (2) (3) (4)
CAR3 CAR3 CAR3 CAR3

DAT target 0.054∗∗ 0.050 −0.015 −0.016
(0.027) (0.032) (0.036) (0.046)

Acquirer size −0.004∗∗ −0.001 −0.009 −0.033∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.010) (0.014)

Target size 0.002 0.000 −0.001 0.001
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004)

Acquirer leverage 0.033∗∗ 0.009 −0.027 0.084
(0.016) (0.020) (0.047) (0.061)

Target leverage 0.003 0.010 0.001 0.004
(0.014) (0.016) (0.018) (0.027)

Acquirer return on assets 0.148 −0.013 0.267 −0.171
(0.122) (0.138) (0.222) (0.425)

Target return on assets 0.052 0.014 −0.007 −0.080
(0.037) (0.044) (0.044) (0.061)

Acquirer book to market 0.001 −0.014 −0.003 0.024
(0.011) (0.013) (0.020) (0.032)

Target book to market −0.004 −0.004 −0.001 −0.015
(0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.011)

Acquirer institutional ownership −0.011 −0.011 0.023 0.005
(0.009) (0.010) (0.017) (0.018)

Target institutional ownership 0.004 −0.005 −0.022∗ −0.009
(0.009) (0.011) (0.012) (0.016)

Target passive ownership −0.057 0.008 0.098 −0.081
(0.051) (0.059) (0.065) (0.088)

Acquirer passive ownership −0.076∗ −0.036 −0.041 0.090
(0.042) (0.054) (0.098) (0.192)

Toehold −0.036 0.025 −0.030 −0.131
(0.055) (0.074) (0.033) (0.095)

Competing bid 0.014 0.001 −0.010 −0.009
(0.011) (0.012) (0.013) (0.017)

Diversifying merger 0.001 −0.001 −0.000 −0.017
(0.005) (0.006) (0.008) (0.012)
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Table 1.12: (continued)

Cash deal 0.018∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗
(0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.009)

Observations 913 794 468 362
R2 0.058 0.297 0.608 0.791
Ind-Year FE No Y e s N o Y e s
Acquirer FE No N o Y e s Y e s

Table 1.12 shows the results of the OLS regression of the acquirer announcement returns on the
target direction of incentives. The sample is at the deal level and starts covers 2009 to 2018. Acquirer
announcement return is computed over the days (-1,1), where 0 is the day of announcement, using
the market-adjusted model. DAT target is the direction of incentives at the target level, as defined
in Section 1.2. Acquirer and target leverage are defined as long-term debt over assets. Institutional
ownership is computed using total ownership from Thompson Reuters 13F database. Cash deal
is a dummy taking the value one if the deal is fully financed by cash. Diversifying merger is a
dummy taking the value one if the deal is between two firms that have a different two-digit SIC
codes. Standard errors are clustered at the acquirer level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and *
denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.





1.A Appendix

1.A.1 Flow to performance—Additional results
This section reports additional results of the flow sensitivity of mutual funds to previous
performance and fees for active and passive funds. As described in Section 1.4.1, the
purpose of passive funds is to track an index, and thus good performance should be
attributed by investors to the index and not to managerial skills, since the manager is paid
to minimize tracking error. Therefore, flow-to-performance sensitivity should be larger
for active funds. Moreover, because passive funds mainly compete on fees, I expect the
passive funds flow to be more sensitive to fees compared with active ones.

Using flows as defined in Section 1.4.1, this section investigates the robustness of the
flow to performance sensitivity results to alternative definitions of fund performance,
including the fractional performance ranking used in previous literature on flow-to-
performance sensitivity, whether there are differences in flow-to-performance convexity
between active and passive funds, and the differential effect of fees on fund flows. I compute
fractional ranking using a similar methodology to that used in previous work23 in the
field.

I use several measures of past performance. The first is past-quarter fund return as
reported by the CRSP-MF, and used in Section 1.4.1, Figure 1.6, and Table 1.4. The second
is the one-factor alpha estimated from the CAPM. I use monthly returns and require that
the fund has at least three years of monthly returns available on CRSP to estimate the
one-factor alpha. One might wonder whether using alpha as a performance measure for
index funds is appropriate. Index funds replicate a large number of indexes, and few of
them are the market index. This ensures that alpha varies across index funds. Moreover,
Berk and van Binsbergen, 2016 find that investors use CAPM to evaluate funds. I compute
the fund’s fractional rank using past return and previous-quarter one-factor alpha as an
alternative performance measure.24 Fractional rank is the performance rank a fund f
obtains the previous quarter across all funds in the sample. Fees are calculated as the sum
of the expense ratio and one-fifth of the annual front-load fees, as in Huang et al., 2007,

23One of the first studies is Sirri and Tufano, 1998. Other studies that investigate the relationship
between funds characteristics and flow-to-performance sensitivity include, among others,
Franzoni and Giannetti, 2019; Sialm et al., 2015; Ferreira et al., 2012; and Huang et al., 2007.

24See, for example, Sialm et al., 2015, who use a nonparametric functional form.
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and therefore assume an average holding period of 5 years. I use the same specification as
in Section 1.4.1:

F low f t = α + β1Ac t ive f + β2P er f ormance f t−1
+ β3 (P er f ormance f t−1 × Ac t ivei) + γCont rol s f t−1 + θt + ε f t ,

(1.6)

where Ac t ive f is a dummy taking the value one if the fund has not been classified as
passive according the classification method explained in Section 1.3.1. Consistent with
previous literature, I include several controls that are correlated with fund flows: previous
period flows, the size of the fund (in logs), and the age of the fund expressed in logarithm
of months since the fund inception date. θt is a quarter fixed effect that absorbs all
unobservable common shocks that might drive flows and performance at the same time. I
also include quarter times style fixed effects in some specifications to account for shocks
that might specifically affect some funds characterized by different styles during different
quarters. In all specifications, I cluster standard errors at the quarter level, to account for
the possible correlation of flows across funds within the same quarter.

The first check I do is on fees. I bring equation 1.6 to the data, using past fund share
class fees instead of performance. Table 1.A.1 shows the results. The sample in this table is
at the fund share class-quarter level and includes every US fund classified as an equity fund
in the CRSP-MF and covers 2009 to 2018. The dependent variable is the quarterly fund
flow computed as fund growth net of fund return as in equation 1.2. Fees are computed
as the sum of expense ratios plus one-fifth of yearly front-load fees. Active is a dummy
that takes the value one for every fund that is not classified as a passive fund, as defined in
Section 1.3.1. Standard errors are clustered at the quarter level and reported in parentheses.

Starting with the first coefficient attached to the dummy variable Active, this dummy
shows the differential flows accruing to active funds compared with passive ones that
represent the baseline in this table. The coefficient is negative and significant across all
specifications, which is consistent with the notion that passive funds flows are generally
larger than active ones, at least in the sample period considered. The second row reports
the coefficient attached to the fund fees, which is negative and statistically significant:
Larger fees are associated with a decrease in inflows in the next period. The other coefficient
of interest is the interaction between the lagged fees and the active dummy. It is positive
but lower in magnitude compared with the main effect on fees. Active funds are subject
to a lower level of fund inflows when fees are larger, but less so compared with passive
funds. Considering an average-sized mutual fund, an increase of 100 basis points in fees
corresponds to an outflow of $15.86 million (1.00 × ( -0.02) × $793 million) for passive
funds, whereas for active ones the outflows would be $11.1 million (1.00 × ( -0.02 + 0.006)
× $793 million). Gradually adding fixed effects and additional controls from columns
(1) to (5) does not change the qualitative result. The positive and significant coefficient
attached to past flows indicates a certain degree of flow persistence. In columns (3)-(5),
performance is measured as past raw returns. Good past performance increases current
flows. The last coefficient in column (5) anticipates the result of the following tables: The
flow-to-performance sensitivity of active funds is stronger than that of passive funds.
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Tables 1.A.2 and 1.A.3 show the flow-to-performance sensitivity using a different
measure of past performance. Table 1.A.2 uses rawmeasures of past performance. Columns
(1)-(3) use the same specification and performance measure as Table 1.4, which I report
it here for comparison purposes. The first row confirms flows generally being smaller
for active funds than passive funds. Looking at columns (1)-(3), past-quarter returns are
associated with larger current inflows. The relationship becomes steeper when looking
at active funds, ranging from 27.8% (0.066/0.237 in column (3)) to 82% (0.087/0.106 in
column (2)) more. Using the most conservative estimate, a 1-standard-deviation increase
in past return leads to an inflow of $15 million (0.01 × 0.237 × $793 million). For active
funds, this instead corresponds to an inflow of $19.22 million. Using the one-factor-alpha,
the differences are even starker. Using column (6), the most conservative estimate, a
1-standard-deviation increase in past alpha leads to an increase in inflows of $12.41 million
(0.03 × 0.522 × $793 million). For active funds, the inflow increase is instead $17.74
million (0.03 × (0.522 + 0.224) × $793 million), which is about a 40% increase. The results
are consistent with Table 1.A.3, where I use fractional rank as a measure of performance.
Finally, the last row of coefficients in both tables is consistent with the results reported
Table 1.A.1, i.e., flows are decreasing in fees.

The previous results show that passive funds flows are more sensitive to fees and
less sensitive to performance. This is important, as it suggests that investors value fees
relatively more than performance in passive funds, compared with active ones. If pas-
sive fund flows are less sensitive to performance, it might be valuable at the family level
to transfer performance to active funds, since they bring in more flows. Previous ta-
bles show that this is true at any level of performance, but as shown in previous lit-
erature, flow-to-performance sensitivity might not be linear.25 In Table 1.A.4, I test
whether these nonlinearities differ when it comes to passive and active funds. I follow
the previous literature and use a piecewise linear regression that allows different sensi-
tivities at different levels of performance. I define different segments of performance
as Low f t−1 = Min(Rank f t−1, 0.2); Mid f t−1 = Min(Rank f t−1 − Low f t−1, 0.6); and
H i g ℎ f t−1 = Rank f t−1 − Mid f t1 − Low f t−1, where Rank f t−1 is the fractional perfor-
mance rank of fund f in the past quarter, and interact them with the Ac t ive f dummy.

Table 1.A.4 shows the results of the exercise. In columns (1) to (3), funds are ranked
according to their previous-quarter return, whereas in the last three columns, funds are
ranked according to their previous-quarter one-factor alpha. The results differ slightly
across specifications, but are consistent across performance measures. First, passive flows
do not seem to be sensitive to low performance. The result changes when quarter ×
style fixed effects are introduced. In columns (3) and (6), there is indeed no longer any
difference in the sensitivity to low performance across active and passive funds, as the
coefficient attached to the interaction is not significant. Being in the mid-performance
rank does not affect passive and active fund flows differently, even though the effect on
flows is attenuated compared with being in the lowest quintile of performance. Things
change when we look at the highest quintile of performance. While for passive funds it

25See Christoffersen et al., 2014 for a survey.
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seems like there is no difference, for active funds an increase of 10 percentage points leads
to an increase in flows of $8.56 million (0.1 × 0.108 × $793 million) if we take column (3)
as the favorite specification. This suggests that it is valuable for mutual fund families to
reallocate performance from passive funds to active ones, since good active performance is
associated with inflows, while passive ones are not sensitive to this.

1.A.2 Fund families’ voting coordination
This section shows how voting in shareholder meetings of the portfolios’ firms is co-
ordinated at the family level. Voting in shareholder meetings is one way institutional
investors can steer company policy and a method the fund family might use to transfer
performance, by showing support or not for management policies. A conflict of interest
can arise if voting is centralized at the family level. Several other studies that examine
mutual funds voting point out that fund families coordinate their fund voting at portfolio
firms’ shareholder meetings.26

Table 1.A.5 confirms the findings of previous studies by examining the agreement
funds have when it comes to voting on a proposal in a shareholder meeting. The table
shows the agreement for three samples: (1) a random sample made of voting at randomly
picked shareholder meetings; (2) voting in all merger meetings—i.e., all meetings in which
the itemdesc included “approve merger” or “approve acquisition”; and (3) voting is matched
to holdings from the CRSP-MF and M&A deals from the SDC. The column “family-
proposal” shows the proportion of times every fund of the same family votes the same
way on the same proposal. The within-family agreement for each proposal is large—about
96%—which decreases when the board does not support the proposal. In the case of
mergers, the percentage increases slightly. The large percentages reported can be driven by
agreement across fund families on the same issue; for example, because fund families tend
to follow ISS recommendations. To check whether this is the case, the column “Proposal”
shows the agreement between funds at the proposal level—i.e., across fund families. When
it comes to funds’ agreement on proposals, but not within families, the percentage is much
lower. This suggests a coordination within families, but not across families, for the same
proposal.

26For example, Iliev and Lowry, 2014 and Morgan et al., 2011 consider funds’ voting in share-
holder meetings, and also find large agreement when voting on the same issue within the
same fund family. Other studies on mutual fund voting aggregate votes at the family level;
e.g., Bolton et al., 2019. See also Morningstar, 2017 for stewardship and voting in investment
management companies.
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Appendix tables

Table 1.A.1: Flows and fees—Active vs. passive

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt

Active −0.012∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗ −0.006∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

Feest-1 −0.028∗∗∗ −0.033∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗ −0.020∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Feest-1 × Active 0.007∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗ 0.003∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Log Age −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Flowt-1 0.360∗∗∗ 0.357∗∗∗ 0.357∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010)

Log Sizet-1 0.000 −0.000 −0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Performancet-1 0.172∗∗∗ 0.286∗∗∗ 0.236∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.026) (0.030)

Performancet-1 × Active 0.067∗∗∗

(0.019)

Observations 375226 375226 375226 375226 375226
R2 0.030 0.064 0.187 0.214 0.214
Quarter FE Y e s N o Y e s N o N o
Style × Quarter FE No Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 1.A.1 shows the results of the OLS regression of flows onto fees. The sample is at the fund
share class-quarter level, and includes every US fund classified as an equity fund in the CRSP-MF
and runs from 2009 to 2018. The dependent variable is the quarterly fund flow, and it is computed
as fund growth net of fund return, as described in Section 1.4.1. Fees are computed as the sum of
expense ratios plus one-fifth of the yearly front-load fees. Active is a dummy that takes the value
one for every fund that is not classified as a passive fund, as defined in Section 1.3.1. Standard errors
are clustered at the quarter level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at
the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.A.2: Flows and performance—Active vs. passive

Past returns Alpha

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt

Active −0.024∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.003 −0.024∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗ −0.003
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Performancet-1 0.169∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.237∗∗∗ 0.369∗∗∗ 0.220∗∗ 0.522∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.036) (0.031) (0.099) (0.091) (0.073)

Performancet-1 × Active 0.077∗∗∗ 0.087∗∗∗ 0.066∗∗∗ 0.238∗∗∗ 0.260∗∗∗ 0.224∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.023) (0.019) (0.069) (0.064) (0.059)

Log Age −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Flowt-1 0.360∗∗∗ 0.357∗∗∗ 0.361∗∗∗ 0.358∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Log Sizet-1 0.000 −0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Feest-1 −0.013∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Observations 375226 375226 375226 375226 375226 375226
R2 0.022 0.187 0.214 0.021 0.186 0.213
Quarter FE Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s N o
Style × Quarter FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 1.A.2 shows the results of the OLS regression of flows onto past fund performance. The
sample is at the fund share class-quarter level and includes every US fund classified as an equity fund
in the CRSP-MF and runs from 2009 to 2018. The dependent variable is the quarterly fund flow and
is computed as fund growth net of fund return, as described in Section 1.4.1. In columns (1), (2),
and (3), past performance is computed as past-quarter fund share class raw return. In columns (4),
(5), and (6), past performance is computed as past-quarter alpha computed as explained in Section
1.4.1. Fees are computed as the sum of the expense ratios plus one-fifth of the yearly front-load
fees. Active is a dummy that takes the value one for every fund that is not classified as a passive
fund, as defined in Section 1.3.1. Standard errors are double clustered at the share class and quarter
level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level,
respectively.
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Table 1.A.3: Flows and performance rank—Active vs. passive

Rank past returns Rank alpha

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt

Active −0.025∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗ −0.025∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗
(0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

Rankt-1 0.032∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗ 0.032∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004)

Rankt-1 × Active 0.008∗ 0.014∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.008∗ 0.014∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003)

Log Age −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Flowt-1 0.359∗∗∗ 0.357∗∗∗ 0.359∗∗∗ 0.357∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Log Sizet-1 0.000 −0.000 0.000 −0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Feest-1 −0.013∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Observations 375226 375226 375226 375226 375226 375226
R2 0.025 0.190 0.215 0.025 0.190 0.215
Quarter FE Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s N o
Style × Quarter FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 1.A.3 shows the results of the OLS regression of flows onto past fund performance. The
sample is at the fund share class-quarter level and includes every US fund classified as an equity
fund in the CRSP-MF and runs from 2009 to 2018. The dependent variable is the quarterly fund
flow and is computed as fund growth net of fund return, as described in Section 1.4.1. In columns
(1), (2), and (3), past performance is computed as the past-quarter fund share class raw return. In
columns (4), (5), and (6), past performance is computed as the past-quarter ranking of fund alpha
computed as explained in section 1.4.1. Fees are computed as the sum of the expense ratios plus
one-fifth of the yearly front load fees. Active is a dummy that takes the value one for every fund
that is not classified as a passive fund as defined in Section 1.3.1. Standard errors are clustered at the
quarter level and reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
level, respectively.
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Table 1.A.4: Flows and performance non linearities—Active vs. passive

Rank past returns Rank alpha

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt Flowt

Active −0.038∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗ −0.003 −0.037∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗ −0.003
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Lowt-1 −0.011 −0.028 0.074∗∗∗ −0.022 −0.032 0.067∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.030) (0.020) (0.030) (0.030) (0.021)

Lowt-1 × Active 0.105∗∗∗ 0.065∗∗ 0.007 0.104∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗ 0.006
(0.028) (0.025) (0.020) (0.027) (0.026) (0.021)

Midt-1 0.034∗∗∗ 0.029∗∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗ 0.029∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.006) (0.005) (0.007) (0.005) (0.005)

Midt-1 × Active −0.011∗ −0.005 −0.006 −0.012∗ −0.006 −0.007
(0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.004)

Hight-1 0.063∗∗ 0.000 0.001 0.051∗ −0.012 −0.014
(0.029) (0.024) (0.022) (0.027) (0.022) (0.021)

Hight-1 × Active 0.054∗∗ 0.100∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.120∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.018) (0.018) (0.023) (0.018) (0.017)

Log Age −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Flowt-1 0.358∗∗∗ 0.356∗∗∗ 0.358∗∗∗ 0.357∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

Log Sizet-1 0.000 −0.000 0.000 −0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Feest-1 −0.014∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Observations 375226 375226 375226 375226 375226 375226
R2 0.027 0.190 0.216 0.025 0.190 0.215
Quarter FE Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s N o
Style × Quarter FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 1.A.4 shows the results of the piecewise linear regression of flows onto past ranking of
performance. The sample is at the fund share class-quarter level and includes every US fund classified
as an equity fund in the CRSP-MF and runs from 2009 to 2018. The dependent variable is the
quarterly fund flow and is computed as fund growth net of fund return, as described in Section 1.4.1.
Low f t−1 is defined as Min(Rank f t−1, 0.2), Mid f t−1 is defined as Min(Rank f t−1−Low f t−1, 0.6)
and H i g ℎ f t−1 is defined as Rank f t−1 − Mid f t1 − Low f t−1, where Rank f t−1 is the fractional
performance rank of fund f in the past quarter. In columns (1), (2), and (3), rank performance
is computed as past-quarter fund share class raw return. In columns (4), (5), and (6), past rank
is computed as past-quarter ranking of fund one-factor alpha computed as explained in Section
1.4.1. Fees are computed as the sum of the expense ratios plus one-fifth of the yearly front-load
fees. Active is a dummy that takes the value one for every fund that is not classified as a passive
fund, as defined in Section 1.3.1. Standard errors are clustered at the quarter level and reported in
parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 1.A.5: Mutual funds voting within families

Agreement Sample statistics

Family-prop. Proposal # Votes # Prop. # Fam. Funds in fam.

Random sample
All 0.96 0.41 567,790 7,276 209 56
Board friendly 0.97 0.42 522,827 6,857 209 57
Not board friendly 0.89 0.26 44,963 419 180 44

_
All merger 0.97 0.66 109,527 4,566 221 85
Merger 0.98 0.74 21,064 443 146 45

Table 1.A.5 shows the voting coordination of mutual funds within a family and within a proposal
for three samples. The “Random sample” sample contains mutual funds’ votes in a random sample
of a 1,000 shareholder meetings from ISS Voting Analytics. This sample is also split according to
whether the board of directors supported the proposal. The “All merger” sample consists of every
agenda item available in the ISS Voting Analytics database that calls shareholders to approve a
merger or an acquisition. The “Merger” sample consists of the final vote samples used in this study
and described in Section 4.3. The “Agreement” variable is the proportion of the times all funds
within the group all voted the same way, normalized by the number of groups.
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Chapter 2

Cost of information acquisition and board
independence: Evidence from a change

in an accounting standard

Alberto Allegrucci

Abstract

Independent directors are valuable because they do not suffer from the agency
costs that afflict executive directors. Independent directors also operate at an
informational disadvantage compared with executive directors, which makes it
hard for them to carry out their duties, and thus affects their value. I test the impact
of the cost of information acquisition on board structure by exploiting a change
in an accounting standard that forced US public firms to be more transparent
about their operations. Analysts’ forecasts subsequently became more precise and
less dispersed, suggesting that the cost of information acquisition has decreased.
Consistent with independent directors’ greater value, I document an increase in
appointed independent directors. Cross-sectional tests suggest that independent
directors are more valuable because of their improved monitoring capacity, as
opposed to their advising capacity. Robustness tests using alternative data sources
do not confirm the findings. Implications are discussed.

I am indebted to Bo Becker, Ramin Baghai, and Farzad Saidi for their guidance during my PhD
studies and their invaluable help and feedback. I thank Niklas Amberg, Mariassunta Giannetti,
Evren Örs, Yingjie Qi, Per Strömberg, Dong Yan, and participants in the 4th HEC Finance PhD
workshop and to the PhD brown bag seminar at the Stockholm School of Economics for helpful
comments.
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2.1 Introduction

The board of directors plays a dual role within a company: advising and mon-
itoring the management. Independent directors are thought to better preserve
shareholders’ interests, because they are more effective in monitoring management
and the CEO, whereas executive directors are ineffective because they are part of
the management and have ties to C-suite employees. Independent directors are
also company outsiders, and therefore perform their duties at an informational dis-
advantage compared with insiders. More importantly, if independent outsiders are
better monitors, managers might be reluctant to share information that could be
detrimental to their careers, thereby exacerbating the informational disadvantage.
Theoretical work, such as that of Adams and Ferreira, 2007 and Harris and Raviv,
2006, is based on these premises. As firm transparency increases, outside directors
have an easier time acquiring firm-specific information. The better informed the
outsider director, the better she can monitor and advise: Transparency renders the
independent director more effective. If the degree of board independence is not
merely window dressing, the implication is that more transparent firms should
appoint more independent directors.

This paper investigates the relationship between the cost of information ac-
quisition and a compnay’s board independence. Several US corporate scandals
in the early 2000s called into question the effectiveness of a board when it comes
to limiting value-decreasing actions of management. The Sarbanes–Oxley Act
(SOX) of 2002 was enacted with the aim of improving corporate transparency
and board independence.1 Some critics 2 argue that it is always possible to choose
directors who are independent on paper but are more or less connected to the
CEO, so that the monitoring strength is reduced. In this context, any quantitative
requirement for board independence imposed externally is not effective and does
not prevent managers from making value-decreasing decisions. Another view is
that if firms are opaque, imposing requirements on board independence will have
differential effects on firm value depending on the cost of acquiring information
for new hires. Duchin et al., 2010 test and find support for this hypothesis during
the implementation of the SOX act.

There is still substantial debate in academia about the value of board indepen-
dence in general. Early work on the determinants of board structure provides
some insight on the relationship between firm transparency and board structure;

1Coates, 2007 provides a good discussion of the SOX Act and its implications for firms and
markets.

2See, for example, Romano, 2004’s talking about “quack corporate governance”.
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i.e., Linck et al., 2008 and Boone et al., 2007, however, those studies tend to assume
that corporate transparency is exogenous with respect to board structure, as argued
by Armstrong, Core, et al., 2014. Research on corporate governance examines the
role of information asymmetries in terms of the value of independent directors
in the wake of SOX enactment includes Duchin et al., 2010. Armstrong, Core,
et al., 2014 show that post-SOX, firms increased their transparency to adjust to the
information needs of new independent hires. Generally, abundant research on the
value of independent directors seeks to overcome the endogeneity of board choice
by using the SOX Act as an exogenous shock. A recent criticism of those papers—
pointed out for example by Adams, 2017—is that the SOX Act was a much broader
reform than simply prescribing a fixed proportion of outsiders on the board. For
instance, it likely had an impact on several other firm dimensions, including the
information environment.3 It is still not clear whether board components are
valuable, whether the choice depends on the firm’s information environment and
whether independent directors are really independent or only tokens to satisfy a
legal mandate.

This paper tackles the issue from another angle: I instead examine the changes
in the information environment. If the firm’s information environment matters for
board structure, then more transparent firms should have a different proportion
of independent directors. Also, if independence is not only a window-dressing
exercise, board structure should change accordingly, everything else being equal—
that is, without any external independence requirement. I find that a firm’s
improved transparency is associated with analysts’ earning forecasts being more
precise and less disperse, consistent with a decrease in the cost of information
acquisition for outsiders.4 Consistent with a lower cost of information acquisition
being beneficial for independent directors, I document an increase in independent
director appointments. To understand why independent directors get appointed
more, and arguably become more valuable, I explore the cross-sectional response to
changes in the information environment. The board’s main duties include advising
and monitoring management. Using insights from studies on the relationship
between governance and competition,5 this paper shows that firms operating in
less competitive industries appoint more independent directors. To the extent
3Moreover, from the point of view of the cost of information acquisition, Atanasov and Black,
2019 challenge the findings of Duchin et al., 2010, pointing out some technical errors and that
independence of the board had already been increasing before the reforms.

4Several papers use analysts’ forecast precision and dispersion as a proxy for cost of information
acquisition; see, for example, Duchin et al., 2010 and Krishnaswami and Subramaniam, 1999.

5The interplay between competition and corporate governance is investigated by Giroud and
Mueller, 2011. They find that good corporate governance has larger benefit for firms operating
in noncompetitive industries compared with firms operating in competitive ones. Another
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that harsher competition requires better advising, it reduces managerial slack and
agency problems; these last results suggest that independent directors are appointed
because of their increased monitoring capacity.

A firm’s information environment and its governance structure are jointly
determined. To alleviate endogeneity concerns, this study exploits a change in an
accounting standard that forced US public firms to be more transparent about their
business segments’ operations—namely, the adoption of the SFAS131 standard.
During the adoption year, firms on average disclosed information on roughly 0.5
more business segments compared with the previous year, see Figure 2.1 and Table
2.1. Several papers in the accounting literature argue that this change increased firm
disclosure quality.6 The new standard was implemented starting from fiscal year
1998 for all US public firms, but firms were differentially affected. Taking these
characteristics into account, this paper uses a continuous difference-in-difference
(DiD) empirical design to investigate the effects on cost of information acquisition
and board structure. To assess exposure of the firms to the change in the accounting
standard, I use a predetermined and simple proxy that proves to be rather effective
in determining which firm is exposed the most.

This paper conjectures that improving firm transparency enables independent
directors to assess and monitor the firm, which makes them more valuable. On
the other hand, if a firm is more transparent, other mechanisms of corporate
governance could substitute monitoring from independent directors, rendering
them less valuable. One could argue that this is an empirical question, and this
study tries to answer it. A related paper, Ferreira et al., 2011, asks a similar question
by looking instead at firm stock price informativeness and board structure, and
finds a negative relation between price informativeness and board independence.
To the extent that a firm’s disclosure quality affects its price informativeness, their
findings seem to be at odds with mine. To reconcile the conflict, I test whether
price informativeness is affected by SFAS131 and find that this is not the case. If
anything, there is weak evidence that price informativeness has instead decreased.

The main dataset used in this paper to classify directors’ independence is
BoardEx. A recent study byHouston et al., 2019 documents a discrepancy between
BoardEx and another commonly used dataset, RiskMetrics. As a robustness test,
I check whether the results hold if I use the RiskMetrics dataset, and find that
the results cannot be confirmed. In addition to the difference in classification,

related paper is Giroud and Mueller, 2010, who find that managerial slack does not increase in
competitive industries following the introduction of regulations that generally cause it.

6Among others, Herrmann and Thomas, 2000 compare disclosure under the two standards, and
Berger and Hann, 2003 show that the information disclosed was not known to outsiders.
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RiskMetrics’ coverage is about one-quarter that of BoardEx, and therefore the
possibility that smaller firms drive the results cannot be excluded.

This paper contributes to several strands of the literature. Firstly, to the
strand that investigates the relationship between a firm’s information environment
and its corporate governance structure. In this respect, Duchin et al., 2010 is
one of the most closely related papers to mine. They study the cross-sectional
heterogeneity of the cost of information acquisition of firms affected by SOX
adoption. I aim to overcome the issues raised above7 by instead considering a less
disruptive and more focused change in regulation. The main outcome examined
is firm value, whereas I examine changes in board structure. I also tease out the
channel by studying its interaction with competition. Another paper, Armstrong,
Core, et al., 2014, considers the SOX effects of board regulation on the cost of
information acquisition; in contrast the causal relation I study is the effect of cost of
information acquisition on the firm’s board structure. Ferreira et al., 2011 instead
examine whether price informativeness and board independence are complement
or substitute, and find support for the latter.

More generally, this paper contributes to the literature on the determinants of
the board structure; e.g., Boone et al., 2007 and Coles et al., 2008. A recent survey
by Adams, 2017 challenges the main identification strategy used in previous litera-
ture. By investigating the determinants of board structure using a different change
in regulation instead of SOX adoption, I suggest alternative ways to identify them.
Finally, my findings are related and contribute to the literature that investigates
the interplay between governance and competition, such as studeis by Giroud
and Mueller, 2010 and Giroud and Mueller, 2011, by showing how independent
directors are important for monitoring and are therefore less valuable in highly
competitive environments.

The policy implication is important: What matters would be firm transparency
and not simply independent directors per se. A more natural way of ensuring that
the board of directors becomes more effective would be to elicit firms’ transparency,
instead of mandating a suboptimal choice of board structure.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 develops the
hypotheses and explains the empirical strategy. Section 4.3 describes the dataset
and its sources. Section 4.4 presents and discusses the results, and Section 4.5
concludes.

7See Adams, 2017 and Atanasov and Black, 2019.
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2.2 Background and hypothesis

2.2.1 Hypothesis development and segment disclosure
regulation

Board outsiders face information and processing costs when it comes to acquiring
the necessary firm-specific information to fulfill their roles as board directors.
As pointed out previously, those costs can be exacerbated if outsiders are also
independent from management, because they could use the information acquired
to monitor more intensively. Therefore, a more transparent firm reduces the time
an independent director takes to process the same information obtained (filtered)
by management. This reduces the independent director’s cost of information
acquisition. This information may be necessary to evaluate the quality of the
management itself and/or the value of the project it proposes.

Unfortunately, the cost of acquiring and processing information by an inde-
pendent director is not observable by the econometrician. Therefore, I resort to
a proxy used in related literature on financial analysts. To the extent that both
independent directors and financial analysts employ public information and in-
formation provided by management to evaluate a firm, the costs of information
acquisition by analysts and independent directors are related. In this respect, I use
earning forecast dispersion and earning forecast error as a measure of the cost of
information acquisition, following Duchin et al., 2010. If the increase in disclosure
quality reduces the cost of information acquisition, I should observe that financial
analysts are more precise and less disperse. The first hypothesis I test is therefore:

Hypothesis 1 Following an increase in disclosure quality the cost of informa-
tion acquisition decreases, as proxied by earning forecast error and dispersion.

Second, if the cost of information acquisition decreases, independent directors
are more effective and firms may increase the degree of independence of their
board of directors. The second hypothesis I test is therefore:

Hypothesis 2 Following an increase in disclosure quality, if the cost of informa-
tion acquisition decreases, firms should shift toward more independent directors.

A firm’s information environment and the structure of its board might be
jointly determined. To isolate the role of information on board independence and
to establish causality, an ideal experiment would be to reveal relevant information
randomly across different firms, then check whether, in the next period, the “treate”
group has appointed more independent directors. However, this experiment is
unfeasible. In contrast, using observational data and regressing a measure of board
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independence on a proxy of the firm’s information environment is feasible, but
suffers from endogeneity problems: An unobservable omitted variable can drive
both a firm’s information environment and its board structure. For example, the
management itself might want to change strategy and push the firm toward being
more transparent, together with making the board structure more independent.
Or a firm that appoints more independent directors could be seeking more trans-
parency to help them perform their duties. There is evidence of this behavior,
as documented by Armstrong, Core, et al., 2014. To rule out these alternative
explanations this paper uses a quasi-experiment—a change in accounting standard
that differentially affected firms and forced them to improve disclosure quality—to
identify inference.

In the late 1990s the introduction of the new accounting standard, SFAS
No. 131, forced US public firms to report disaggregated information about their
business segments’ financial results. The previous standard, SFAS No. 14,8 left
the management considerable leeway in terms of how to report a firm segment’s
financial information and on the segment’s aggregation for reporting purposes.
Following adoption of the new accounting standard, firms have been reporting
more disaggregated information—i.e., both the number of segments reported by
listed firms and the quality of financial disclosure increased; see, for example,
Berger and Hann, 2003 and Ettredge, Kwon, Smith, and Zarowin, 2005.9

The SFAS131 was effective for accounting periods that started after the 15th
of December 1997. The vast majority of firms in my sample started filing their
financial information with the SEC—and thus made it public—according to the
new standard in April 1999, see Figure 2.2. Arguably, the direct costs to implement
the new accounting standard were negligible compared with the budget of a typical
US public firm, and thus there must be additional reasons why firms aggregated
segments before the standard’s adoption. As reported by Ettredge, Kwon, and
Smith, 2002, managers of industrial firms strongly opposed implementation of
the new rule, citing as one of the main reasons the competitive harm that would
result from disclosing segment information at that level of detail. In contrast,
users of financial statements, such as financial analysts, actively pushed for the new
rule. Berger and Hann, 2007 examine the managerial motives behind concealing
segment information pre-adoption, and find supporting evidence of an agency
costs motive, as opposed to proprietary costs.
8A description of the old standard can be find at Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB),
1976 and the new accounting standard at Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), 1997.
9Several other works in the accounting literature investigate the effects of the introduction of
SFAS131 on the firm’s information environment; among others, Park, 2011 and Hope et al.,
2008.
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Figure 2.1 shows the average number of business segments reported by year,
together with 95% confidence intervals. The X-axis reports the relative period
compared with the adoption year, i.e., period 0. The figure shows that in the
adoption period, the number of segments reported significantly increased. The
average firm reported financial information on about 1.4 business segments in the
pre-adoption year, which increased to about 1.9 after adoption of the new standard,
see also Table 2.1.

One might argue that the board of directors does not rely only on public
information and that it has access to internal reporting by the firm; therefore,
adoption of SFAS131made public information that was already known to the board.
Even though management has a duty to provide the independent directors with
all of the information they need to perform their jobs, the information provided
goes still through the CEO, who can filter the information or delay it if it might
harm her career.10 Moreover, there is no auditing process for internal reporting
that could fix biased reporting or mistakes. Second, independent directors have
a limited amount of time to spend processing the information provided, and
several papers argue that busy independent directors might also be less effective.11.
After adoption of the SFAS131, that information became public and is relatively
reliable, because it undergoes auditing. Also, it is processed and disseminated by
information intermediaries such as financial analysts.

This last observation begs a new question: if the information becomes public,
why does the firm need more independent directors? After all the market could
discipline management. While a more transparent firm makes independent direc-
tors more effective, it also renders them less critical. One might argue that the
question is empirical: Are independent directors substitutes for or complements
of market discipline? In the first case, we should observe a decrease in independent
director appointments; conversely, in the latter case we should observe an increase
in independent director appointments. Ferreira et al., 2011 make a similar claim
with respect to price informativeness. They argue and model the relationship
between price informativeness and board structure, leaving open the question of
the two being complement or substitute. Testing their model, they find that price
informativeness is a substitute for board independence. To the extent that price
informativeness and disclosure quality are positively related, it should be the case
that board independence is a substitute for the cost of information acquisition.
That does not need to be the case, however, and whether the decrease in cost of

10See, e.g., Armstrong, Guay, et al., 2010 for a review of governance and disclosure.
11Several papers investigate this issue; among others, Masulis and Mobbs, 2014 and Falato et al.,
2014.
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information acquisition leads to larger price informativeness can be debated. Price
is informative when informed trades take place; that is, using information not
publicly available. Increasing the portion of public information might instead lead
to a decrease in price informativeness; this is intuitive, because transparency might
crowd out private information production.12

2.2.2 Empirical strategy

In this setting, there are several departures from the ideal experiment. First, the
SFAS 131 applies to all listed companies, which raises the question of what can serve
as a control group. Identification stemming from time series is not conceivable,
given the annual frequency of the data and aggregate shocks that could be correlated
with both the timing of the regulatory change and the outcomes. However, not all
firms were affected in the same way. Some firms were affected more than others,
perhaps because they concealed more information before introduction of the new
segment-reporting standard; Figure 2.3 hints at this. In this paper, I propose a
predetermined proxy as exposure to the SFAS131 accounting standard, to avoid
problems with the endogeneity of the segment-disclosure decision at adoption.
The proxy is calculated as the average size (in logarithm) of the business segment
disclosed by firm i before the new standard’s adoption:

ℎ (i) = ln( 1
Ni

∑
t<0

ATi t
#Business Segmenti t

), (2.1)

where Ni is the number of pre-adoption accounting periods available for firm i.
Intuitively, if the average segment size disclosed pre-adoption is large, then it is
more likely that a firm has aggregated segments when filing 10-Ks with the SEC.
As an example, consider two firms, A and B, which are large and $100 million in
assets. Firm A consistently reported one segment under SFAS14, whereas firm
B reported two segments. According to the proxy proposed and described in
equation 2.1, firm A’s exposure to SFAS131 is twice as large as firm B’s.

Even though ℎ (i) might be a simple proxy, it is effective. I test its effectiveness
by estimating the following distinct cross-sectional regressions of the change in

12Goldstein and Yang, 2017 review the relationship between disclosure quality and market
efficiency, and show how crowding out private information production might decrease market
efficiency when disclosure quality is increased.
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number of segments disclosed by firm i on its exposure ℎ (i) for every period t in
my sample:

Δ#BusSe gi t = α + βt ℎi + ε i t , t = {−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3}. (2.2)

If ℎ (i) is a good proxy for the effect of SFAS131 on firm i’s segment disclosure, it
should predict changes in segment disclosure only during the adoption period—
i.e. βt > 0 only when t = 0. Figure 2.4 shows the results. Point estimates and
confidence intervals are plotted against each period. βt is positive significantly
different from zero only in the adoption period and the period after, as some firms
complied with SFAS131 1 year later, also consistent with Figure 2.1.

The exposure to SFAS131 ℎ (i) might be correlated with other observable char-
acteristics across firms, such as firm size, and could be correlated with unobservable
characteristics as well: Firm that concealed segments differ from those that did not.
To address potential endogeneity, I use within-firm variation to identify the effect
of information on board structure. My empirical specification is a continuous DiD
regression that revolves around the time of information disclosure and exposure
ℎ (i) as intensity of treatment. The unit of observation is at the firm-period level.
My main specification is as follows:

yi t = αi + αt + β (SFAS131t × ℎi) + δXi t + εi t , (2.3)

where t is the accounting period and i indexes the firm. yi t is the outcome variable,
and SFAS131t is a dummy that takes the value one in the period after the standard’s
adoption. ℎi is the firm-specific intensity of treatment, as defined by equation 2.1.
αi and αt are, respectively, firm and year fixed effects that absorb time-invariant
and firm-specific unobservable characteristics and aggregate time-series variation
that could be correlated with both the outcome and the interaction term. Finally,
Xi t is a vector of firm characteristics. In all of the tests, standard errors are clustered
at firm level because the intensity of treatment varies at firm level and is time
invariant.

The first battery of tests aims to establish that the adoption of the account-
ing standard effectively changed the firm information environment. Inspired by
Duchin et al., 2010, I use the same proxy of the cost of information acquisition:
analysts’ earning forecast standard deviation and analysts’ average prediction error
for firm i in period t , both normalized by total assets of the firm. If the shock
affected firm transparency, then analysts’ predictions should be more precise and
less disperse. The second battery of tests aims to at establish that the informa-
tion environment has an effect on the choice of board structure; specifically, the
proportion of independent directors on the board in a given year.
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The main specification is a continuous DiD. An identifying assumption is
that absent the change in accounting standard, any difference in the outcome
variable between the differentially affected firms would not change over time. As
counterfactuals are, of course, never observable, directly testing this assumption is
impossible. However, a main test to lend support to this assumption is showing
the absence of any pre-trends between the treated and control. In a continuous
treatment setting there are no perfect controls or perfect treated, but a way to test
whether the existence of pre-trends may be troublesome for identification is to
estimate a leads-and-lags regression of the following form: 13

yi t = αi + αt +
3∑

j=−3
β j (D (t = j) × ℎi) + δXi t + εi t , (2.4)

where D (t = j) is a dummy that takes the value one when period t = j , where
j = 0 indexes the adoption year. The absence of pre-trends in this regression
implies β j = 0 for j = {−3,−2,−1}.

13See, for example, Angrist and Pischke, 2008 for a description of the leads-and-lags regression
and Autor et al., 2003 for an application in labor economics.
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2.3 Data

The analysis is carried out using a sample of US public firms. It starts 3 years
before adoption of the new accounting standard, SFAS131, and ends 4 years
later. I obtain information on firms’ board structure and directors from BoardEx.
BoardEx began analyzing companies in 1999, but the analysis of individuals varies.
Individual profiles include employment history going as far back as information
is available. The information is mainly gathered through annual reports and
companies’ websites, and the individual’s role title is shown as reported by the
company. Since I use information on directors from 1996 it follows that my
director information is affected by survivorship bias; see also Fracassi and Tate,
2012. If a director or executive dies or completely retires from any business before
1999, it will not appear in the BoardEx individual profile database. BoardEx
continued to add companies after 1999 which means that survivorship bias could
also be a problem for subsequent years.

This paper uses cross-sectional variation in the exposure to treatment. Al-
though director information in BoardEx might suffer from survivorship bias, the
database covers all US public firms, which makes it a good choice. Also, sharehold-
ers elect directors on the basis on how the company classifies them, which is what
BoardEx reports. Therefore, it seems a good choice, provided that survivorship
bias does not drive my results. I keep only individual-year data on individuals who
were part of the board,14 and I identify independent directors from their role title,
which must include the word “Independent.”

Financial data on firms and the number of business segments disclosed come
from Compustat Historical Segments. I compute for each fiscal year the number
of segments firms disclose. I exclude all financial firms and utility firms—i.e., those
firms having SIC codes between 6,000 and 6,999 and between 4,900 and 4,999,
respectively. Matching to directors’ information is done using the CIK code.

Analysts’ earning per share (EPS) forecast data comes from the Institutional
Brokers’ Estimate System (IBES) database, I keep only EPS forecasts for the next
annual earnings disclosure. To compute the standard deviation of the earnings
forecasts, I multiply each EPS forecast by the corresponding number of outstanding
shares of the firm for which the forecast was made, and therefore obtain an earnings
forecast. Then, I calculate the standard deviation of all of the forecasts made for a
given firm in a given year. Finally, I divide the standard deviation I obtained by the
total assets of the firm to correct for the fact that larger firms have a larger standard
deviation of earnings forecasts by construction. I repeat the same procedure to
14Board position is flagged as either “Yes,” “Inside,” or “Outside”
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compute the absolute forecast error, where the absolute forecast error is defined
as the sum of the absolute deviation of the forecasts from the firm’s earnings
realization. I also compute the number of financial analysts following a firm in a
given year. I match the IBES dataset to Compustat by using the historical CUSIP
number available through the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP).

The CRSP is also used to retrieve daily stock returns for the public US firms
in the final sample, together with the three Fama-French factors to compute the
price asynchronicity measure. The probability of insider trading was retrieved
from Stephen Brown’s website15 and is discussed in Brown and Hillegeist, 2007.

15Available at https://scholar.rhsmith.umd.edu/sbrown/pin-data .

https://scholar.rhsmith.umd.edu/sbrown/pin-data
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2.4 Empirical Results

We now turn to the results of the tests described in Section 2.2.1. First, as pointed
out in Section 2.2.2, I checkwhether the exposure proxy to the SFAS131 accounting
standard is a valid proxy. The test described in that section gives good results that
can be found in Figure 2.4. The fact that a predetermined exposure ℎi predicts the
change in segment disclosure for the adoption year but not before suggests that the
proxy works. On the other hand, it seems that some of the firms had a 1-year delay
in complying with the new accounting rule, and that partially explains why the
estimated coefficients βt are also positive during the years after the adoption. The
delayed compliance can also be seen in Figure 2.1. This figure shows the average
number of business segments reported by the firms in my sample. During the
adoption year, there is a large increase in the number of segments reported. The
year after that, there is a second and smaller increase, due to firms who complied
with the new accounting standard a year later.

Coming back to the adoption year, Table 2.1 compares the number of business
segments reported by US public firms before and after the introduction of the
SFAS131 accounting standard. The sample includes all US public firms and is
described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. Pre-
SFAS131 statistics are obtained by averaging the number of business segments
reported across firms in the last year before SFAS131 adoption. Post-SFAS131
statistics are computed likewise, by using the number of business segments reported
during the adoption year. The last two columns of the table report the T-test for
the difference between Pre- and Post-SFAS131 average number of business segments
reported. The test pins down the significance of the change, both statistically and
economically. As expected, the change in means is significantly different from
zero at the 1% level. Economically, US public firms disclose information on 0.509
more business segments, an increase of 0.509/1.382 = 36.8%. Next, we turn to
the main tests of the paper.

2.4.1 SFAS131 adoption and cost of information acquisition

I take equation 2.3 to the data. In the first part, I test whether adoption of the
accounting standard decreased the cost of information acquisition, as stated in
Hypothesis 1. As explained in Section 2.2.2, I followDuchin et al., 2010 and Krish-
naswami and Subramaniam, 1999 in defining the outcome variable that proxies the
cost of acquiring information. The prediction translates into obtaining a negative
and statistically significant coefficient attached to the interaction coefficient of
the specified model; that is, β < 0. Table 2.3 reports the result of the regression
of analyst forecast dispersion and precision on SFAS131 exposure. The sample
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consists of US public firms for which an analyst’s EPS forecast is available, and is
described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. Forecast
dispersion is computed as standard deviation of all the analysts’ forecasts in year
t for firm i normalized by total assets. Forecast error is computed as the mean
absolute error of all analysts’ forecasts in year t for firm i normalized by total
assets. Analyst coverage is the logarithm of the number of analysts following a
given firm in a given year. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during and
after the adoption year. Exposure is firm i’s exposure ℎi to the SFAS131 adoption
and is described in section 2.2.2. Industry-year fixed effects are based on two-digit
SIC codes. Robust standard errors are clustered at firm level because exposure ℎi
varies at the firm level and are shown in parentheses.

In columns (1) and (4), the specification used is a standard continuous DiD
without controls and no fixed effects. Columns (2) and (4) add controls that could
be correlated with analyst forecasts and exposure to SFAS131 and firm and year
fixed effects. Controls include the firm’s size, because this could mechanically drive
the exposure proxy and larger firms could be more transparent or followed by
many analysts, thereby also driving the quality of the forecasts. These conjectures
are confirmed by the negative coefficient attached to firm size. I include intangibles
as control variables because firms with more intangibles are harder to analyze, and
might be less exposed to the SFAS131 change. The same applies to more levered
firms. Cash is included instead for the opposite reason. Profitability is included
because firms with a larger absolute magnitude of ROA might mechanically have
larger forecast dispersion and error. Finally, I include analyst coverage as a control
because firms with more analyst coverage might be more transparent and, at the
same time, have better forecast quality. SFAS131 changed the firms’ information
environment and likely had an effect on analyst coverage as well, which renders
analyst coverage a bad control.16 To avoid biasing the results and be able to properly
control for analyst coverage, all specifications use the pre-adoption year number
of analysts following the firm multiplied by the SFAS131 dummy. Firm fixed
effects absorb the main effects of exposure ℎi and control for all unobservable time-
invariant firm characteristics that could be correlated with the outcome variable
and transparency behavior by the firm. Using firm fixed effects is important,
as firms more exposed to the SFAS131 might be different; by adding them, the
coefficient of interest is estimated using within-firm variation. Year fixed effects
instead control for all common shocks that might drive average firm transparency
and analyst forecast quality. In columns (3) and (6) industry-year fixed effects

16See, for example, Angrist and Pischke, 2008 for a discussion of bad controls.
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are added, to control for industry-wide trends that might affect transparency and
analyst forecasts.

The coefficient of interest is reported in the third row, and is negative and
statistically significant for five of the six specifications and outcome variables. In
terms of economic magnitude, and using the tightest specification of columns (3)
and (6), a standard deviation increase in predetermined exposure ℎi is associated
with a decrease of 0.087 standard deviations (2.153 × -0.689 / 17.097) in forecast
dispersion after SFAS131 adoption. Similarly, a standard deviation increase in
exposure ℎi is associated with a decrease of 0.07 standard deviations (2.153 × -0.924
/ 28.221) in the forecast error after adoption of the new accounting standard. The
coefficient magnitude and significance is stable across specifications when it comes
to dispersion of the forecasts, whereas for forecast precision, the coefficient is
less precisely estimated and has a smaller magnitude using the base specification.
Looking at the main effect in columns (1) and (4), it seems that on average, the
quality of analyst forecasts deteriorates after introduction of the SFAS131; this is at
odds with the intuition for and purpose of the accounting standard change. This is
not a problem for my identification strategy, but a possible explanation is that some
common trend in forecast quality is at play here, and the SFAS131 dummy picks
up on that trend. Finally, the coefficient attached to the Exposure proxy is negative
and significant, which translates analysts’ making, on average, better predictions
for the more ex ante exposed firms. This is somehow counterintuitive, but it is
explained by the fact that the proxy used is mechanically correlated with firm size
and larger firms on average have better quality forecasts. In an untabulated test, I
add a firm-size control in the base specification, and as expected, the coefficient
attached to the Exposure main effect greatly drops in magnitude and significance
at every level commonly used in the literature.

The results above suggest that Hypothesis 1 is verified by the data and that
SFAS131 adoption is associated with a decrease in the cost of acquiring information
for firms more affected. Next, I investigate the effect on analyst coverage. Better
quality forecasts might also be related to a larger number of analysts following the
firm. While a larger number of analysts following the firm might increase infor-
mation production and dissemination to outsiders, it is not clear what the effect
of increased transparency would be on the coverage itself. It may be that increased
disclosure quality crowds out private information production, and therefore fewer
analysts follow more affected firms.17

Table 2.4 reports the results of the OLS regression of analyst coverage on
SFAS131 exposure. The sample consists of US public firms for which an analyst’s
17For a survey on disclosure quality and information production, see Goldstein and Yang, 2017.
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EPS forecast is available, and is described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation
is at the firm-year level, as before. Analyst coverage is defined as the logarithm
of the number of analysts following a firm in a given year. Industry-year fixed
effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm
level, are shown in parentheses. The table shows three specifications in increasing
order of saturation. The coefficient of interest is the one in the third row. While
in the basic specification it seems that the effect of improved disclosure quality
is to reduce analyst coverage, gradually adding fixed effects and controls reduces
the magnitude and significance of the coefficient. Overall, it seems that analyst
coverage is not affected by SFAS131 adoption.

The last part of this section tests for the presence of pre-trends that might
bias the conclusion drawn from the previous discussion. The test is carried out
by taking equation 2.4 to the data according to the methodology discussed in
Section 2.2.2. The results are shown in Table 2.5. The table reports the results of
the leads-and-lags regression of analyst forecast dispersion, error, and coverage on
SFAS131 exposure. Forecast dispersion, error, and coverage are the same variables
used in previous tables. Exposure(j) is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption
and is described in Section 2.2.2, multiplied by a dummy taking the value one
when t = j and zero otherwise. Industry-year fixed effects are based on two-digit
SIC codes, and robust standard errors, clustered at the firm level are shown in
parentheses.

The coefficients of interest are those attached to the Exposure(j) variables. The
baseline used is the SFAS131 effect at the pre-adoption year (i.e., j = −1). The
adoption year is therefore j = 0. We can see from the estimates that the effect is
not significantly different from the baseline in the years prior to the standard’s
adoption. This is good news, because it suggests that no pre-trends might explain
the results obtained so far. Second, starting from the adoption year, we can see
that forecast dispersion and error gradually shrink. The effect seems to be less
precisely estimated in the last year of my sample in j = 3. Next, we turn to the
other main result of the paper, the impact on board independence.

2.4.2 SFAS131 adoption and board independence

The decrease in the cost of information acquisition documented in the previous sec-
tion should have made it relatively easier for outsiders and independent directors to
reduce the informational disadvantage at which they operate. The reduction might
come from direct information production or from the more precise information
production and dissemination carried out by financial analysts. If this is true,
then according to the discussion in Section 2.2.1 we should observe an increase in
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the appointment of independent directors, because more informed independent
directors are more valuable to the company. To testHypothesis 2, I take equation
2.3 to the data.

The results are shown in Table 2.6, which reports the results of the OLS
regression of board independence on SFAS131 exposure. The sample consists of
US public firms and is described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at
firm-year level. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during and after
the adoption year. Exposure is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is
described in Section 2.2.2. Industry-year fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC
codes, and robust standard errors, clustered at firm level, are shown in parentheses.
The first three columns use as a measure of board independence the logarithm of
the number of independent directors appointed in a given year in a given firm.
The last three columns instead use instead the percentage of independent directors
on the board.

The focus is on the third row, in which the estimated coefficient informs
regarding the impact of SFAS131 adoption on board composition. Coefficients
in the third row are all positive and statistically significant. Economically, by
using the tightest specification in column (3) and column (6), a standard deviation
increase in the firm’s exposure to SFAS131 adoption is associated with a 2.8%
increase in the number of independent directors appointed after the adoption year.
Similarly, a standard deviation increase in the firm’s exposure is associatedwith a 2.5-
percentage-point increase of the board independence. The economic impact on the
board structure is statistically different from zero, but the magnitude is somehow
modest. Regardless of the magnitude, the sign is in line with the prediction stated
in Hypothesis 2, and therefore we can conclude that the hypothesis seems to be
supported by the data.

Regarding the main effects, one can see in columns (1) and (4) that the coeffi-
cient attached to the SFAS131 dummy is positive and significant; this is due to the
general trend of increasing board independence during the 1990s. Looking at the
second row, we can see that the coefficient attached to the exposure is positive and
significant; this is because larger companies have more independent directors, and
company size is correlated with exposure. The control variables do not seem to
have any influence on board composition. The last row controls for institutional
ownership. Controlling for institutional ownership is necessary, since institutional
investors are likely to push for a more independent board and their investment
decisions can be influenced by an improvement in disclosure quality. This last ob-
servation makes institutional ownership a case of a bad control variable. To avoid
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this problem, I use the same technique described in Section 2.4.1 and multiply
pre-adoption Institutional Ownership with the SFAS131 dummy.

Next, I check for any pre-trends that could alternatively explain the results
obtained above. To do so, I estimate the leads-and-lags regression described in
Section 2.2.2 and also used in Section 2.4.1. The results are shown in Table 2.7.
Again, Exposure(j) is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is described in
Section 2.2.2, multiplied by a dummy taking the value one when j = t and zero
otherwise. Industry-year fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust
standard errors, clustered at firm level, are shown in parentheses.

The coefficients of interest are those attached to the Exposure(j) variables.
Again, the baseline used is the SFAS131 effect at the pre-adoption year (i.e., j = −1).
The adoption year is therefore j = 0. We can see from the estimates that the effect
is not significantly different from the baseline in the years prior to the standard’s
adoption, even though the sign of the coefficient is negative. Second, starting from
the adoption year we can see that the firms’ board independence starts to increase.
The effect seems to be less precisely estimated in the adoption year and increases
in magnitude in later years. Overall, the results of this exercise suggest that there
are no pre-trends at play here that could explain the results reported in Table 2.6.
Next we turn to the effect of competition to tease out why independent directors
might become more valuable when the cost of information acquisition decreases.

2.4.3 Product market competition effects

The previous section shows that a decrease in the cost of information acquisition
renders independent directors more valuable. Arguably, this reduces the infor-
mational disadvantage at which independent directors operate and makes them
more valuable to shareholders. The main duties of a board of directors include
monitoring and advising.18 A related question, then, is which role for independent
directors becomes more valuable, monitoring or advising? A step in disentagling
these two effects is to check product market competition heterogeneity and the
response to adoption of SFAS131. Competition is well known to reduce manage-
rial slack, as shown by Giroud and Mueller, 2010. If independent directors are
more valuable because of the better monitoring they can perform when the cost of
information acquisition decreases, then firms in less competitive industries should
appoint more independent directors. On the other hand, it could be that indepen-
dent directors are instead more valuable because of their improved advising skills.
In that case, we should also see a large effect for firms in competitive industries.

18For a review of the main duties of a board of directors, see Adams, 2017.
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To test this additional hypothesis, I compute the Herfindahl-Hirschman index
(HHI) for each two-digit industry for each year, and define a dummy, “Hi-comp,”
that takes the value one if the HHI is smaller than the median and zero otherwise.
Introducing the dummy in the main specification described by equation 2.3 leads
to a triple DiD specification of the following form:

yi s t = αi +αt + β0Hi-comps t + β1(SFAS131t ×ℎi) + β2(SFAS131t ×Hi-comps t )+
β3(ℎi ×Hi-comps t ) + β2(SFAS131t × ℎi ×Hi-comps t ) + δXi s t + εi s t , (2.5)

where Hi-comps t is a dummy taking the value one if the HHI for industry s in
period t is smaller than the median.

Taking equation 2.5 to the data yields the results shown in Table 2.8. Let
us first discuss the coefficients attached to the interaction between Exposure and
SFAS131 dummy, which can be seen in the third row. The coefficients are similar
in significance and seemingly of larger magnitude than the corresponding ones
reported in Table 2.6. Second, looking at the coefficients attached to the triple
interaction term in the seventh row, we can see that the effect on independent
directors’ appointment is lower for firms operating in more competitive industries.
This is consistent with the view that independent directors are appointed because
they become more valuable monitors when the firm becomes more transparent.

2.4.4 SFAS131 and price informativeness

This subsection examine about the role of price informativeness. As mentioned
in Section 2.2.1, a related work by Ferreira et al., 2011 studies the relationship
between price informativeness and board structure. While the authors highlight
how, theoretically, the association can go both ways, they find that when price is
more informative, fewer independent directors are needed because the monitoring
is done by themarket. Their results might seem at odds with the Table 2.6 described
in Section 2.4.2. The cost of information acquisition and independent directors
are complements, but are price informativeness and independent directors instead
substitutes? Disclosure and the cost of information acquisition can be related to
price informativeness. While the sample and empirical strategy used here differ
from that of Ferreira et al., 2011, this paper seeks to reconcile the two findings by
examining what happened to firms’ price informativeness after SFAS131 adoption.
To do so, I use the same specification used in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, described
by equation 2.3. Price informativeness is not directly observable, and for this
test I will use the same proxies Ferreira et al., 2011 employ: the probability of
insider trading (PIN) and stock return asynchronicity Ψ. The PIN was introduced
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by Easley et al., 1996, and is based on a structural market microstructure model.
Intuitively, a low PIN indicates little fluctuation in a stock’s order flow, which
suggests that those orders are placed by noise and liquidity trading. Conversely,
a large PIN suggests large deviation from a normal order flow.19 Stock return
asyncronicity instead aims to measure firm-specific stock return variation. Since
these returns cannot be explained by market-wide movement, several authors20
suggest that it measures private information being incorporated into prices. I
follow Ferreira et al., 2011 and define it as

Ψ = log
(
1 − R2

R2

)
, (2.6)

where R2 is the r-squared of the regression of daily stock returns on the three
factors from the Fama-French model.

The results are shown in Table 2.9, which reports OLS estimates of the regres-
sion of several proxies of price informativeness on SFAS131 exposure. The sample
consists of US public firms and is described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation
is at the firm-year level. Industry-year fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes.
Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level, are reported in parentheses. Price
asynchronicity and PIN are defined above. The coefficients of interest are in the
third row. We can see that there is little evidence of SFAS131 adoption’s increasing
price informativeness. If anything, by saturating the specification, it seems that
the effect is negative. This piece of evidence reconciles the findings in Section 2.4.2
with Ferreira et al., 2011: SFAS131 increases transparency and reduces the cost
of information acquisition, but the effect on price informativeness is not positive.
Therefore, according to the findings of Ferreira et al., 2011, we cannot expect a
reduction in board independence.

2.4.5 Survivorship bias

We now turn to survivorship bias in BoardEx. Section 4.3 describes the BoardEx
database. As previously stated, the dataset suffers from survivorship bias, but the
cross-section of firms covered is much larger. If survivorship bias is correlated
with SFAS131 adoption and exposure, it may pose a treat to the identification
strategy. To check whether this might be the case, I extract information on
board size from a dataset in which the survivorship bias is absent: RiskMetrics.
RiskMetrics covers only S&P 1500 firms, but contains an unbiased number of

19See, for example, Ferreira et al., 2011 for a thorough description of the PIN measure.
20See, for example, French and Roll, 1986.
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directors. By keeping only companies in which the number of directors, according
to BoardEx, is the same as the number in RiskMetrics, we can obtain a survivorship-
bias-free sample. Table 2.10 shows the results of the same specifications used in
Section 2.4.2, but estimated using the survivorship-bias-free sample. As before,
the unit of observation is at the firm-year level. The outcome variables are the
natural logarithm of the number of independent directors on the board and the
percentage of independent directors on the board. The coefficients of interest are
those attached to the interaction term in the third row. While almost none are
statistically significant at the level conventionally used, we can see that they are
similar in sign and magnitude compared with those in Table 2.6. The drop in
number of observations is due to the survivorship bias correction, and in large
part to the smaller set of firms covered by the RiskMetrics database. The smaller
number of observations is likely the reason for the loss of precision of the estimates.
These results suggest that the survivorship bias of BoardEx does not drive the main
findings in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.6 Riskmetrics data replication

This final subsection aims to replicate some of the results exclusively using data on
director independence obtained from the RiskMetrics database. RiskMetrics gath-
ered data on board composition from 1996 to 2006 for US public firms belonging
to the S&P 1500. Compared with BoardEx, it does not suffer from survivorship
bias, as discussed in Section 4.3. However, the director data available on RiskMet-
rics covers a smaller number of US public firms, and the definition of director
independence is proprietary rather than the one reported by the firm appointing
the director. Recent work by Houston et al., 2019 documents that differences in
the definitions in the two datasets are particularly large in the early years—i.e. the
years this study considers. Even though Section 2.4.5 shows that survivorship
bias seems to not drive the result, Houston et al., 2019’s evidence calls for a test
using RiskMetrics’ definition of independence. Therefore, I repeat the exercise in
Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 using the RiskMetrics dataset.

Results are reported in table 2.11 and 2.12. The first table shows the equation
2.3 estimated using RiskMetrics data, and again testsHypothesis 2. There are two
things to notice. First, the coefficient of interest—attached to the interaction term
and reported in the third row—is not statistically significant at any commonly
accepted level and for none of the specifications. Because the previous section
showed that survivorship bias does not drive the results, one can conclude that the
differences in independent director definitions are substantial and they might drive
the board independence results of this study. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
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know ex ante which dataset definition is more accurate. The second observation
stems from the sample size used to estimate the regression coefficients, which is
about 25% of the sample used for the estimates shown in Table 2.6. Therefore,
another possibility is that the results are also driven by firms not covered by
RiskMetrics.

Table 2.12 shows what happens to the competition channel using the RiskMet-
rics data. The last three columns of the table show the coefficients of interest, in
the fourth and seventh rows, which are slightly consistent with the ones of Table
2.8. However, the data suggests the null cannot be rejected.
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2.5 Conclusion

This paper examines the relationship between the cost of information acquisi-
tion and board structure. By exploiting a change in an accounting standard that
forced firms to disclose detailed segment information, I show that financial ana-
lysts’ forecasts became more precise and less disperse, which suggests that the cost
of information acquisition decreased. I then study the effect on board indepen-
dence, using the BoardEx dataset, and find an increase in independent director
appointments. Two of the main duties of independent directors are monitoring
and advising management. Exploring the cross-sectional heterogeneity of the com-
petitive environment, I suggest that independent directors become more valuable
because of their improved monitoring skills. Further tests using RiskMetrics data
do not confirm the findings on board structure.

Despite the abundance of research on board structure, there is still substantial
debate regarding the value of independent directors, since corporate governance
and firm performance are often jointly determined. As demonstrated by the
recent survey by Adams, 2017, previous identification strategies based on SOX
introduction do not “live up to an economist’s standards for causal identifica-
tio.” Unfortunately, all regulations that impose an external constraint on board
composition likely affect the firms in other ways.

This paper tackles the question from another angle. If independent directors are
valuable when firms are more transparent, then a shock to the firm’s information
environment should affect its the board composition. This, in turn, offers a novel
way to study independent directors’ value. In this respect, a possible direction for
future research could be to explore other theories on optimal board structure and
use a relevant regulatory shock to identify whether certain directors’ characteristics
are valuable. Another possibility would be to look at how the cost of information
acquisition shapes board structure with respect to other director characteristics—
for example, professional experience and networks.
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Figures

Figure 2.1: Average change in number of business segments reported over time
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Figure 2.1 shows the change over time in firms’ average number of business segments reported on

10-K filings. The sample includes US public firms, as defined in Section 4.3. Period t = 0 represents

the year of adoption (fiscal year) of the SFAS131 accounting standard. The adoption year refers to

all financial statements that have an accounting period that starts after the 15th of December, 1997.

All other periods are computed relative to the adoption year.
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Figure 2.2: Timeline of SFAS131 adoption and disclosure
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Figure 2.2 shows the adoption of the new accounting standard, SFAS131, and the disclosure’s

timeline for affected firms. The firms represented in this figure are assumed to have a yearly fiscal

period that ends in December.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of the change in the number of business segments
reported between the adoption year and pre-adoption year
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Figure 2.3 shows the frequency distribution in the change of the number of business segments

reported by each firm. The change is computed between the adoption year, i.e., period t = 0, and

the previous year (period t = −1).
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Figure 2.4: Firms’ exposure to the SFAS131 and actual change in the number of
business segments reported
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Figure 2.4 shows the point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the βt coefficients estimated
using the following cross-sectional regression:

Δ#BusSe gi t = α + βt ℎi + εi t .

The sample includes all US public firms and is defined in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at

the firm-year level. The regression is estimated for each period t . Δ#BusSe gi t is the difference in

the number of business segments reported by firm i between period t and t − 1. ℎi represents firm
i’s exposure to the SFAS131, which is defined in equation 2.1 and explained in Section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.5: Pre-trend in board independence
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Figure 2.5 shows the coefficients and their 95% confidence intervals estimated from the lead-and-lags

regression specified in equation 2.4 and described in Section 2.2.2. The sample consists of all US

public firms for which information on the board of directors is available and is defined in Section 4.3.

The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. Exposure(t) is an interaction between a year dummy

taking value one in year t and zero otherwise, and firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 accounting

standard adoption, which is described in Section 2.2.2.
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Tables

Table 2.1: Number of business segments reported and SFAS131

Post-SFAS131 Pre-SFAS131 T-test
Mean St.Dev. Mean St.Dev. T-stat Diff

# Business Segments 1.890 1.368 1.382 0.956 (27.914) 0.509∗∗∗

Observations 8154 8940 17094

Table 2.1 compares the number of business segments reported by US public firms before and after
introduction of the SFAS131 accounting standard. The sample includes all US public firms and is
described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. Pre-SFAS131 statistics are
obtained by averaging the number of business segments reported across firms in the last year before
SFAS131 adoption. Post-SFAS131 statistics are computed likewise, by using the number of business
segments reported during the adoption year. The last two columns of the table report the T-test for
the difference between Pre- and Post-SFAS131 average number of business segments reported.
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Table 2.2: Descriptive statistics

Mean St. Dev. N

Exposure 4.059 2.153 46, 572
Forecasts dispersion 4.384 17.098 21, 634
Forecasts error 7.311 28.223 21, 138
# Analysts 7.744 7.939 23, 023
% Indipendent directors 41.592 26.314 22, 856
# Independent directors 2.902 2.243 22, 856
# Directors 6.452 2.657 22, 856
Assets (USD mil.) 1, 116.579 3, 807.569 49, 863
Market-to-Book ratio 2.853 4.771 43, 713
Cash 0.199 0.243 49, 721
Intangibles 0.101 0.159 43, 214
Leverage 1.889 62.513 49, 635
ROA −0.222 0.832 49, 524
IO before 0.337 0.283 31, 242
hhi 0.071 0.094 49, 933
Hi-comp 0.503 0.500 49, 933
pinsas 0.241 0.124 30, 339
psilog 2.843 1.414 28, 247

Table 2.2 reports summary statistics for the final sample. The unit of observation is at the firm-year
level. The sample includes US public firms and is described in Section 4.3. Exposure is firm i’s
exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is described in Section 2.2.2. Forecast dispersion is the
standard deviation in the earnings forecasts made by financial analysts for a given year and a given
firm. Forecast error is the average forecast absolute error from the earnings realization. Both
variables are described in Section 4.3.
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Table 2.3: Analysts’ forecasts and SFAS131

Forecasts dispersion Forecasts error

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SFAS131 5.623∗∗∗ 3.234∗

(1.068) (1.686)

Exposure −1.326∗∗∗ −3.046∗∗∗
(0.090) (0.211)

Exposure × SFAS131 −0.768∗∗∗ −0.757∗∗∗ −0.689∗∗∗ −0.327 −1.066∗∗∗ −0.924∗∗∗
(0.172) (0.201) (0.214) (0.275) (0.272) (0.295)

Size −0.843∗∗ −0.949∗∗ −2.059∗∗∗ −2.241∗∗∗
(0.430) (0.471) (0.597) (0.643)

Intangibles 1.563 1.326 3.827 2.907
(2.450) (2.502) (3.167) (3.197)

Cash 0.653 0.521 0.588 −0.094
(1.354) (1.382) (2.135) (2.125)

ROA −4.650∗∗∗ −4.777∗∗∗ −6.420∗∗∗ −6.382∗∗∗
(1.619) (1.691) (2.248) (2.374)

Leverage −0.228 −0.424 0.802 0.704
(1.323) (1.325) (2.595) (2.601)

Analist coverage × SFAS131 0.048∗∗∗ 0.038∗ 0.085∗∗∗ 0.070∗∗

(0.019) (0.020) (0.031) (0.033)

Observations 20390 13943 13935 19962 13869 13855
R2 0.045 0.755 0.761 0.048 0.793 0.798
Firm FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s
Year FE No Y e s N o N o Y e s N o
Industry-year FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 2.3 reports the results of the regression of analysts’ forecast dispersion and error on SFAS131
exposure. The sample consists of US public firms for which an analyst’s EPS forecast is available,
and is described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. Forecast
dispersion is computed as the standard deviation in all analysts’ forecasts in year t for firm i
normalized by total assets. Forecast error is computed as the mean absolute error of all analysts’
forecasts in year t for firm i normalized by total assets. Both variables are described in Section
4.3. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during and after the adoption year. Exposure
is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is described in Section 2.2.2. Industry-year
fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.4: Analyst coverage and SFAS131

Analyst coverage

(1) (2) (3)

SFAS131 0.758∗∗∗

(0.041)

Exposure 0.341∗∗∗

(0.007)

Exposure × SFAS131 −0.118∗∗∗ −0.010∗ −0.002
(0.008) (0.006) (0.007)

Size 0.374∗∗∗ 0.381∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.016)

Intangibles −0.377∗∗∗ −0.344∗∗∗
(0.084) (0.084)

Cash 0.075 0.059
(0.062) (0.063)

ROA 0.093∗∗ 0.085∗∗

(0.039) (0.040)

Leverage −0.073 −0.072
(0.054) (0.055)

Observations 21679 17237 17217
R2 0.271 0.830 0.838
Firm FE No Y e s Y e s
Year FE No Y e s N o
Industry-year FE No N o Y e s

Table 2.4 reports the results of the OLS regression of analyst coverage on SFAS131 exposure. The
sample consists of US public firms for which an analyst’s EPS forecast is available, and is described
in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes
the value one during and after the adoption year. Exposure is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131
adoption and is described in Section 2.2.2. Industry-year fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC
codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level, are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and *
denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.5: Analysts forecasts and SFAS131—Leads and lags

(1) (2) (3)
Forecasts dispersion Forecasts error Analyst coverage

Exposure(-3) 0.256∗ 0.079 −0.005
(0.135) (0.228) (0.008)

Exposure(-2) 0.027 −0.087 −0.003
(0.107) (0.276) (0.006)

Exposure(0) −0.378∗∗ −1.007∗∗∗ −0.000
(0.161) (0.293) (0.007)

Exposure(1) −0.862∗∗∗ −0.895∗∗∗ −0.012
(0.246) (0.342) (0.008)

Exposure(2) −1.208∗∗∗ −1.401∗∗∗ −0.010
(0.383) (0.516) (0.009)

Exposure(3) −0.360 −0.390 −0.005
(0.255) (0.392) (0.010)

Size −1.039∗∗ −2.211∗∗∗ 0.365∗∗∗

(0.491) (0.651) (0.016)

Intangibles 1.489 2.785 −0.336∗∗∗
(2.532) (3.226) (0.079)

Cash 0.678 −0.179 0.074
(1.406) (2.140) (0.060)

ROA −4.796∗∗∗ −6.422∗∗∗ 0.089∗∗

(1.688) (2.372) (0.035)

Leverage −0.410 0.728 −0.055
(1.319) (2.602) (0.050)

Analist coverage × SFAS131 0.044∗∗ 0.070∗∗

(0.021) (0.034)

Observations 13935 13855 18260
R2 0.762 0.798 0.835
Firm FE Y e s Y e s Y e s
Industry-year FE Y e s Y e s Y e s

Table 2.5 reports the results of the leads-and-lags regression of analyst forecast dispersion, error, and
coverage on SFAS131 exposure. The sample consists of US public firm for which an analyst’s EPS
forecast is available, and is described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at the firm-year
level. Forecast dispersion is computed as the standard deviation in all analysts’ forecasts in year t
for firm i normalized by total assets. Forecast error is computed as the mean absolute error of
all analysts’ forecasts in year t for firm i normalized by total assets. Both variables are described
in Section 4.3. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during and after the adoption year.
Exposure(j) is firm i’s exposure ℎi to the SFAS131 adoption and is described in Section 2.2.2,
multiplied by a dummy taking the value one when t = j and zero otherwise. Industry-year
fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.6: Board independence

Ln # independent % board independence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SFAS131 0.305∗∗∗ 8.633∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.860)

Exposure 0.078∗∗∗ 0.231
(0.006) (0.214)

Exposure × SFAS131 0.022∗∗∗ 0.009∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 1.389∗∗∗ 0.857∗∗∗ 1.166∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.172) (0.194) (0.215)

Size 0.019∗∗ 0.015∗ 0.157 0.194
(0.008) (0.008) (0.362) (0.377)

Intangibles −0.008 −0.011 1.402 0.585
(0.046) (0.047) (2.119) (2.166)

Cash −0.020 −0.016 0.892 0.704
(0.029) (0.030) (1.284) (1.319)

ROA −0.007 −0.006 −0.449 −0.494
(0.010) (0.010) (0.483) (0.473)

Leverage 0.002 0.002∗ 0.024 0.067
(0.001) (0.001) (0.061) (0.073)

IO before × SFAS131 −0.012 −0.022 1.885 1.258
(0.025) (0.027) (1.179) (1.250)

Observations 21402 14652 14631 21402 14652 14631
R2 0.147 0.912 0.915 0.085 0.880 0.884
Firm FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s
Year FE No Y e s N o N o Y e s N o
Industry-year FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 2.6 reports the results of OLS regression of board independence on SFAS131 exposure. The
sample consists of US public firms and is described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at the
firm-year level. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during and after the adoption year.
Exposure is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is described in Section 2.2.2. Industry-year
fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.7: Board independence—Leads and lags

(1) (2)
Ln(# Independent directors) % Indipendent directors

Exposure(-3) −0.006 −0.161
(0.004) (0.159)

Exposure(-2) −0.002 −0.126
(0.003) (0.113)

Exposure(0) 0.006 0.153
(0.004) (0.167)

Exposure(1) 0.008∗ 0.719∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.216)

Exposure(2) 0.014∗∗∗ 1.456∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.250)

Exposure(3) 0.016∗∗∗ 2.244∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.275)

Size 0.016∗ 0.297
(0.008) (0.378)

Intangibles −0.017 −0.168
(0.047) (2.158)

Cash −0.019 0.188
(0.030) (1.320)

ROA −0.006 −0.467
(0.010) (0.466)

Leverage 0.002∗ 0.062
(0.001) (0.070)

IO before × SFAS131 −0.022 1.190
(0.027) (1.251)

Observations 14631 14631
R2 0.915 0.886
Firm FE Y e s Y e s
Industry-year FE Y e s Y e s

Table 2.7 reports the results of leads-and-lags regression of board independence on SFAS131 exposure.
The sample consists of US public firms and is described in Section 4.3. The unit of observation is at
the firm-year level. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during and after the adoption
year. Exposure(j) is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is described in Section 2.2.2,
multiplied by a dummy taking the value one when j = t and zero otherwise. Industry-year
fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.8: Board independence and competition

Ln # independent % board independence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SFAS131 0.262∗∗∗ 5.078∗∗∗

(0.036) (1.472)

Exposure 0.077∗∗∗ −0.110
(0.009) (0.329)

Hi-comp 0.002 −0.047 −1.953 −2.898∗∗
(0.051) (0.033) (2.098) (1.453)

Exposure × SFAS131 0.029∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 2.052∗∗∗ 1.307∗∗∗ 1.670∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.277) (0.274) (0.295)

Hi-comp × SFAS131 0.094∗∗ 0.049 7.008∗∗∗ 4.740∗∗∗

(0.048) (0.034) (2.007) (1.488)

Hi-comp × Exposure 0.002 0.007 0.006 0.609 0.519∗ 0.464
(0.011) (0.007) (0.007) (0.411) (0.299) (0.331)

Hi-comp × Exposure × SFAS131 −0.015 −0.007 −0.010 −1.245∗∗∗ −0.753∗∗ −0.861∗∗∗
(0.010) (0.007) (0.007) (0.393) (0.295) (0.317)

Size 0.018∗∗ 0.015∗ 0.153 0.194
(0.008) (0.008) (0.361) (0.376)

Intangibles −0.010 −0.011 1.291 0.583
(0.046) (0.047) (2.125) (2.168)

Cash −0.021 −0.015 0.902 0.766
(0.029) (0.030) (1.279) (1.314)

ROA −0.007 −0.006 −0.433 −0.496
(0.010) (0.010) (0.488) (0.474)

Leverage 0.002 0.002∗ 0.035 0.075
(0.001) (0.001) (0.063) (0.075)

IO before × SFAS131 −0.012 −0.023 1.922 1.146
(0.025) (0.027) (1.186) (1.248)

Observations 21402 14652 14631 21402 14652 14631
R2 0.147 0.912 0.915 0.087 0.881 0.884
Firm FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s
Year FE No Y e s N o N o Y e s N o
Industry-year FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 2.8 reports the results of OLS regression of board independence on SFAS131 exposure and
competition. The sample consists of US public firms and is described in Section 4.3. The unit of
observation is at the firm-industry-year level. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during
and after the adoption year. Exposure is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and described in
Section 2.2.2. Hi-comp is a dummy that takes the value one if the HHI of industry s in period
t is lower than the median. Industry-year fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust
standard errors, clustered at firm level are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance
at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.9: Price informativeness and SFAS131

PIN Price asynchronicity

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SFAS131 −0.002 −0.546∗∗∗
(0.004) (0.046)

Exposure −0.023∗∗∗ −0.400∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.006)

Exposure × SFAS131 0.000 −0.008∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ −0.014 −0.018
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.009) (0.012) (0.013)

Size −0.027∗∗∗ −0.027∗∗∗ −0.137∗∗∗ −0.149∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.022) (0.022)

Intangibles −0.005 −0.007 0.219 0.164
(0.011) (0.011) (0.140) (0.142)

Cash −0.009 −0.008 −0.260∗∗∗ −0.226∗∗
(0.007) (0.007) (0.092) (0.090)

ROA −0.011∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗ −0.182∗∗∗ −0.164∗∗∗
(0.004) (0.004) (0.042) (0.043)

Leverage 0.001 0.001 −0.053 −0.053∗
(0.003) (0.003) (0.033) (0.032)

IO before × SFAS131 −0.004 −0.008 0.177∗∗ 0.194∗∗

(0.006) (0.006) (0.076) (0.077)

Observations 28921 20849 20825 26956 19242 19213
R2 0.118 0.717 0.731 0.218 0.658 0.679
Firm FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s
Year FE No Y e s N o N o Y e s N o
Industry-year FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 2.9 reports the results of OLS regression of several proxies of price informativeness on
SFAS131 exposure. The sample consists of US public firms and is described in Section 4.3. The unit
of observation is at the firm-year level. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during and
after the adoption year. Exposure is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is described
in Section 2.2.2. PIN is the probability of insider trading described in Section 2.4.4. Price
asyncronicity is the firm-specific stock return variation also described in Section 2.4.4. Industry-year
fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.10: Board independence—survivorship bias check

Ln # independent % board independence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SFAS131 0.116 2.635
(0.100) (4.281)

Exposure 0.067∗∗∗ −0.909
(0.017) (0.638)

Exposure × SFAS131 0.018 0.012 0.027∗∗ 1.424∗∗ 1.203∗ 1.654∗∗

(0.016) (0.012) (0.012) (0.662) (0.685) (0.715)

Size 0.042 0.033 −1.241 −1.260
(0.030) (0.028) (1.576) (1.692)

Intangibles 0.236∗ 0.352∗∗ 23.578∗∗∗ 28.066∗∗∗

(0.140) (0.142) (7.466) (8.019)

Cash −0.046 0.044 1.329 5.590
(0.086) (0.098) (4.848) (5.780)

ROA 0.023 0.013 5.709 6.244
(0.065) (0.075) (3.906) (4.825)

Leverage 0.092 0.046 6.986 6.511
(0.068) (0.074) (4.266) (4.765)

IO before × SFAS131 0.088∗ 0.052 3.096 2.799
(0.048) (0.058) (2.936) (3.560)

Observations 2057 1311 1218 2057 1311 1218
R2 0.102 0.938 0.957 0.067 0.909 0.934
Firm FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s
Year FE No Y e s N o N o Y e s N o
Industry-year FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 2.10 reports the results of OLS regression of board independence on SFAS131 exposure. The
sample consists of US public firm-years in which board size, according to BoardEx, is equal to that
reported in RiskMetrics and is described in Section 2.4.5. The unit of observation is at the firm-year
level. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value one during and after the adoption year. Exposure
is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is described in Section 2.2.2. Industry-year
fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.11: Board independence —RiskMetrics data

Ln # independent % board independence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SFAS131 0.130∗∗∗ 5.404∗∗

(0.045) (2.357)

Exposure 0.114∗∗∗ 1.740∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.419)

Exposure × SFAS131 −0.012∗ −0.002 −0.001 −0.208 0.422 0.495
(0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.360) (0.327) (0.363)

Size 0.068∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗ 0.077 −0.285
(0.017) (0.017) (0.873) (0.947)

Intangibles −0.122 −0.096 −0.980 0.078
(0.080) (0.082) (3.829) (4.111)

Cash −0.108 −0.095 −4.353 −3.425
(0.073) (0.078) (3.614) (3.920)

ROA 0.036 0.037 4.356∗∗∗ 3.880∗∗∗

(0.029) (0.030) (1.615) (1.480)

Leverage −0.023 −0.002 0.086 0.204
(0.044) (0.046) (2.563) (2.545)

IO before × SFAS131 0.007 −0.050 1.116 −0.793
(0.046) (0.046) (2.184) (2.258)

Observations 5663 4186 4147 5663 4186 4147
R2 0.129 0.869 0.885 0.022 0.839 0.857
Firm FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s
Year FE No Y e s N o N o Y e s N o
Industry-year FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 2.11 reports the results of OLS regression of board independence on SFAS131 exposure
using data from RiskMetrics. The sample consists of S&P 1500 firms available in the RiskMetrics
database. The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. SFAS131 is a dummy that takes the value
one during and after the adoption year. Exposure is firm i’s exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and
is described in Section 2.2.2. Industry-year fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust
standard errors, clustered at firm level, are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance
at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 2.12: Board independence and competition—RiskMetrics data

Ln # independent % board independence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SFAS131 0.063 0.774
(0.069) (3.533)

Exposure 0.121∗∗∗ 1.836∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.596)

Hi-comp 0.069 0.037 3.045 −1.399
(0.106) (0.079) (5.227) (4.157)

Exposure × SFAS131 −0.002 −0.005 −0.007 0.519 0.623 0.760
(0.010) (0.008) (0.010) (0.538) (0.435) (0.511)

Hi-comp × SFAS131 0.140 −0.048 9.443∗ 1.560
(0.097) (0.078) (5.100) (4.040)

Hi-comp × Exposure −0.011 −0.008 −0.006 −0.164 0.162 0.494
(0.016) (0.013) (0.014) (0.807) (0.669) (0.721)

Hi-comp × Exposure × SFAS131 −0.020 0.004 0.010 −1.406∗ −0.385 −0.400
(0.015) (0.012) (0.014) (0.790) (0.618) (0.697)

Size 0.070∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗ 0.106 −0.278
(0.017) (0.017) (0.879) (0.951)

Intangibles −0.117 −0.096 −0.840 0.057
(0.080) (0.082) (3.853) (4.116)

Cash −0.108 −0.097 −4.254 −3.354
(0.072) (0.078) (3.585) (3.916)

ROA 0.033 0.037 4.275∗∗∗ 3.887∗∗∗

(0.029) (0.030) (1.610) (1.478)

Leverage −0.026 −0.001 0.050 0.187
(0.044) (0.046) (2.568) (2.546)

IO before × SFAS131 0.002 −0.048 0.698 −0.937
(0.046) (0.046) (2.190) (2.275)

Observations 5663 4186 4147 5663 4186 4147
R2 0.132 0.870 0.885 0.029 0.839 0.857
Firm FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s
Year FE No Y e s N o N o Y e s N o
Industry-year FE No N o Y e s N o N o Y e s

Table 2.12 reports the results of OLS regression of board independence on SFAS131 exposure
and competition using data from RiskMetrics. The sample consists of S&P 1500 firms available
in the RiskMetrics database. The unit of observation is at the firm-industry-year level. SFAS131
is a dummy that takes the value one during and after the adoption year. Exposure is firm i’s
exposure ℎi to SFAS131 adoption and is described in Section 2.2.2. Hi-comp is a dummy that
takes the value one if the HHI of industry s in period t is lower than the median. Industry-year
fixed effects are based on two-digit SIC codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at firm level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Chapter 3

Zombie restructuring

Alberto Allegrucci, Bo Becker and Per Strömberg

Abstract

Banks have incentives to postpone loan loss reckoning to meet their regulatory
capital thresholds. In this paper, we investigate how these incentives affect restruc-
turing decisions and outcomes when both lenders and borrowers are in distress.
Using data on the restructuring outcomes of US leveraged loans, we show that non-
healthy lenders are more likely to amend and extend loans, and to grant covenant
waivers to distressed borrowers, compared with healthy lenders. Consistent with
the notion that soft restructuring allows lenders to delay bad information, the
likelihood of borrower default does not differ across lenders. Moreover, at loan
issuance, borrowers do not seem to differ observationally across lenders. We
examine the post-soft-restructuring performance of these borrowers, and find no
evidence of worst outcomes.
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3.1 Introduction

Banks may face incentives to under-report credit losses and impairments, which
could become stronger during an economic downturn. Agency problems within
the organization can lead to earning management and asset overstating,1 and
these issues can be exacerbated because banks are subject to regulatory minimum
capital requirements2. Replenishing capital buffers entails raising new equity
capital, which is costly for shareholders: Banks have various forms of government
guarantees, such as deposit insurance, that generate an incentive to minimize
the share of funding that is shareholders’ equity,3 and even more so when the
institution needs it the most. By maintaining high book values, banks avoid raising
new equity and retain higher leverage. This problem became widely known during
the global financial crisis; prompting regulators to take action, the last was the
introduction of the new IFRS 9 accounting standard in 2019, which forces banks
to make timelier loss provision for impaired credit, even though loss modeling
discretion persists.4

Hence, banks may conceal underperforming or impaired loans. By supporting
underwater borrowers, they can delay providing information about problems to
investors, depositors, regulators, and the public. Consequences include a delay in
the recapitalization of weak banks and reduced lending, and also distort lending
from healthy borrowers toward “zombies,” as documented by several studies in
Japan during the 1990s,5 which can ultimately result in a misallocation of credit
and a stagnating economy (see, for example, Caballero et al., 2008). This motivates
negative NPV lending decisions that may squeeze out positive NPV lending.
Evidence of this behaviour is also found in Europe after the sovereign debt crisis
(see, for example, Schivardi et al., 2017 for Italy and Acharya et al., 2019 and Storz
et al., 2017 for Europe), and commentators in the US also worried about zombie
lending after the global financial crisis.6 Distinguishing zombie lending—negative
1E.g., Hutton et al., 2009 and Leuz et al., 2003 examine earnings management in nonfinancial
firms intended to conceal firm performance.

2Huizinga and Laeven, 2012 show that US banks overstated their asset value and regulatory
capital during the US mortgage crisis, and provisioned less for impaired loans.

3As pointed out by Admati et al., 2013, these distortions are socially costly, and might not even
be privately optimal.

4See, for example, Economist, 2017.
5See, e.g., Peek and Eric, 2005 and Giannetti and Simonov, 2013 who demonstrate that capital
injections, if too small, can exacerbate the problem, while larger capital injections increase credit
supply and help firm investment.

6See, for example, Gelinas, 2008 and Ip, 2010; for an analysis of OECD countries regarding the
zombie phenomenon, including the US, see McGowan et al., 2018. Recently, concerns have
been raised following the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak; see Smith, 2020.
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NPV—from lending to a good borrower with temporary challenges—positive
NPV—is empirically challenging. In addition to evergreening loans to zombie
firms, tactics for hiding losses can include restructuring choices. Notwithstanding
several commentators who stress these problems,7 to the best of our knowledge,
there is scant evidence in the literature of what we call “zombie restructuring”.

In this paper we examine the extent to which the distorted incentives of weak
banks affect restructuring decisions and borrower outcomes in a sample of US
leveraged-loan borrowers. By using data on different types of restructuring choices
and relating them to the bank’s and the borrower’s health status, we suggest a
way to distinguish negative NPV decisions from positive NPV decisions. Ideally,
bank health should be irrelevant for lending decisions, even though it is widely
recognized that this is not true (see, e.g., Rajan, 1994). We show that poor bank
financial health predicts soft restructuring choices that involve amend-to-extend
(A&E) and covenant-relief (CR) policies for distressed borrowers. Healthier banks
seem to be less likely to soft restructure their loans for distressed borrowers, even
though at issuance borrowers from healthy banks are not observationally different
from those borrowing from unhealthy banks. Interestingly, we do not observe a
significant difference between soft restructuring rates across healthy and unhealthy
lenders, consistent with the notion that soft restructuring helps unhealthy lenders
hide impaired loans. Looking at the “hard restructuring” choices—i.e., defaults
and bankruptcies—we do not observe statistically significant differences between
healthy and unhealthy lenders. Since defaults and bankruptcies are clear signs
of credit impairment, this finding alleviates concerns about the sorting of bad
borrowers with bad lenders that might alternatively explain our results.

Our main empirical specification is a difference-in-differences (DiD) regression
that compares soft and hard restructuring and relates them to lender and borrower
status. To distinguish weak lenders, we use their monthly 5-year CDS spread
averaged over the current year, and classify a lender as weak when the the average
CDS spread is lower than the full sample median. Instead, we use past credit
downgrades and firm characteristics, such as the EBITDA/debt ratio, to classify
distressed borrowers. In addition to controlling for a series of factors that might
drive both restructuring choice and lender status, we gradually include industry-
year fixed effects to control for time-varying industry shocks that might drive
restructuring choices. For example, banks might specialize in lending to firms
operating in industries that render certain restructuring choices optimal. If, in the

7US commentators have called “amend-to-extend” deals “amend-to-pretend” or “delay-and-pray”;
see, for example Chasan, 2010.
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period included in our sample, those industries are relatively more in distress, our
results might be biased.

In an additional test, we add borrower-year fixed effects, exploiting the fact
that about one third of firms have borrowed from multiple lenders. This method-
ology compares restructuring choices within the same borrower in the same year,
which allows us to control for any time-varying unobservable characteristics of
the borrower that might drive our results—for example, the borrower’s restructur-
ing preferences.8 Our results are still consistent with our hypothesis, albeit not
precisely estimated, which may be due to the small sample of borrowers having
multiple lender relationships. Since we do not use any exogenous shock to iden-
tify how lender and borrower status affect restructuring choices, it could be that
because of these restructuring choices, a lender’s CDS spread increases; a reverse
causality concern. To the extent that also borrower defaults are bad news for a
lender, the fact that how results do not apply for “hard restructuring” choices,
reverse causality concerns are alleviated.

Since soft restructuring deals are disproportionally granted to undeserving
borrowers by unhealthy banks, a consequence should be that in the long term,
the performance of these firms deteriorates faster compared with firms whose
deals have been granted by healthy banks. We test this hypothesis by examining
post-soft-restructuring performance, both in terms of subsequent credit events and
investment, employment, and sales growth. We do not find evidence of these firms
performing worse—though data limitations might play a role, since conditioning
our sample on soft-restructured firms leaves us with a small fraction of the original
sample.

Our work contributes to several strands of the literature; first, to the literature
that investigates the transmission of bank health to the real economy. Chodorow-
Reich and Falato, 2020 examine covenant violations and conclude that weaker
lenders are more likely to enforce a reduction in credit. Their results might appear
to be at odds with ours, since we instead show that weaker lenders are more
likely to grant covenant relief. However, to the extent that waivers are granted
before covenant violations, our study does not contradict theirs. Our hypothesis
stems from lenders’ incentives to hide losses, and covenant violations are public
information. Second, by documenting zombie restructuring by unhealthy banks,
we contribute to the strand of the literature that examines zombie lending, which
includes studies that use the Japanese experience during the 1990s: Peek and Eric,

8Several studies use borrower-year fixed effects and multiple borrower-lender relationships to
study monetary policy transmission and, importantly, to control for credit demand. See, for
example, Khwaja and Mian, 2008 and Bottero et al., 2020.
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2005; Caballero et al., 2008; and Giannetti and Simonov, 2013. A recent stream of
papers also examine zombie lending in Europe, including Acharya et al., 2019 and
Schivardi et al., 2017. Third, our paper relates to the strand of the literature that
studies accounting discretion and loan loss provision in the banking sector, which
includes Bholat et al., 2017, who examine European lenders, and Huizinga and
Laeven, 2012, who investigate banks’ accounting discretion in the US.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 4.2 explains the
methodology, Section 4.3 describes the data, Section 4.4 presents the results, and
Section 4.5 concludes.
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3.2 Methodology

Zombie firm financing is associated with weak banks because of the incentives they
have to hide losses.9 In this paper, instead, we look at restructuring choices and
how those vary across lender and borrower status. We posit that soft restructuring
is more likely for a distressed borrower who is associated with a weak bank, because
these types of restructuring allow the bank to underreport loss provision. To test
this hypothesis, we use as a main specification a DiD in which the outcome variable
is a dummy taking the value one if the restructuring outcome of interest took
place during a given year, and compare the likelihood of a particular restructuring
choice across bank and borrower status.

3.2.1 Loan restructuring

The first part focuses on loan restructuring. We use a set of dummies to describe
whether a particular restructuring choice was made by lender for a borrower in a
given year. The restructuring choices we examine are amend-to-extend (A&E),
covenant relief (CR), default, and bankruptcy. A&E aims to extend the original
maturity of the outstanding loans without rolling it over, while covenant relief
relaxes the borrower from meeting the covenant tests. Several commentators
point out that these policies have been applied to undeserving borrowers (see,
e.g., Chasan, 2010 and Fracassi and Tate, 2012), arguably to delay reporting of
bad loans and to overstate assets.10 We group these kinds of policies under the
label “soft restructuring”. A particular restructuring choice should depend on
the borrower status only, but if banks use soft restructuring to hide losses, then
weaker banks have the strongest incentives to do so. Therefore, we posit that soft
restructuring choices should bemore likelywhen the lender is a weak bank. Second,
we consider borrower defaults, regardless of whether it filed for bankruptcy, as
instances of “hard restructuring”. These restructuring outcomes do not leave room
for interpretation: The credit is impaired. It could be that unhealthy lenders are
intrinsically worse at selecting their borrowers. In this case, we should also observe
a larger likelihood of hard restructuring or defaults for weak banks’ loans.

Starting with lender status, we follow the previous literature in our analysis
and examine only the ultimate parent of the actual lender (see, e.g., Acharya et al.,
2019 and Sufi, 2007). Leveraged loans are ultimately syndicated loans granted to
corporate borrowers and, as such, can be sold on the secondary market. A recent
9See, for example, Acharya et al., 2019 and Schivardi et al., 2017, who show that weakly capital-
ized banks engage in zombie lending in Europe.

10Banks in the US used accounting discretion to window dress their balance sheet, as Huizinga
and Laeven, 2012 show.
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study by Irani et al., 2020 shows that often, syndicated loan shares are sold on the
secondary market by undercapitalized banks; this almost never applies to the lead
bank, which retains some control and has the greatest incentives to hide losses.
Therefore we include only the lead arranger in our sample. To identify weak lead
banks, we use a widely available forward-looking market proxy: the 5-year CDS
spread on their senior debt. To obtain a yearly CDS spread measure, for each year
and for each bank we take the mean of the available end-month 5-year CDS spread.
A bank is classified as being unhealthy if the average CDS spread is lower than the
median of the full sample.

The lead banks in the US leveraged-loan sample are international, and Figure
3.1 plots the 5-year CDS spread throughout the years. The graphs show time series
and cross-sectional variation for both US and European lenders. Since our sample
includes few US loans arranged by non-US and non-EU lender, cross-sectional
variation for those banks is not large, even though the observations retain some
time-series variation. In all of our tests, we use the full sample of banks regardless
of their country of incorporation; therefore, the little cross-sectional variation for
non-EU non-US lenders should not be a concern.

We use several proxies for borrower status. First, we check borrower rating
downgrades and flag the borrower if it has been downgraded during the past 2
years. Second, we use the average EBITDA/debt ratio over the previous 2 years as
a proxy for distress. We consider the past 2 years, because both of our proxies are
noisy, and averaging might help to reduce the noise (see also Schivardi et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, we estimate again the main regression, classifying firms by using
only previous year downgrades or EBITDA/debt ratio and report the results in
the Appendix.

The main specification for our main test takes into account borrower and
lender status, and is therefore as follows:

yi j t = α + β1 Issuer statusi t + β2 Unhealthy j t

+ β3 Unhealthy j t × Issuer statusi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t ,
(3.1)

where yi j t is dummy that takes the value one if the restructuring outcome granted
by lender j to the firm i is given during year t . Downgradedi t is dummy that takes
the value one if firm i was downgraded in year t − 1 or year t − 2. Alternatively,
we use Distressi t , which is a dummy that takes the value one if firm i’s average
EBITDA/debt ratio in years t − 1 and t − 2 was lower than the full sample median.
Unhealthy j t is a dummy that takes the value one if the lead bank j 5-year CDS
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spread is lower than the full sample median in year t . Xi j t is a vector of controls
at the firm-lender-year level. Control variables include the total loan size firm
i has outstanding with lender j in year t , as incentives might be driven by loan
size; and a dummy taking the value one if more than 75% of the outstanding
loans are financed by non-banks, because restructuring choices might be driven by
institutional investors. The same reasoning applies to leveraged loans sponsored
by private equity funds; therefore, we include the proportion of loans outstanding
to control for this. We also include the syndicate size, as a larger syndicate might
have coordination problems to grant a softer restructuring. Finally, we add the
weighted average maturity of the outstanding deal, as restructuring incentives
might be correlated with deal maturity.

Unhealthy lenders are defined with respect to the full sample. A concern might
be that in bad times, soft restructuring is more common across the board, and
simultaneously time drive bank and borrower health. Another concern might be
that lenders specialize in particular industries, and restructuring choices depend
on the borrower industry’s health. Different industries might have different types
of collateral that can drive restructuring choices. To alleviate these concerns, we
include industry-year fixed effects, so that the coefficients of our regressions are
estimated only using within industry-year variation.

The coefficient of interest is the β3, attached to the interaction term. To aid
interpretation, we estimate equation 3.1 using standard OLS, therefore employing
a linear probability model.11 Nevertheless, as a robustness test, we use also a logit
model and report the results in Appendix 3.A.1. In our baseline, β3 represents the
increase in the specific restructuring probability if both borrower and lead lender
have problems. Our hypothesis is that weak banks tend to have a more lenient soft
restructuring policy, because they have incentives to underreport losses on credit.
Therefore, our hypothesis implies that β3 will be positive when the outcome being
investigated is soft restructuring.

3.2.2 Firm outcomes

The previous section laid out the framework we use to test whether weak banks
support undeserving borrowers through by adopting more lenient soft restructur-
ing policies. If an intrinsically worse borrower is helped, then in the long term we
should observe this borrower performing worse, both on subsequent restructuring
events—such as defaults and bankruptcies—and on subsequent performance. To

11Ai and Norton, 2003 argue that interpretation of interaction terms in nonlinear models might
not be straightforward.
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test this hypothesis, we restrict our sample to borrowers that were granted a soft
restructuring, then collapse it at the borrower level to obtain a cross-section. First,
we examine the following credit events in any year after the soft restructuring,
including any additional soft restructuring, defaults, and bankruptcies and whether
the bankrupt firm emerged. Second, we investigate issuer performance post-soft
restructuring, in terms of average employment growth, investment growth, and
sales growth. We posit that if a soft restructuring was granted by a weak bank,
we should observe an increase in the probability of subsequent credit event and a
worse performance. Therefore, the specification used for the test is as follows:

yi = α + β1 Unhealthy at eventi + β2 Issuer status at eventi
+ β3 Unhealthy at eventi × Issuer status at eventi + ΓXi + εi,

(3.2)

where yi is the outcome of interest for borrower i. Unhealthy at eventi is a dummy
that takes the value one if the lead lender that granted the first soft restructuring
was unhealthy at that time. Issuer status at eventi is a dummy that describes the
issuer’s status at the first soft restructuring event, which can be either downgraded
or distressed depending on the classification method chosen. For these tests, we
maintain consistency with the baseline classification, and the dummy used can be
either Downgradedi , which denotes borrowers that were downgraded during the
2-years prior to the first soft restructuring, or take the value one if the borrower
was Distressi if the borrower was classified as distressed at the time of the first soft
restructuring. The borrower’s subsequent performance tests include total assets
and leverage as control variables, to control for differences in borrowing capacity
and size that could drive performance and credit events. The main coefficient of
interest is the one attached to the interaction term β3, which we posit should be
positive for subsequent credit events and negative for subsequent performance.
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3.3 Data and sample construction

The base dataset for our analysis is all leveraged loans issued in US dollars by
US firms available in the Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ Leveraged, Commentary
and Data (S&P LCD) database. The S&P LCD reports deal-level information,
including size, distribution of the total amount borrowed across different facilities—
i.e., credit lines, term loans, and second-lien facilities—and the pricing, reported
as the spread in basis points over the LIBOR for all facilities within a deal. The
syndication structure is only partially available: The dataset contains the lead
agent, the syndicated agent, and the documentation agent for each deal, but no
other banks involved in the syndicate. Starting from this information, we build
an unbalanced panel in which the unit of observation is at bank-borrower-year.
A bank is associated with a borrower whenever it acts as a lead arranger for an
outstanding loan. We keep only lead banks, because they often have more control
and more incentives to hide losses, whereas is likely that the other banks in the
syndication sell their loan shares to other institutions.12 Since we do not have
data on transactions on the secondary leveraged loan market, we cannot correct
our tests for this behavior. Multiple facilities and multiple loans are aggregated
by summing the amount outstanding and the amount for each type of facility,
e.g. term loans and credit lines. Pricing is computed using a weighted average
of the spread using the amount outstanding for each facility and loans as weight.
Some loans are issued to refinance existing loans, which requires that we correct
for refinancing before aggregating to avoid distortions in the amount and pricing
of outstanding loans.

The S&P LCD contains records on new loans issued and their original maturity,
but it does not provide any information on loan refinancing. To avoid double
counting, we make several adjustments to filter out refinanced deals. First, we
exploit repriced loans. The S&P LCD provides a repriced dataset that reports loans
that are repriced. The dataset details repriced transactions and treats repricing as a
new deal, and provides a new identifier. To avoid double counting, we filter out
the old transaction, starting from the year the repricing is approved. Because the
repricing dataset is only available starting from 2011, the second adjustment aims
to filter out earlier refinanced and repriced loans before 2011. The first step is to
identify all refinancing loans. To do so, we flag a deal as refinancing whenever

12A contemporaneous paper by Irani et al., 2020 uses a supervisory credit registry of syndicated
loans, and show that “undercapitalized banks remove loans from the balance sheet, especially
loans with higher capital requirements and at times when bank capital is scarce, and a signifi-
cant portion of this credit is reallocated to nonbanks”, but they also find that lead banks almost
never sell their loans.
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the purpose of the loan is listed as to be refinancing, or if the “purpose comment”
field contains “refinancing”, “amends”, or “refinances”. Then, for each borrower
and for each year, we find all loans that match in size any of the facilities included
in the refinancing loan. We assume that those loans are being replaced by the
refinancing loan and filter them out of the sample. For example, the 2004 “AES
(Amend 08/04)” deal is classified as refinancing and it includes a revolving credit
of $450 million and a term loan B of $200 million. AES has multiple loans in 2004,
but only one matches the refinancing deal facilities: “AES (Add-on 3/04)” was a
revolving credit line of $450 million in size. Since it matches the revolving facility
of the refinancing deal, we remove it from the data starting from that year.

The S&P LCD also reports restructuring outcomes. In terms of outcomes,
A&Es and CRs are available from 2005 to 2016 and default outcomes from 2000
to 2016. A&E and CRs are reported and matched on a deal basis, while defaults
are matched with the issuer. The default dataset records a default date and a
bankruptcy date. Whenever the bankruptcy date is missing, we assume the issuer
defaulted but did not file for bankruptcy. A&Es and CRs are aggregated under
the umbrella term “soft restructuring”, and described by a dummy variable that
takes the value one whenever soft restructuring is accommodated by the bank for
the borrower in a given year. Restructuring events are reported at the deal level,
but firms can have multiple loans outstanding, and even with different lenders.
While soft restructuring events are a deal-level restructuring, defaults and filing
for bankruptcy are firm-level event. Therefore, we extend those events at the
firm level. Moreover, we complement firm bankruptcies with bankruptcy docket
data, which include bankruptcy details such us which chapter the borrower sought
protection under and the bankruptcy outcome.

Firms’ financial information comes from Compustat, which includes listed
North American firms. Some issuers in our sample are private firms however, and
therefore not covered by Compustat. We supplement firm accounting data by using
Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ. Compustat and Capital IQ report accounting data
items differently, and therefore we make the following adjustments to reconcile
Capital IQ data with Compustat. We add comprehensive income to retained
earnings. We add capital leases to long-term debt, capitalized interest to interest
expenses, and restricted cash and short-term investment to cash. Finally, we add
other receivables to account receivables. From Capital IQ we also obtain rating
information for the firms in our sample, and use long-term local currency ratings
for our purposes. The S&P LCD, Compustat, and Capital IQ do not have a
common identifier for firms; hence, we match the datasets on firm/borrower
name. We use fuzzy string matching to overcome any differences in how the name
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of the same firm is reported across datasets, and we manually check whether the
matches are correct.

Accounting and financial information on lenders comes from the S&P Capital
IQ, in which relevant information available is on the lender’s ultimate parent.
Accounting data are converted to US dollars as needed. Finally, we collect lenders’
monthly CDS spreads from DataStream and retain only spreads on senior 5-year
contracts. CDS spreads are based on different document clauses and currencies,
and we keep all of them to maximize coverage. CDS data run from January 2008
to the end of 2017, and we average monthly spreads to obtain an annual CDS
spread. As with firm data, the S&P LCD, Capital IQ, and DataStream do not have
a common identifier for lenders; hence we match on lender name. Since the name
format in DataStream is quite different from the other two datasets, we manually
match each lender because fuzzy matching leads to many false positives.

The process yields an unbalanced panel of bank-borrower-year running from
2008 to 2016. The final dataset’s descriptive statistics are reported in Table 3.1. The
unit of observation is at the bank-borrower-year level and the sample runs from
2008 to 2016. Soft restructuring (%) is a dummy taking the value one if an A&E or
a CR has been granted by the lender for the borrower in that year and is multiplied
by 100. Default is a dummy taking the value one if the borrower defaulted on the
loan granted by that lender, or if the borrower filed for bankruptcy in the given
year and multiplied by 100. Downgraded is a dummy that takes the value one if
the borrower’s credit rating has been downgraded during the previous year. The
interest coverage ratio is computed as the borrower’s EBIT divided by the dollar
interest paid. Investment is normalized by total assets.

For our second set of tests, we start from our final sample, described above,
and keep only the set of firms that were granted at least one soft restructuring.
We collapse the dataset at firm level to obtain a cross-section. The main variables
are redefined as averages if continuous, or we take the maximum of any dummy
variable, so that if any subsequent credit event occurred, the cross-section correctly
reports it.

3.3.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table 3.1 shows the descriptive statistics for our full sample, which runs from
2008 to 2016. Panel A reports deal characteristics at the borrower-bank-year level.
Soft restructuring (%) is a dummy taking the value one if an A&E or a CR
has been granted by the lender for the borrower in that year and reported in
percentage. Deal variables are aggregated at the borrower-bank-level, as explained
in the preceding section. Since several borrowers have loans outstanding with
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different lenders, Panel B reports borrower characteristics at the borrower-year
level. Rating downgrade is a dummy that takes the value one if the borrower’s
credit rating has been downgraded during the previous year or during the previous
2 years. Panel C instead shows the lead lender characteristics at the lender-year
level. All variables are described in Table 4.A.1.

Summary statistics show that restructuring occurs for about 7.3% of the
observations and that soft restructuring deals are more common than hard re-
structuring.13 The average deal size is large—about $1,100 million—and deal size
distribution is skewed to the right. About half of the observations represent loans
backed by private equity funds and 70% are loans syndicated by a US bank. Panel
B shows the characteristics of borrowers. On average, a borrower is downgraded
about 8.87% of the time and defaults about 2.29% of the time; their leverage,
measured as liabilities over total assets, is about 0.74.

Table 3.2 reports the descriptive statistics for the sample restricted to borrowers
that were granted soft restructuring deals in the past, and collapsed at the borrower
level. All restructuring dummy variables are defined as taking the value one if
the borrower experienced the outcome at least once during any year post-soft
restructuring. All continuous variables are aggregated, as explained in Section 4.3.
All variables are also described in Table 4.A.1. About a third of the soft-restructured
firms subsequently experience another restructuring event. When a firm files for
bankruptcy, it is highly likely that it will emerge from it instead of being liquidated,
as can be inferred by comparing the percentage of bankruptcy outcomes reported
and the “Not emerged from bcy (%)” averages. Soft-restructured firms have
larger leverage compared with the full sample and 67.53% of the time the soft
restructuring was accommodated by an unhealthy lender.

13The final sample counts 7.3% of restructuring deals, and 5.21% soft deals.
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3.4 Results

In this section we conduct the tests for our hypothesis: Weak lenders support
undeserving borrowers by accommodating soft restructuring. However, unhealthy
banks can intrinsically differ from healthy ones and might lend to different bor-
rowers. To alleviate concerns on borrower sorting across the two types of banks,
we examine borrower characteristics at loan issuance. Table 3.3 shows average
borrower characteristics by lender status at loan issuance. The last two columns
show the result of a t-test for the differences in means across the two groups. Except
for the sorting variable—the lender’s CDS spread at 5 years—all of the borrower
characteristics are statistically not different between the two groups. Borrowers
are observationally equivalent at loan issuance, which argues against selection bias
in our sample.

Next, Figure 3.2 reports the proportion of soft and hard restructuring by
bank status in a histogram. The main variables are described in Section 4.3. It
can be seen that weak banks accommodate more soft restructuring deals with
their borrowers. Above the histogram bars, the figure reports 95% confidence
intervals. The error bars do not overlap in the case of soft restructuring, but they
do for hard restructuring, which suggests that only soft restructuring behavior
differs across bank status. The main test also conditions on borrower status, and
to classify distressed borrowers we also use their EBITDA/debt ratio and compare
it with the full sample median. To check the plausibility of this test, we first divide
borrowers by EBITDA/debt ratio quintiles and lender status and examine their
restructuring-type incidence.

Figure 3.3 plots the results of the exercise. As before, the sample is the one
of the final datasets described in Section 4.3. The quintiles are reported on the
X-axis using EBITDA/debt ratio to classify borrower status, with larger quintiles
indicating larger EBITDA/debt ratios. Soft and Hard restructuring are defined
as described in Section 4.3. Healthy and Unhealthy refer to bank status, where
healthy is considered to be banks with a yearly CDS spread at 5 years larger than
the median CDS spread, and unhealthy otherwise. The plot also shows the 95%
confidence interval bars on top. As large quintiles contain better borrowers, one
would expect that restructuring incidence, on average, is decreasing in the quintiles.
Figure 3.3 suggests that this is the case. Even though this is not a formal test,
the pattern observed suggests that the EBITDA/debt ratio is good for classifying
borrower quality. Second, looking at the first graph, unhealthy lenders seem to
grant relatively more soft restructuring deals to more distressed borrowers, and
this difference vanishes as borrower quality increases—i.e., as EBITDA/debt ratio
quintiles increase. The same cannot be said for the bottom graph, which plots the
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proportion of hard restructuring events. This is consistent with our hypothesis:
Weak lenders grant soft restructuring deals to minimize credit losses.

3.4.1 Restructuring analysis

Nest, we conduct a formal test by taking Equation 3.1 to the data. Table 3.4
shows the results when we use credit rating downgrades as a proxy for borrower
status. The unit of observation is at the borrower-bank-year level. Downgraded is a
dummy that takes the value one if borrower i’s credit rating has been downgraded
during the previous 2 years. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the value one if
lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All
control variables are described in Table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered
at borrower level, are shown in parentheses. The outcomes we examine are soft
restructuring and defaults, where defaults also includes bankruptcy filings, and
the dummies describing them have been multiplied by 100 to ease interpretation.
The specifications are gradually saturated; columns (2) and (4) add industry-year
fixed effects to absorb any time-varying industry characteristics that could drive
restructuring likelihood and bank and borrower status. In columns (3) and (6) we
also add several control variables that could affect restructuring choice and bank
health.

Looking at the first row, being downgraded in the previous 2 years is not
associated with a higher probability of soft restructuring; instead, it predicts
firm default: Using the tightest specification of column (6), being downgraded
is associated with a 3.4 percentage point increase in the probability of default.
On the second row we instead see that weak banks seem to be associated with a
larger probability of both soft restructuring and default, but adding industry-year
fixed effects washes away the result. This result is consistent with banks’ being
industry-specialized lenders. The coefficient of interest is reported in the third row.
Consistent with our hypothesis, the coefficient is positive and significant: Weak
banks are more likely to accommodate soft restructuring deals for downgraded
borrowers, and the probability increase amounts to 3.583 percentage points in
our tightest specification. The coefficient is stable across specifications, which is
reassuring. Since the proportion of soft restructuring is 5.21% on average, the
probability increase is economically large. Consistent with weak banks’ loss-hiding
motives, the point estimates of the coefficient of interest for the last three columns
are smaller in magnitude, although not precisely estimated.

Table 3.5 shows the results when we use past-2-year average EBITDA/debt
ratio as a proxy for borrower status. The unit of observation is at the borrower-
bank-year level. Distress is a dummy that takes the value one if borrower i’s
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average EBITDA/debt ratio was lower than the median during the previous 2
years. As before, robust standard errors, clustered at the borrower level, are shown
in parentheses. Specifications mirror those of Table 3.4. Starting from the first
row, the results are consistent with those of the previous table, reassuring us that
the borrower status we choose is similar. Being distressed is not associated with
a higher probability of soft restructuring; instead, it predicts firm default. On
the second row, we see that a weak lender seems to be associated with a lower
probability of soft restructuring for non-distressed borrowers, but not default. A
possible explanation is that weak lenders tend to compensate for the relatively
larger number of A&Es and CRs to distressed borrowers by granting less of them
to healthy borrowers. The coefficient of interest is reported in the third row, and it
is positive and significant: The probability increase of soft restructuring amounts
to 4.438 percentage points in our tightest specification. The coefficient is again
stable across specifications, which is reassuring. Consistent with the previous table
and our hypothesis, the same coefficient is smaller in magnitude and not precisely
estimated for default outcomes.

The previous specifications introduced industry-year fixed effects, but some
unobservable firm characteristic could drive both bank CDS spread and restruc-
turing choice within industry-year. Therefore, we again estimate equation 3.1
introducing borrower-year fixed effects. Only about a third of borrowers have
multiple lender relationships during a year, and therefore, compared with our
previous tests, we lose power. The gain is that our coefficient of interest will be
estimated only using variation within borrower-year. If a borrower has multiple
relationships, but with same status lender, these observations will not be dropped
but rather absorbed by the fixed effects. Only variation in bank status within the
same borrower-year is used to estimate the coefficient of interest, which raises the
bar for the plausibility of alternative explanations.

Results are shown in Table 3.6. The outcome investigated is soft restructuring,
because we want to confirm our previous findings. The first two columns use
downgraded firms to proxy for borrower status, and the second row reports the
estimate of the coefficient of interest, which is positive and statistically significant.
Point estimates are in line with our previous results: Weak banks increase the
probability of soft restructuring by 5.967 percentage points for downgraded bor-
rowers. The last two columns use the 2-year average EBITDA/debt ratio to proxy
for borrower distress. Point estimates seem to be in line with our previous results;
they are not precisely estimated, and the data are consistent with no effect. Even
though this could be due to a power issue caused by the introduction of granular
fixed effects, nothing can be said regarding the coefficient sign.
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In every result presented so far, the number of banks in the syndicate and
total loan size seem to affect the soft restructuring probability. The coefficient
attached to the number of banks in the syndicate is positive and significant—which
is counterintuitive, since a large syndicate might run into coordination issues when
granting soft restructuring. On the other hand, as explained in Section 4.3, our
data on syndicate structure are incomplete. Moreover, syndicated members are
likely to sell their stakes on the secondary loan market; therefore, it is not clear a
priori what is the expected sign of the coefficient. Total loan size is the sum of all
deals outstanding lender j has in place with borrower i in year t , and according to
our results, a larger total loan size is associated with a higher probability of soft
restructuring. This is intuitive, because larger deals have a larger capital impact if
revealed to be impaired.

The next two tables split the sample according to median total loan size for
robustness. Table 3.7 and Table 3.8 show the results. The former table uses 2-
year credit downgrade as a proxy for borrower status, and the latter used the
2-year average EBITDA/debt ratio. We use the tightest specification for every
regression. Columns (1) and (3) present results using the sample for which total
loan size is smaller than the full sample median. Columns (2) and (4) use instead
the larger-than-median total loan size sample. In both tables, we examine both
soft restructuring and defaults, and in both it seems that larger loans outstanding
strengthen the incentives of weak banks to hide losses. The coefficient attached to
the interaction term for the small size sample is still positive, though smaller in
magnitude and less precisely estimated. We stress that this is not a formal test for
the difference in estimated coefficients.

3.4.2 Soft restructing sample analysis

The previous section presented evidence consistent with the notion that weak
banks have incentives to hide losses by granting A&E and CR to relatively un-
deserving borrowers. If those borrowers were undeserving, the next step is to
investigate what happens to them post-soft restructuring. Using the soft restruc-
turing sample described in Section 4.3, we take Equation 3.2 to the data. The first
test we conduct is on subsequent restructuring events. Table 3.9 shows results of
the OLS regression of subsequent restructuring events on bank status. The unit
of observation is at the borrower level. Any restructuring is a dummy taking the
value one if soft restructuring was granted to borrower i, or if borrower i defaulted
after the soft restructuring event. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking the value
one if a CR or A&E was granted to borrower i after the first soft restructuring
event. Similarly, default is a dummy taking the value one if the borrower defaulted
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or if borrower i filed for bankruptcy. Unhealthy at soft restructuring event is a
dummy taking the value one if the lead arranger that agreed to a soft restructuring
for borrower i had a 5-years CDS spread greater than the median at the time of
soft restructuring. For all specifications, robust standard errors, clustered at the
borrower level, are shown in parentheses.

Panel A includes only lender status as main variable of interest, and it seems
that weak lenders tend to reiterate soft restructuring; a possible motive is to further
postpone reckoning. To check whether this is driven by bad incentives, in Panels
B and C we also include issuer status at the first soft restructuring event. In panel
B, we use borrower credit rating downgrade status at the soft restructuring event,
while in panel C we use its EBITDA/debt ratio. Unfortunately, the data do not
allow us to draw any conclusion about the second part of our hypothesis. Looking
at soft restructuring, the results in panel C confirm that panel A’s findings are
driven by distressed borrowers, but Panel B instead shows that the coefficient of
interest—the one attached to the interaction term—is positive but not significant,
which renders these findings weak. Panel B shows that downgraded borrowers at
the first soft restructuring event are more likely to emerge from bankruptcy, but
the results are not confirmed in panel C.

Next, we turn our attention to the real effects at firm level by investigating
whether the post-soft restructuring employment, investment and sales growth
decrease for undeserving borrowers. Table 3.10 shows the results of the OLS
regression of firm outcomes on bank status. Again, the unit of observation is
at the borrower level. The specification also includes control variables at the
firm level: total assets and leverage. Panel A includes only lender status in the
specification, Panel B and Panel C include also issuer status at the soft restructuring
event. Again, the estimated coefficient of interest does not allow us to reject the
null in any case. A more precise estimate was not achievable because of the lack of
power deriving from the small sample size used. Therefore, we cannot draw any
conclusions from this last part of the results.
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3.5 Conclusion

Banks have strong incentives to hide losses to satisfy regulatory capital require-
ments and avoid raising equity to meet these thresholds. This can lead to lenders’
supporting undeserving borrowers. Zombie lending can be problematic, because
capital is tied up and cannot be used to lend to better firms, which effectively limits
their growth and affects the economy as a whole. In this paper, we argue that
another way lenders limit their reported losses is through restructuring choices.
We test whether weak banks extend their loans or relieve undeserving borrowers
from having to meet the covenant test relatively more often than healthier banks,
and we find evidence consistent with our hypothesis. In a second step, we examine
the possible consequences of an undeserved soft restructuring for the borrower.
We do not find evidence of a worse outcome, either in terms of credit events or
firm performance. Although our data sample for the last battery of tests is limited,
future research might aim to further explore the ex post performance of those
firms and the incentives in place.
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Figures

Figure 3.1: Lenders’ CDS 5y spread statistics by region over time
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Figure 3.1 shows lenders’ CDS 5y spreads over time, grouped by macro region. Annual spreads

are computed starting from monthly CDS spreads at 5 years on senior contracts, and averaging to

obtain an annual average.
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Figure 3.2: Soft and hard restructuring by bank status
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Figure 3.2 reports the incidence of soft and hard restructuring by bank status. The sample is the

final one described in Section 4.3. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking the value one if an amend-

to-extend or a covenant relief has been granted by the lender for the borrower in a given year. Hard

restructuring is a dummy taking the value one if the borrower defaulted on the loan granted by that

lender, or if the borrower filed for bankruptcy in that year. Healthy and Unhealthy refer to the

bank’s status at loan issuance, where healthy are considered to be banks with yearly CDS spread at

5 years larger than the median CDS spread, and unhealthy otherwise. 95% confidence interval bars

are reported.
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Figure 3.3: Soft and hard restructuring by borrower status bins and bank
status
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Figure 3.3 reports the incidence of soft and hard restructuring by bank and borrower status in

quintile bins. The sample is the one from the final dataset described in Section 4.3. Quintiles are

reported on the X-axis using the EBITDA/debt ratio to classify borrower status, with larger quintiles

indicating larger EBITDA/debt ratios. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking the value one if an

amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by the lender for the borrower in a year. Hard

restructuring is a dummy taking the value one if the borrower defaulted on the loan granted by that

lender, or if the borrower filed for bankruptcy in that given year. Healthy and Unhealthy refer to

bank’s status, where healthy are considered to be banks with yearly CDS spread at 5 years larger

than the median CDS spread, and unhealthy otherwise. 95% confidence interval bars are reported.
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Tables

Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics—Full sample

Panel A: Deal level Mean P25 Median P75 St.dev. N

Any restructuring (%) 7.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.12 10, 819
Soft restructuring (%) 5.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.23 10, 819
Deal size 1, 092.41 280.18 588.50 1, 300.00 1, 410.26 10, 819
Total loan term 6.08 5.00 6.00 7.00 1.21 10, 819
High non-banks (%) 0.52 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 10, 819
Deal spread (bps) 317.33 200.00 275.00 400.00 196.63 10, 819
# banks in syndicate 1.55 1.00 1.00 2.00 0.79 10, 819
PE backed (%) 46.70 0.00 0.00 100.00 49.89 10, 819
US lender (%) 69.80 0.00 100.00 100.00 45.91 10, 819

Panel B: Borrower level Mean P25 Median P75 St.dev. N

Default or bankruptcy (%) 2.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.95 8, 659
Rating downgrade (%) – 1 year 8.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.43 5, 841
Rating downgrade (%) – 2 year 16.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 37.53 5, 863
Assets - Total 5, 632.93 899.34 2, 204.30 5, 459.62 11, 073.99 5, 426
Investment 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.20 2, 884
R& D 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.04 2, 890
Employees (’000) 14.22 1.86 5.20 14.00 26.24 5, 135
Return on Assets (%) 12.48 8.27 11.84 16.20 12.22 5, 320
Leverage (%) 74.00 55.33 70.46 86.00 31.68 5, 420
EBITDA/Debt 0.47 0.17 0.27 0.46 0.93 5, 121
Interest coverage ratio 5.89 1.09 2.53 5.61 14.00 5, 301
Δ Ln Employees 0.03 −0.05 0.01 0.09 0.19 4, 875
Δ CapX / Assets −0.00 −0.01 −0.00 0.01 0.04 5, 109
Sales growth 0.07 −0.04 0.04 0.14 0.25 5, 282

Panel C: Lender level Mean P25 Median P75 St.dev. N

Lender CDS spread 5y (bps) 124.40 76.81 104.83 157.95 63.57 276
US lender (%) 43.48 0.00 0.00 100.00 49.66 276

Table 3.1 reports descriptive statistics for the final sample. The sample runs from 2008 to 2016.
Panel A reports deal characteristics at the borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring (%) is a
dummy taking the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by the lender
for the borrower in that year and multiplied by 100. Deal variables are aggregated as explained in
Section 4.3. Panel B reports borrower characteristics at the borrower-year level. Default is a dummy
taking the value one if the borrower defaulted or if the borrower filed for bankruptcy in that year
and multiplied by 100, reported in percentage. Downgraded is a dummy that takes the value one if
the borrower’s credit rating has been downgraded during the previous year. Panel C shows lead
lender characteristics at the lender-year level. All variables are described in Table 4.A.1.
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Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics—Soft restructuring sample

Mean P25 Median P75 St.dev. N

Any restructuring (%) 32.99 0.00 0.00 100.00 47.08 388
Soft restructuring (%) 25.52 0.00 0.00 100.00 43.65 388
Default or bankruptcy (%) 10.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.11 388
Bankruptcy (%) 9.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 29.41 388
Any outcome from bcy(%) 5.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.16 388
Emerged from bcy (%) 5.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.14 388
Not emerged from bcy (%) 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.17 388
Unhealthy at event (%) 67.53 0.00 100.00 100.00 46.89 388
Downgraded at event (%) – 2 years 19.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 39.63 314
Assets - Total 6, 374.09 1, 285.88 2, 806.83 7, 004.40 10, 078.82 279
Leverage (%) 83.22 65.86 78.63 96.18 28.25 279
Δ Ln Employees 0.02 −0.04 0.02 0.06 0.12 259
Δ CapX / Assets 0.00 −0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 265
Sales growth 0.04 −0.02 0.03 0.09 0.18 276

Table 3.2 reports descriptive statistics for the restricted sample of borrowers that were granted
soft restructuring deals in the past and collapsed at the borrower level, as described in Section
4.3. All restructuring dummy variable are defined as taking the value one if the borrower
experienced the outcome at least once during any year post-soft restructuring. All continu-
ous variables are aggregated as explained in section 4.3. All variables are also described in Table 4.A.1.

Table 3.3: Borrower characteristics at issuance by bank status

Healthy Unhealthy T-test
Mean N Mean N Diff p-value

Lender CDS spread 5y (bps) 80.337 1, 812 161.585 1, 564 (−81.248) 0.000∗∗∗

Assets - Total 5, 890.161 1, 195 6, 444.085 1, 033 (−553.924) 0.193
Investment (CapX and R&D) 0.064 634 0.066 592 (−0.002) 0.544
R&D expenses normalized 0.021 635 0.022 595 (−0.001) 0.564
Employees (’000) 15.494 1, 122 15.146 950 (0.348) 0.764
Return on Assets 0.136 1, 168 0.136 1, 009 (0.000) 0.906
Leverage (Total Debt over Total Assets) 0.757 1, 195 0.761 1, 031 (−0.005) 0.693
EBITDA/Debt 0.401 1, 127 0.410 980 (−0.009) 0.801
Interest coverage ratio 5.953 1, 163 6.986 1, 012 (−1.033) 0.216

Table 3.3 shows borrower characteristics at loan issuance by bank status at issuance. The
unit of observation is at the loan-year level. The sample includes only the first year of
the loan, which is the issuance year. Healthy and Unhealthy refer to bank status at loan
issuance. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the value one if the lead arranger had an average CDS
spread greater than the median at the issuance year. Other borrower variables are described
in Table 4.A.1. The last two columns report t-test for the difference in means between the two groups.
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Table 3.4: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—Downgrade 2 year

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Downgraded 0.819 −0.032 −0.652 4.463∗∗∗ 3.398∗∗∗ 3.463∗∗∗

(1.020) (1.075) (1.026) (1.161) (0.995) (0.992)

Unhealthy 1.539∗∗∗ −0.266 −0.250 0.888∗∗ −0.020 0.065
(0.573) (0.798) (0.773) (0.362) (0.524) (0.529)

Downgraded × Unhealthy 3.101∗ 3.333∗∗ 3.583∗∗ −0.543 0.206 0.160
(1.621) (1.645) (1.606) (1.511) (1.407) (1.398)

High non-banks dummy 0.048 0.874∗∗

(0.663) (0.439)

# banks in syndicate 1.203∗∗∗ −0.183
(0.453) (0.230)

Total loan size 2.771∗∗∗ −0.374
(0.299) (0.228)

Total loan term −0.015 −0.899∗∗∗
(0.274) (0.269)

PE backed dummy −0.734 −0.021
(0.679) (0.426)

Observations 7511 7504 7504 7511 7504 7504
R2 0.005 0.058 0.080 0.011 0.121 0.126
Ind-year FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 3.4 shows results of the OLS regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and borrower
status:

yi j t = α + β1 Downgradedi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Downgradedi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at the borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking
the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for
bankruptcy in year t . Downgraded is a dummy that takes the value one if borrower i’s credit
rating has been downgraded during the previous 2 years. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the
value one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All
control variables are described in Table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.5: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—EBITDA/debt ratio

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Distress 1.448∗ 1.201 0.479 1.683∗∗∗ 1.687∗∗∗ 1.879∗∗∗

(0.878) (0.894) (0.906) (0.519) (0.540) (0.554)

Unhealthy −0.576 −2.376∗∗ −2.211∗∗ 0.314 −0.490 −0.356
(0.714) (0.955) (0.949) (0.375) (0.577) (0.579)

Distress × Unhealthy 4.538∗∗∗ 4.718∗∗∗ 4.438∗∗∗ 0.261 −0.035 −0.064
(1.357) (1.374) (1.350) (0.801) (0.802) (0.801)

High non-banks dummy −1.904∗∗ 1.031∗∗

(0.777) (0.473)

# banks in syndicate 1.023∗∗ 0.179
(0.511) (0.220)

Total loan size 2.587∗∗∗ −0.180
(0.321) (0.201)

Total loan term 0.329 −0.858∗∗∗
(0.338) (0.297)

PE backed dummy 1.234 −0.368
(0.814) (0.406)

Observations 6408 6402 6402 6408 6402 6402
R2 0.008 0.081 0.100 0.005 0.100 0.105
Ind-year FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 3.5 shows the result of the OLS regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and borrower
status:

yi j t = α + β1 Distressi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Distressi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at the borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking the
value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower i in
year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for bankruptcy
in year t . Distress is a dummy that takes the value one if borrower i’s average EBITDA/debt
ratio was lower than the median during the previous 2 years. Unhealthy is a dummy taking
the value one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All
control variables are described in Table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.6: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—Within firm-year

Soft Restructuring

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Unhealthy −1.210 −0.962 −1.693 −1.052
(1.412) (1.318) (1.680) (1.610)

Downgraded × Unhealthy 5.729∗ 5.967∗∗

(3.008) (2.924)

Distress × Unhealthy 3.138 2.744
(3.195) (2.931)

High non-banks dummy −0.540 −2.444∗
(1.180) (1.437)

# banks in syndicate 1.759∗∗ 1.768∗

(0.831) (0.952)

Total loan size 4.212∗∗∗ 4.472∗∗∗

(0.695) (0.788)

Total loan term −0.635 −0.266
(0.628) (0.839)

PE backed dummy 0.802 1.922
(2.129) (2.531)

Observations 3053 3053 2362 2362
R2 0.476 0.499 0.497 0.521
Borrower-year FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s

Table 3.6 shows results of the OLS regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and borrower
status using firm-year observations with multiple lead lenders and firm-year fixed effects:

yi j t = αi t + β1 Unhealthy j t + β2 Unhealthy j t ×Distressi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at the borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking
the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for
bankruptcy in year t . Downgraded is a dummy that takes the value one if the borrower i’s credit
rating has been downgraded during the previous year. Distress is a dummy that takes the value one
if the borrower i’s average EBITDA/debt ratio was lower than the median during the previous
2 years. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the value one if the lender j has an average CDS spread
greater than the median during year t . All control variables are described in Table 4.A.1. All the
specifications include firm-year fixed effects. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.7: Restructuring and bank-borrower status split—Downgrade 2 year

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Downgraded 0.078 −1.540 4.142∗∗ 2.698∗∗

(1.205) (1.615) (1.634) (1.144)

Unhealthy −0.249 0.377 1.392∗ −1.063
(0.808) (1.380) (0.803) (0.690)

Downgraded × Unhealthy 2.845 5.416∗∗ −0.994 1.923
(1.853) (2.680) (2.173) (1.958)

High non-banks dummy 0.629 −0.652 1.452∗∗ 0.505
(0.690) (1.097) (0.667) (0.607)

# banks in syndicate 0.798 1.169 −0.755∗ 0.223
(0.522) (0.715) (0.409) (0.280)

Total loan size 1.462∗∗∗ 4.070∗∗∗ −1.524∗∗∗ 0.441
(0.410) (0.846) (0.531) (0.453)

Total loan term −0.384 0.814 −0.866∗∗ −0.853∗
(0.260) (0.519) (0.342) (0.439)

PE backed dummy 0.256 −2.145∗ −0.006 −0.196
(0.644) (1.262) (0.629) (0.527)

Observations 3773 3705 3773 3705
R2 0.083 0.116 0.145 0.189
Ind-year FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s

Table 3.7 shows results of the OLS regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and borrower
status, splitting the sample by deal size:

yi j t = α + β1 Downgradedi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Downgradedi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at the borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy
taking the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j
to borrower i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted,
or if it filed for bankruptcy in year t . Downgraded is a dummy that takes the value one if
borrower i’s credit rating has been downgraded during the previous two years. Unhealthy is
a dummy taking the value one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median
during year t . All control variables are described in table 4.A.1. Columns (1) and (3) use the
half sample for which the amount of loan outstanding is smaller than the sample median size.
Columns (2) and (3) use the other half. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.8: Restructuring and bank-borrower status split – EBITDA/debt ratio

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Distress 0.200 1.413 2.091∗∗ 1.186
(1.045) (1.902) (0.814) (0.770)

Unhealthy −2.150∗∗ −1.417 −0.622 −0.161
(1.054) (2.196) (0.751) (0.949)

Distress × Unhealthy 2.725∗ 6.473∗∗ 0.160 −0.125
(1.482) (2.868) (1.163) (0.941)

High non-banks dummy −1.867∗∗ −3.234∗∗ 1.709∗∗∗ −0.167
(0.818) (1.568) (0.587) (0.729)

# banks in syndicate 0.496 0.803 0.160 0.214
(0.567) (0.982) (0.322) (0.336)

Total loan size 1.960∗∗∗ 4.031∗∗∗ −0.306 0.343
(0.383) (1.139) (0.272) (0.447)

Total loan term −0.083 1.544∗ −1.065∗∗∗ −0.643
(0.358) (0.804) (0.365) (0.489)

PE backed dummy 2.059∗∗ −0.704 −0.380 −0.340
(0.872) (1.776) (0.536) (0.569)

Observations 4118 2240 4118 2240
R2 0.110 0.179 0.121 0.217
Ind-year FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s

Table 3.8 shows results of the OLS regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and borrower
status, splitting the sample by deal size:

yi j t = α + β1 Distressi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Distressi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at the borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking
the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for
bankruptcy year t . Distress is a dummy that takes the value one if the borrower i’s average
EBITDA/debt ratio was lower than the median during the previous 2 years. Unhealthy is a
dummy taking the value one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median
during year t . All control variables are described in Table 4.A.1. Columns (1) and (3) use the
half sample for which the amount of loan outstanding is smaller than the sample median size.
Columns (2) and (3) use the other half. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.9: Soft restructuring and borrower outcomes—Credit events

Panel A: lender status at soft restructuring event (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Any restructuring Soft restructuring Default Bankruptcy Emerged Not emerged

Unhealthy at soft restructuring event 8.894∗ 9.578∗∗ 0.782 1.194 −1.769 0.763
(4.954) (4.488) (3.228) (3.128) (2.534) (0.539)

Observations 388 388 388 388 388 388
R2 0.008 0.011 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002

Panel B: Add issuer status at soft restructuring event

Unhealthy at soft restructuring event 6.416 4.574 1.077 0.499 −2.876 1.156
(6.336) (5.900) (3.911) (3.876) (3.371) (0.818)

Downgraded at soft restructuring event 0.769 −0.673 −1.058 −1.058 −7.500∗∗ 0.000
(13.877) (12.698) (8.089) (8.089) (2.964) (0.000)

Downgraded × Unhealthy (at soft restructuring event) 4.481 7.766 5.814 6.392 11.209∗∗ −1.156
(16.044) (14.879) (9.844) (9.830) (5.243) (0.818)

Observations 314 314 314 314 314 314
R2 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.005 0.007 0.005

Panel C: Add issuer status at soft restructuring event

Unhealthy at soft restructuring event 1.420 3.812 0.700 0.700 −3.423 1.031
(7.625) (6.898) (4.609) (4.609) (4.180) (1.032)

Distress at soft restructuring event 0.508 −1.560 5.914 5.914 0.145 −0.000
(8.689) (7.560) (6.003) (6.003) (5.213) (0.000)

Distress × Unhealthy (at soft restructuring event) 19.734∗ 20.226∗∗ −3.585 −4.546 1.500 −1.031
(10.991) (9.955) (7.291) (7.240) (6.050) (1.032)

Observations 306 306 306 306 306 306
R2 0.043 0.052 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.007

Table 3.9 shows results of the OLS regression of firm outcomes on bank status:

yi = α + β1 Unhealthy at eventi + β2 Issuer status at eventi
+ β3 Unhealthy at eventi × Issuer status at eventi + ΓXi + εi

The unit of observation is at the borrower level. The sample includes all borrowers that have been
granted an amend-to-extend or covenant relief in the past 4 years. Any restructuring is a dummy
taking the value one if soft restructuring was granted to borrower i, or if borrower i defaulted in
the 4 years after the event. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking the value one if a covenant relief or
an amend to extend was granted to borrower i in the 4 years after the event. Similarly, default is a
dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if borrower i filed for bankruptcy. Unhealthy
at event is a dummy taking the value one if the lead arranger that agreed to a soft restructuring for
borrower i had a 5-years CDS spread greater than the median at the time of restructuring. Other
variables are described in table 4.A.1. Panel A includes only lender status in the specification, and
Panel B also includes issuer status at event. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.10: Soft restructuring and borrower outcomes—Real effects

Panel A: lender status at soft restructuring event (1) (2) (3)
Δ Ln Employees Δ CapX / Assets Sales growth

Unhealthy at soft restructuring event 0.009 −0.001 0.008
(0.017) (0.006) (0.033)

Assets - Total 0.002 −0.004 0.008
(0.008) (0.003) (0.012)

Leverage −0.077∗∗∗ −0.018∗ −0.106∗∗
(0.025) (0.010) (0.043)

Observations 259 263 274
R2 0.024 0.030 0.021

Panel B: Add issuer status at soft restructuring event

Unhealthy at soft restructuring event 0.001 0.001 0.017
(0.023) (0.005) (0.023)

Downgraded at soft restructuring event −0.047 0.007 −0.085
(0.037) (0.006) (0.120)

Downgraded × Unhealthy (at soft restructuring event) 0.042 −0.006 0.080
(0.051) (0.007) (0.121)

Assets - Total 0.008 −0.001 0.017
(0.007) (0.001) (0.012)

Leverage −0.056∗∗∗ −0.006 −0.041
(0.021) (0.006) (0.029)

Observations 200 204 210
R2 0.022 0.007 0.037

Panel C: Add issuer status at soft restructuring event

Unhealthy at soft restructuring event −0.023 −0.011 −0.037
(0.025) (0.012) (0.060)

Distress at soft restructuring event −0.019 −0.011 −0.021
(0.027) (0.011) (0.058)

Distress × Unhealthy (at soft restructuring event) 0.054 0.015 0.057
(0.035) (0.012) (0.065)

Assets - Total 0.007 −0.000 0.001
(0.006) (0.002) (0.011)

Leverage −0.063∗∗∗ −0.009 −0.103∗∗
(0.023) (0.006) (0.043)

Observations 254 257 267
R2 0.030 0.017 0.025

Table 3.10 shows results of the OLS regression of firm outcomes on bank status:

yi = α + β1 Unhealthy at eventi + β2 Issuer status at eventi
+ β3 Unhealthy at eventi × Issuer status at eventi + ΓXi + εi

The unit of observation is at the borrower level. The sample includes all the borrowers that
have been granted an amend-to-extend or covenant relief in the past 4 years. Unhealthy at event
is a dummy taking the value one if the lead arranger that agreed to a soft restructuring for
borrower i had a 5-year CDS spread greater than the median at the time of restructuring. Other
variables are described in Table 4.A.1. Panel A includes only lender status in the specification, and
Panel B also includes issuer status at event. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.





3.A Appendix

3.A.1 Additional results

In this appendix we briefly describe an additional robustness test we conducted
for the first part of the paper. Tables 3.A.2 and 3.A.3 repeat the exercise by
defining weak borrowers as only last-year downgraded borrowers and the past
year EBITDA/debt ratio. The results are in line with the main Tables 3.4 and
3.5. While the coefficient attached to the interaction term seem to be larger by
comparing the two downgraded classifications, the converse applies by using the
past year EBITDA/debt ratio. Next, we repeat all of the main tests by fitting
a logistic regression, because the main outcomes take value 0 or 1. Results are
reported in Tables 3.A.4, 3.A.5, 3.A.6, and 3.A.7. The first two tables classify
as bad borrowers if they are downgraded during the previous year or during the
previous 2 years. The last two tables instead use the EBITDA/debt ratio during the
past year and during the past 2 years, respectively. While the estimated coefficient
of interest attached to the interaction terms is less precisely estimated, the evidence
is still consistent with our initial hypothesis.
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Table 3.A.1: Description of the variables used and their sources

Variable name Variable description and source

CDS spread 5y Annual CDS spread of the lead arranger at 5 years. Com-
puted by averaging the monthly spread over the year on
senior debt contracts. Source: Datastream.

Soft restructuring Dummy variable taking the value one if lender j granted
an amend to extend or covenant relief to borrower i in
year t . Source: S&P Loan Commentary and Data.

Hard restructuring Dummy variable taking the value one if borrower i de-
faulted or went bankrupt in year t . Source: S& P Loan
Commentary and Data and Docket Database.

Default Dummy variable taking the value one if borrower i de-
faulted or went bankrupt in year t . Source: S& P Loan
Commentary and Data and Docket Database.

Bankruptcy Dummy variable taking the value one if borrower i went
bankrupt in year t . Source: S&P Loan Commentary and
Data and Docket Database.

Emerged from bcy Dummy variable taking the value one if borrower i went
bankrupt in year t and emerged from it at any point in
time. Source: Docket Database.

Not Emerged from bcy Dummy variable taking the value one if borrower i went
bankrupt in year t and the borrower was liquidated or ac-
quired during the procedure at any point in time. Source:
Docket filings.

Unhealthy Dummy variable taking the value one if lender j’s CDS
spread is larger than the median in year t . Source: Datas-
tream.

Deal size Logarithm of the sum of the dollar amount lent by lead
bank j to borrower i in year t Source: S& P Loan Com-
mentary and Data.

Term whole deal Weighted average of the term of single loan facilities by
size granted by lender j to borrower i in year t . Source:
S&P Loan Commentary and Data.

High non-bank dummy Dummy variable taking the value one if the new money
of the syndicated deal arranged by lender j for borrower i
comes from non-bank institutions in year t . Source: S& P
Loan Commentary and Data.
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Variable name Variable description and source

Deal Spread Weighted average by loan size of all loan facility spreads
granted by lead lender j to borrower i during year t .
Source: S&P Loan Commentary and Data.

# banks in syndicate Average number of banks in syndicated deals granted by
lead lender j to borrower i during year t . Source: S&P
Loan Commentary and Data.

PE backed dummy A dummy variable taking the value one if the syndicated
deals by lead lender j for borrower i during year t are
backed by a PE company. Source: S&P Loan Commen-
tary and Data.

US lender dummy Dummy variable taking the value one if lead lender j is
based in the US. Source: S& P Capital IQ.

Downgrade Dummy variable taking the value one if borrower i was
downgraded in year t − 1. Source: S& P Capital IQ.

Assets - Total Total assets of borrower i in year t . Source: Compustat
and S& P Capital IQ.

Investment Capital expenditures and R& D expeditures of borrower
i in year t normalized by borrower i total assets in year
t − 1. Source: Compustat and S& P Capital IQ.

R&D R&D expeditures of borrower i in year t normalized by
borrower i’s total assets in year t − 1. Source: Compustat
and S&P Capital IQ.

Employees Number of employees at borrower i in year t expressed
in thousands. Source: Compustat and S&P Capital IQ.

Return on Assets EBITDA of borrower i in year t normalized by its total
assets in year t − 1. Source: Compustat and S& P Capital
IQ.

Leverage Liabilities of borrower i in year t divided by its total
assets during the same year. Source: Compustat and S&P
Capital IQ.

EBITDA/debt EBITDA of borrower i in year t divided by its total debt
during the same year. Source: Compustat and S&P Capi-
tal IQ.

Interest coverage ratio EBIT of borrower i in year t divided by its interest ex-
penses during the same year. Source: Compustat and S&P
Capital IQ.
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Variable name Variable description and source

Δ Ln Employees differences between the logarithm of the number of em-
ployees of borrower i in year t + 1 and year t . Source:
Compustat and S&P Capital IQ.

Δ CapX/assets differences between capital expenditure of borrower i in
year t + 1 and year t , normalized by its total assets in year
t . Source: Compustat and S&P Capital IQ.

Sales growth differences between sales of borrower i in year t + 1 and
year t , normalized by its sales in year t . Source: Compus-
tat and S&P Capital IQ.
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Table 3.A.2: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—Downgrade 1 year

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Downgraded 2.044 1.285 0.574 5.600∗∗∗ 4.172∗∗∗ 4.277∗∗∗

(1.453) (1.448) (1.428) (1.775) (1.519) (1.522)

Unhealthy 1.654∗∗∗ −0.126 −0.110 0.692∗ −0.166 −0.080
(0.548) (0.760) (0.737) (0.357) (0.507) (0.513)

Downgraded × Unhealthy 4.590∗∗ 4.634∗∗ 5.038∗∗ 1.106 1.377 1.266
(2.272) (2.270) (2.261) (2.211) (2.076) (2.062)

High non-banks dummy 0.026 0.875∗∗

(0.669) (0.440)

# banks in syndicate 1.253∗∗∗ −0.175
(0.453) (0.230)

Total loan size 2.766∗∗∗ −0.375∗
(0.302) (0.225)

Total loan term −0.013 −0.891∗∗∗
(0.276) (0.269)

PE backed dummy −0.704 0.025
(0.683) (0.422)

Observations 7479 7472 7472 7479 7472 7472
R2 0.007 0.060 0.082 0.014 0.122 0.128
Ind-year FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 3.A.2 shows results of the OLS regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and borrower
status:

yi j t = α + β1 Downgradedi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Downgradedi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking
the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for
bankruptcy in year t . Downgraded is a dummy that takes the value one if borrower i’s credit
rating has been downgraded during the previous year. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the value
one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All control
variables are described in Table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.A.3: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—Ebitda/debt 1 year

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Distress 1.839∗∗ 1.845∗∗ 1.175 1.932∗∗∗ 1.913∗∗∗ 2.098∗∗∗

(0.820) (0.858) (0.886) (0.490) (0.506) (0.527)

Unhealthy 0.073 −1.552∗ −1.311 0.504 −0.253 −0.101
(0.714) (0.923) (0.916) (0.346) (0.531) (0.532)

Distress × Unhealthy 2.943∗∗ 2.819∗∗ 2.397∗ 0.259 −0.039 −0.055
(1.278) (1.302) (1.285) (0.769) (0.766) (0.758)

High non-banks dummy −1.758∗∗ 1.105∗∗

(0.746) (0.460)

# banks in syndicate 1.055∗∗ 0.219
(0.496) (0.212)

Total loan size 2.689∗∗∗ −0.091
(0.307) (0.205)

Total loan term 0.208 −0.944∗∗∗
(0.326) (0.296)

PE backed dummy 1.199 −0.410
(0.767) (0.427)

Observations 6815 6809 6809 6815 6809 6809
R2 0.006 0.075 0.095 0.006 0.096 0.102
Ind-year FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 3.A.3 shows results of the OLS regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and borrower
status:

yi j t = α + β1 Distressi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Distressi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking
the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for
bankruptcy in year t . Distress is a dummy that takes the value one if borrower i’s EBITDA/debt
ratio was lower than the median during the previous year. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the
value one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All
control variables are described in table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.A.4: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—Logit estimates 1

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Downgraded 0.425 0.259 0.132 1.541∗∗∗ 1.157∗∗∗ 1.226∗∗∗

(0.268) (0.278) (0.288) (0.289) (0.302) (0.321)

Unhealthy 0.355∗∗∗ −0.012 0.041 0.358∗ −0.016 −0.002
(0.121) (0.145) (0.150) (0.212) (0.208) (0.208)

Downgraded × Unhealthy 0.414 0.500 0.687∗∗ −0.117 0.065 −0.002
(0.311) (0.319) (0.335) (0.328) (0.363) (0.394)

High non-banks dummy −0.010 0.353∗

(0.114) (0.214)

# banks in syndicate 0.187∗∗ −0.046
(0.074) (0.108)

Total loan size 0.570∗∗∗ −0.172∗
(0.052) (0.098)

Total loan term 0.029 −0.297∗∗∗
(0.056) (0.095)

PE backed dummy −0.185 −0.010
(0.124) (0.184)

Observations 7479 5229 5229 7479 2823 2823
Pseudo R2 0.013 0.007 0.082 0.040 0.033 0.069
Ind-year FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 3.A.4 shows results of the logistic regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and
borrower status:

logit yi j t = α+ β1 Downgradedi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Downgradedi t +ΓXi j t +εi j t

The unit of observation is at borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking
the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed
for bankruptcy in year t . Downgraded is a dummy that takes the value one if borrower i’s
credit rating has been downgraded during the previous year. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the
value one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All
control variables are described in table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.A.5: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—Logit estimates 2

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Downgraded 0.189 −0.006 −0.125 1.474∗∗∗ 1.138∗∗∗ 1.173∗∗∗

(0.222) (0.233) (0.226) (0.244) (0.254) (0.259)

Unhealthy 0.333∗∗ −0.050 0.008 0.498∗∗ 0.080 0.095
(0.130) (0.158) (0.158) (0.223) (0.237) (0.236)

Downgraded × Unhealthy 0.378 0.485∗ 0.578∗∗ −0.437 −0.139 −0.199
(0.249) (0.261) (0.260) (0.307) (0.335) (0.343)

High non-banks dummy 0.002 0.307
(0.114) (0.206)

# banks in syndicate 0.179∗∗ −0.066
(0.074) (0.107)

Total loan size 0.565∗∗∗ −0.148
(0.051) (0.098)

Total loan term 0.027 −0.303∗∗∗
(0.056) (0.094)

PE backed dummy −0.197 0.010
(0.124) (0.187)

Observations 7511 5253 5253 7511 2851 2851
R2

Ind-year FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 3.A.5 shows results of the logistic regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and
borrower status:

logit yi j t = α+ β1 Downgradedi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Downgradedi t +ΓXi j t +εi j t

The unit of observation is at borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking
the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for
bankruptcy in year t . Downgraded is a dummy that takes the value one if the borrower i’s credit
rating has been downgraded during the previous 2 years. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the value
one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All control
variables are described in table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at the borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.A.6: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—Logit estimates 3

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Distress 0.338∗∗ 0.346∗∗ 0.246 1.289∗∗∗ 1.302∗∗∗ 1.385∗∗∗

(0.150) (0.150) (0.160) (0.313) (0.349) (0.389)

Unhealthy 0.015 −0.245 −0.147 0.516 0.126 0.092
(0.152) (0.187) (0.192) (0.343) (0.401) (0.407)

Distress × Unhealthy 0.387∗ 0.381∗ 0.294 −0.258 −0.355 −0.281
(0.207) (0.195) (0.201) (0.407) (0.456) (0.463)

High non-banks dummy −0.310∗∗∗ 0.545∗∗

(0.117) (0.240)

# banks in syndicate 0.138∗∗ 0.136
(0.065) (0.116)

Total loan size 0.460∗∗∗ −0.095
(0.054) (0.102)

Total loan term 0.027 −0.386∗∗∗
(0.059) (0.110)

PE backed dummy 0.151 −0.157
(0.131) (0.270)

Observations 6815 5392 5392 6815 2357 2357
Pseudo R2 0.012 0.012 0.068 0.032 0.040 0.086
Ind-year FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 3.A.6 shows results of the logistic regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and
borrower status:

logit yi j t = α + β1 Distressi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Distressi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking
the value one if an amend-to-extend or covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for
bankruptcy in year t . Distress is a dummy that takes the value one if borrower i’s EBITDA/debt
was lower than the median during the previous year. Unhealthy is a dummy taking the
value one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All
control variables are described in table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 3.A.7: Restructuring and bank-borrower status—Logit estimates 4

Soft restructuring Default

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Distress 0.262∗ 0.222 0.098 1.025∗∗∗ 1.024∗∗∗ 1.139∗∗∗

(0.157) (0.160) (0.164) (0.309) (0.338) (0.368)

Unhealthy −0.124 −0.412∗∗ −0.333 0.285 −0.111 −0.145
(0.154) (0.204) (0.208) (0.337) (0.380) (0.388)

Distress × Unhealthy 0.636∗∗∗ 0.691∗∗∗ 0.641∗∗∗ −0.082 −0.163 −0.118
(0.214) (0.216) (0.219) (0.419) (0.432) (0.442)

High non-banks dummy −0.324∗∗∗ 0.513∗∗

(0.120) (0.244)

# banks in syndicate 0.131∗ 0.115
(0.067) (0.126)

Total loan size 0.441∗∗∗ −0.130
(0.056) (0.108)

Total loan term 0.042 −0.354∗∗∗
(0.062) (0.118)

PE backed dummy 0.153 −0.169
(0.134) (0.269)

Observations 6408 4994 4994 6408 2093 2093
Pseudo R2 0.016 0.017 0.070 0.024 0.031 0.076
Ind-year FE No Y e s Y e s N o Y e s Y e s

Table 3.A.7 shows results of the logistic regression of soft and hard restructuring on bank and
borrower status:

logit yi j t = α + β1 Distressi t + β2 Unhealthy j t + β3 Unhealthy j t ×Distressi t + ΓXi j t + εi j t

The unit of observation is at borrower-bank-year level. Soft restructuring is a dummy taking the
value one if an amend-to-extend or a covenant relief has been granted by lender j to borrower
i in year t . Default is a dummy taking the value one if borrower i defaulted, or if it filed for
bankruptcy in year t . Distress is a dummy that takes the value one if the borrower i average
EBITDA/debt was lower than the median during the previous 2 years. Unhealthy is a dummy
taking the value one if lender j has an average CDS spread greater than the median during year t . All
control variables are described in table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at borrower level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Chapter 4

Public debt markets and the real effects of
credit supply shocks: Evidence from Europe

Alberto Allegrucci

Abstract

Bond issuance is countercyclical. During the US financial crisis and the European
sovereign debt crisis, firms switched to bond issuance following contractions
in the credit supply. However, not every firm has access to market financing
during a credit contraction. I show that firms that did have access to alternative
forms of financing invested more and, as a result, were more profitable during the
credit supply shock. For countries, it is important that firms have other means
of financing when credit is tight. I investigate whether countries with a greater
proportion of larger and public firms perform better in the aggregate. The policy
implication is that more developed bond markets might smooth credit crunches
from the banking sector.
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4.1 Introduction

During the last decade, a major financial crisis struck Western economies. Not all
countries affected recovered at the same speed, with the US economy recovering
fully after a couple of years and European countries lagging behind. Even taking
into account that the European sovereign crisis in 2011 was mainly a European
phenomenon, the pace of European recovery has been remarkably slow, with im-
portant differences inside the EU as well. Loan issuance rates fall during recessions
because of a weaker real economy and a decrease in bank lending; the latter is
the result of a tighter loan supply due to credit rationing. Firms cannot pursue
profitable projects because of restricted funding, which renders them effectively
financially constrained. A decline in the loan supply could be counterbalanced
by resorting to other forms of financing. Indeed, several studies1 point out that
during the last US financial crisis, firms switched from bank lending to bond
issuance because of the credit contraction. Becker and Ivashina, 2017 and Almeida
and Masetti, 2016 find evidence of the same behavior for companies in Europe;
see Figure 4.1. Smaller and private firms have more difficulty in substituting bond
issuance for bank lending, because they are plagued by asymmetric information.
Fama, 1985 suggests that banks have an informational advantage due to their
access to inside information, while debt holders must rely almost exclusively on
publicly available information. Thus, smaller and private firms rely more heavily
on bank lending compared with listed and large firms. Even keeping size constant,
European firms generally rely more on bank debt, which makes it difficult for
them to resort to market financing if the banking sector is in trouble. Is the
sluggish recovery of some European countries partially due to heavy dependence
on bank-intermediated debt?

This paper studies the real effects of having access to the public debt market
during a credit supply shock. Using yearly data on European firms, I find that
during the European credit crunch that spread from the Greek bailout in 2010,
firms incorporated in GIIPS countries that had access to bond markets up to
30% higher investment and up to 20% more operating revenues compared with
those that did not. I find weak evidence of a larger number of employees in
GIIPS-incorporated firms having access to bond markets. I also examine at a
measure of financial debt issuance, and show that these firms were able to issue
more debt. Taken together, these results suggest that these firms’ performance was
attainable because of their ability to tap credit outside of intermediated finance.
As a second step, I examine several proxies for credit supply and investigate, at the
aggregate level, whether European countries with a firm population that is more
1See, for example, Adrian et al., 2013 and Becker and Ivashina, 2014.
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susceptible to informational asymmetries perform poorly in tight credit, where
performance is measured by gross domestic product and its components. I find
that this exacerbates credit supply shifts. The policy implication is important: a
better developed bond market can smooth credit supply shocks. However, despite
this issue’s central importance, it has received scant attention.

Following recent studies on credit supply and the transmission of credit shocks
to the real economy, I use the 2010 Greek bailout as an exogenous variation to
the credit supply that spread throughout Europe the following year. This caused
Ireland, Portugal and Spain to also require bailouts and distressed the Italian
banking system. Acharya et al., 2018 employ a general difference-in-differences
(DiD) specification centered around the Greek debt crisis using European level data.
Bottero et al., 2020 use a continuous DiD specification and Italian data to isolate
the effect of the bank lending channel on the credit supply and firms’ outcomes.
They find that Italian banks were affected by the crisis through their holdings
in sovereign debt. They also show that other European banks had important
sovereign debt holdings whose prices had been affected by the Greek bailout, and
thus their ability to lend was also affected. Both studies identify the shock by
measuring the sovereign debt held by each lender just before the crisis (Bottero
et al., 2020) or by measuring firms’ dependence on GIIPS-incorporated banks.

My research design differs in two important respects. First, I do not directly
measure the credit supply shock because of a lack of data on loans to most of the
European firms. Since my aim is to tease out the real effects of having access to
bond markets, I cannot limit my sample to syndicated loans—for which data on
the lender-borrower relationship is available—because most syndicated borrowers
are large firms that likely also have access to the bond market. Instead, relying on
previous studies2 on the European debt crisis, I assume that the Greek crisis had an
impact on bank lending in the following years. Second, I focus on the performance
differential between firms that have access to direct finance—specifically, bond
markets—and firms that do not. I consider a firm to have access to the public debt
market if it issued a bond anytime from 1995 to 2009, which was the last year
before the Greek sovereign debt crisis.

An ideal experiment would be to randomly assign access to the bond market to
a group of firms, restrict the ability of all lenders to grant loans to those firms, and
measure the difference in performance post-shock. However, such a test is clearly
impossible. My setting differs in several ways from this ideal experiment. First,
there could be a demand effect. I mitigate this concern by employing a country-
year-industry fixed effect to absorb time-varying differential credit demand across
2See, for example, Acharya et al., 2018 and Bottero et al., 2020
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sectors and countries that might bias my results. I also use several controls at firm-
year level. Second, as recognized in the literature3 firms with access to financial
markets differ from firms without. To alleviate this concern, I employ firm fixed
effects to absorb firms’ time-invariant heterogeneity. Furthermore, I control for a
set of time-varying characteristics that are likely to be correlated with the firms’
ability to access financial markets and could also drive their performance.

Third, the Greek bailout, even though rather unexpected, has not affected all
lenders in the same way. Notably, GIIPS countries have been affected more, and
bond markets are generally less developed in GIIPS countries. A plain difference-
in-differences with the “treated” group being firms that have access to the bond
market would generate biased results. A positive coefficient could simply mean
that the country of incorporation drives both the likelihood of access to markets
and the severity of the credit crunch. Moreover, because of data availability, the
data used start in 2006 and end in 2013. The event studied is the European credit
crunch of 2011. The period leading up to the credit crunch includes the global
financial crisis, which could have differentially affected firms with and without
access to the bond market. In other words, pre-trends might have existed before
the credit crunch that would invalidate a difference-in-differences research design.

To alleviate these concerns, I use a triple difference-in-differences (DiDiD)
research design that takes a third difference between firms incorporated in a GIIPS
country and firms that are not. This research design allows me to weaken the
identifying assumptions: Instead of pre-trends in levels, the concerns are existing
pre-trends in differences between bond and non-bond firms across GIIPS and
non-GIIPS-incorporated firms. Credit demand might drive firms’ performance
and might already differ across bond and non-bond firms before the credit crunch.
This is not a concern in my research design, however. For the credit demand to be a
concern, the difference in credit demand between bond and non-bond firms across
GIIPS and non-GIIPS countries should have already followed a different trend
before the European credit crisis. Moreover, taking a third difference allows me to
test the hypothesis more precisely: non-GIIPS countries were less affected by the
sovereign debt crisis. I expect that being able to issue bond did not matter, whereas
in GIIPS countries access to bond markets should have played an important role.
The coefficient attached to the triple interaction carries this meaning. In my most
conservative specification, I add industry-country-year fixed effects to control for
a possible sorting of more affected firms in industries that are more important

3See, for example, Diamond, 1991; Holmstrom and Tirole, 1997; and Bolton and Freixas, 2000
for theory, and Faulkender and Petersen, 2005 and Cantillo and Wright, 2000 for empirical
work.
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in GIIPS countries. However, a differential sorting of bond and non-bond firms
across countries—but within industries—with banks less affected by the crisis,
would still challenge my claims. Currently I have not controlled for this source of
endogeneity, and thus this is arguably the biggest issue with my empirical strategy.

The second part of the paper provides aggregate evidence. Europe is an inter-
esting case, because countries are quite heterogeneous in the composition of their
firms. For example, the average firm in Spain or Italy is smaller and less likely
to have access to financial markets compared with the average firm in the UK or
Sweden. Table 4.6 shows that average firm characteristics vary by country. These
characteristics might matter under tight credit if they allow firms to access market
finance as a viable and alternative mean of financing.4 Specifically, I want to test
whether, on an aggregate level, being able to shift toward market finance affects the
performance of countries. To do so, I use a time-varying proxy for credit supply
so that I can test whether the interaction with average firms’ characteristics by
country can magnify the effect of a credit supply shrinkage.

First, I select a good time-varying proxy for credit supply. It is hard to dis-
tinguish whether a decrease in loan issuance during a recession is due to a lower
demand or lower supply. Becker and Ivashina, 2014 use the substitution between
bank lending and bond finance at firm level to identify credit supply in time series.
If a firm raises new debt, it must have a positive demand for it. Conditional on the
issuance of new debt, if the firm switches from loans to bonds, this suggests that
there is a contraction in bank credit supply. Also, they average out the loan-to-bond
substitution across firms and find that, in aggregate, the switching pattern provides
information on the credit supply in the economy, and it has strong predictive
power for bank borrowing and investment by small, out-of-sample firms. Becker
and Ivashina, 2017 show that in Europe, loan-to-bond substitution results from
banks’ increased sovereign debt holdings and government influence. Almeida and
Masetti, 2016 study the loan-to-bond substitution in Europe by comparing the
degree of substitutability between GIIPS countries and non-GIIPS countries, and
find that for a given shock, the former are less able to substitute bank lending
with bonds. This hints at the higher degree of asymmetric information for those
countries. Figure 4.1 shows the increase in bond issuance of nonfinancial firms,
with respect to loans from monetary and financial institutions after the financial
crisis in the EU, using data from the flow of funds of ECB. I follow Becker and
Ivashina, 2017 and Almeida and Masetti, 2016 and use the loan-to-bond substi-
tution introduced by Becker and Ivashina, 2014 at the aggregate level in Europe.

4See, for example, Fama, 1985; Cantillo and Wright, 2000; and Altunbaş et al., 2010
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In contrast to their approach, I use it as credit supply proxy and explanatory
variable. First, I test its predictive power for loan issuance on a large number of
out-of-sample firms and compare it with other credit supply proxies, such as the
“Tightening in lending standards” ECB survey and Dow Jones Euro Stoxx financial
index.

Coming back to the main aggregate test, Gertler and Gilchrist, 1994 show
that small firms play a prominent role in inventory reduction following monetary
policies shocks compared with large firms, while Peek et al., 2003 analyze the effect
of loan supply shocks to several components of GDP using a different measure
of loan supply shock (bank health). I add to this strand of the literature in the
main part of my aggregate tests, in which I examine whether differences in firm
composition across different countries affect aggregate performance during credit
supply movements. I investigate the interaction between the two and the effects on
aggregate GDP and its main components, as do the previously mentioned studies.

As argued before, credit supply swings amplify real shocks to the economy or
directly cause them, because firms become more financially constrained and must
forgo profitable investment opportunities. Because of the lack of viable alternative
financing options, smaller and private firms are hit harder and are more likely to
become financially constrained during a credit supply shrinkage. I interpret the
average size of firms and percentage of listed firm as informative of the intensity
of informational asymmetries between firms and financial intermediaries in each
country, and thus the (in) dependence of firms incorporated in that country
on bank-intermediated debt. Dependence on bank-intermediated debt has an
incremental effect on top of shrinkage in the credit supply. In contrast to the first
part of this section, the country-level tests do not exploit a particular identification
strategy, and it is important to stress that the results can only be interpreted as
correlative.

My work relates mostly to the studies of Acharya et al., 2018 and Bottero
et al., 2020. Both papers examine the credit supply shrinkage induced by the
European sovereign crisis in 2010, its channel, and the real effects on firms. In this
paper, I focus on the differences in performance between firms with access to the
public debt market and firms without. While Almeida and Masetti, 2016 study
the loan-to-bond substitution in Europe and firm financing, I focus more on the
real effects spurred by the ability of firms to substitute bank finance. Harford and
Uysal, 2014 present evidence that lack of access to the public debt market has a
real effect on the ability of firms to make investments such as M&As, as well as on
the quality of these investments by creating underinvestment.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the method-
ology and specifications I use. Section 4.3 describes the data sources. Section 4.4
presents the results, and Section 4.5 concludes.
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4.2 Methodology

The first part of this section examines the firm-level real effects of having access to
bond markets during a credit crunch. The second part investigates the aggregate
effect of firm composition and credit supply on country performance.

4.2.1 Firm level

The main hypothesis I test is whether having access to the bond market can smooth
credit supply shocks. To this end, I employ a DiDiD design that centers on the
outbreak of the second part of European sovereign crisis starting in 2011. The first
part of the crisis began in May 2010 with the bailout of Greece. It subsequently
spread to the other GIIPS countries and mutated into a credit crunch in late 2010
and early 2011, and in particular for these countries.5 The individual governments’
5-year CDS spreads started diverging across GIIPS and non-GIIPS countries during
the second half of 2010, as can be seen in figure 4.2. Regarding the choice of the
post-period, I use all years after 2010 and drop Greece from the sample because
the credit crisis had already started there. I consider a firm to have access to
the bond market if it had already issued a bond from 1995 onward to before the
European credit crisis. The third difference is taken with respect to the country of
incorporation’s being a GIIPS country. Thus the main specification is as follows:

yi t = αi + αt + β1 GIIPSi × Postt + β2 Postt × Bondi
+ β3 GIIPSi × Postt × Bondt + ΓXi t + εi t ,

(4.1)

where yi t is the outcome of interest. Bondi is a dummy variable that takes value
one for firms that have access to the public debt market and Pos tt is a dummy
that takes value one from 2011 onward. GI I P Si is dummy that takes value one if
firm i is incorporated in a GIIPS country. Xi t is a vector of controls at firm level
that include characteristics thought to be relevant to external financing decisions:
the size of the firm, percentage of tangible assets, leverage, and cash holdings. αi
and αt are firm fixed effects and year fixed effects.

Four outcome variables are considered: debt issuance, investment, employ-
ment, and operating revenues. The first two are not readily available in the database
I used, and are backed out from balance sheet data. I define debt issuance as long-
and short-term financial debt for the current year, minus long-term financial debt
for the previous year, plus write-offs for financial liabilities. I define capital expen-
ditures as fixed assets for the current year minus fixed assets for the previous year
plus depreciation.
5For a summary of events, see, for example, Acharya et al., 2018 and Bottero et al., 2020.
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4.2.2 Aggregate level

At the aggregate level, the hypothesis is that countries in which firms can rely
on alternative forms of financing can smooth credit supply shocks and aid in the
recovery. To test this hypothesis, I examine the interaction between credit supply
and a proxy for the average level of opacity in the firm population at the country
level. The first step is to identify a suitable proxy for credit supply. An ideal proxy
builds on the methodology introduced by Becker and Ivashina, 2014 and applied
to the European case by Becker and Ivashina, 2017 and Almeida and Masetti, 2016.
The proxy is built as follows: consider an unbalanced panel of firm-year data,
where every observation represents either a bond issuance or a syndicated loan.
Fix Di t = 1 if firm i in quarter t receives a syndicated loan and Di t = 0 if firm
i in quarter t issues a bond. Firms that issue only one type of debt are dropped
from the sample, and thus firms that appear only once throughout the sample are
dropped as well. By construction, all firms have positive demand for debt and
have access to both types of debt financing. The time-series measure is obtained
by taking the average every period: Dt =

∑
i Di t∑
i 1

.

While other credit supply proxies are readily available—such as surveys and the
Dow Jones Euro Stoxx financial index—the loan-to-bond substitution is a strong
predictor of bank borrowing for the US and controls for credit demand by design.
Moreover, Becker and Ivashina, 2017 and Almeida and Masetti, 2016 have shown
that the loan-to-bond substitution is also driven by credit tightening in Europe. A
second proxy is the Euro Area reported tightening in lending standards; this is
obtained from quarterly ECB Bank Lending surveys similar to Becker and Ivashina,
2017 and Almeida and Masetti, 2016. The third proxy is the Dow Jones Euro
Stoxx financial stock index, because depressed financial stock prices might suggest
bank issues. I use the following specification to test the credit supply proxies:

yi t = αi + β Credit Supply proxyt + ΓXi t−1 + εi t , (4.2)

where yi t is new debt contracted by firm i and derived as explained in Section
4.2.1. Xi t−1 is a vector of time-varying firm controls. The specification includes
firm fixed effects, so that only variation within the same firm is used to estimate
the coefficient of interest, β.

After verifying that the loan-to-bond proxy performs well, the next part aims
to test whether firm-varying firm composition matters in credit shifts. Two of the
most important discriminants that prevent firms from resorting to public debt are
asymmetric information and reputational concerns.6 Thus, the second step will
6See, for example, Fama, 1985 and Diamond, 1991.
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be to identify proper proxies for asymmetric information and reputation. At the
firm level, several proxies are available from the market microstructure literature;
the drawback is that they can be computed only for listed firms because they use
stock price information. For this reason and because of data limitations, another
commonly used proxy—the number of financial analysts following a firm—is not
an option. A noisy proxy for asymmetric information can be size.7 Larger firms are
more likely to issue bonds because they are generally more transparent. Moreover,
listed firm are less likely to be affected by asymmetric information because of
the stricter information disclosures imposed by listing requirements; arguably,
being listed also enhances their reputation. A country proxy for lower asymmetric
information and reputation can therefore be the product of the proportion of
listed firms and the average size of the firm population in a given country. Note
that the larger the proxy the lower the information asymmetries, and the easier
for firms in a given country to substitute bank debt for bond finance. Therefore
the proxy should be interpreted as proxy for firms’ bond access at country level.

This test aims to investigate whether in countries in which firms canmore easily
resort to bond financing, the effects of credit supply movements are smoothed in
aggregate. To do so, after obtaining credit supply and bond access proxies, I check
whether their interactions reveal information on the performance in aggregate of
European countries. By using panel of data on the growth rates of GDP and its
main components by country, I regress whether regress them on the loan-to-bond
substitution proxy, asymmetric information measure, and their interaction. My
choice of this test is inspired by Peek et al., 2003; they find that loan supply shocks
affect GDP mainly through changes in inventories and capital formation, and thus
provide a direction regarding which components will be more affected in my test.

The main specification is as follows:

y j t =α + β1Credit Supply proxyt−1 + β2Bond access j t−1
+ β3Credit Supply proxyt−1 × Bond access j t−1 + ΓX j t−1 + ε j t ,

(4.3)

where y j t is the GDP component growth rate at quarter t of country j ; Credit
Supply proxyt-1 the credit supply measure at time t − 1, Bond access j t−1 the proxy
for bond market access at time t − 1 for country j ; and X j t−1 the country-level
time-varying vector of control variables. The focus will be on coefficient β3; easier
access to market finance should smooth credit supply shocks, which implies that
the estimated coefficient is negative. The coefficient on the main effects of the credit
supply proxy β1 should instead be positive: Loose credit in the previous period
should have a positive effect on the GDP growth rate, regardless of the ability of the
7See, for example Cantillo and Wright, 2000.
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firms to switch to bond finance. It is important to stress that this is a country-level
regression with no causal interpretation, since numerous unobservable variables
can drive the results.

Not all of the variables used run at the same frequency; for instance firm
characteristics are available only at yearly frequency, and countries’ GDP, its
components, and loan-to-bond are available at quarterly frequency. I adjust the
variables by changing the frequency according to that of the dependent variable.
In model 4.2, debt issuance varies at yearly level; I compute the loan-to-bond at
yearly level and take the mean of tightening in lending standards survey results
throughout the year, since this survey is available only at quarterly frequency. In
model 4.3, the dependent variables are available at quarterly frequency. In this
case, I compute the loan-to-bond at quarterly frequency and use cubic splines to
interpolate average firm characteristics at each quarter.
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4.3 Data

The primary data source for my study is the Amadeus dataset provided by Bureau
Van Dijk (BvD), which contains annual accounting data, balance sheets, and
income statements, as well as other company-related information on all medium,
large, and very large firms in Europe from 2007 to 2013. Amadeus’s main advantage
is providing relatively consistent information on private and public firms across
Europe. Its main drawback is the lack of a common identifier that can be used to
match firm data with other databases.

To proxy for public debt market access and to build the loan-to-bond aggregate
credit supply proxy, I use SDC Platinum by Thompson Reuters for bond issues
and syndicated loans. I consider a company to have access to the public debt
market if it issued bonds anytime from 1995 to 2010. I match the two databases by
first using the ticker symbol. Since private firms do not have a ticker symbol and
ticker matching does not provide satisfactory results in terms of false negatives, I
subsequently match by name. Matching by name is complicated by the fact that
name reporting is similar, but not the same between in the datasets. Fuzzymatching
algorithms yield poor results because of the high number of false positives. Use of
a more basic method instead yielded better results. The algorithm goes as follows.
First, match on company name, keep the matched, and save the residual unmatched
company names. Second, change all company names to lowercase letters of the
residuals from the previous step. Third, match on the modified company names,
keep the matched, append the new matched to the previous matched, and save
the residual unmatched. Fourth, make uniform the “type of business” acronym
of company names across datasets of residuals from the previous step. Repeat
the previous steps using different string manipulations till the residuals cannot be
matched further.

European countries’ aggregate quarterly data onGDP, capital formation, wages,
and inventories are retrieved fromEurostat. Data on flows of funds, sector accounts,
and credit supply proxies are retrieved from the European Central Bank Statistical
Warehouse.

I focus on firms incorporated in the following EU-15 countries, filtering out
Greece and Luxembourg: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom. I use
the original 15 countries because relatively more homogeneous in pre-crisis time. I
filter Greece out because the European sovereign crisis started there and the country
was already in a severe credit recession from 2009, and Luxembourg because firms
incorporated there are relatively different from firms in other countries. I keep
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firms in my sample if they are active throughout the period of study. I exclude
financial, insurance, and real estate firms.8 I drop firm-years if information about
identifiers, name, years, or total assets is missing, or if total assets are reported as
negative.

Some of the outcome variables investigated are not readily available inAmadeus,
and must be backed out. In Amadeus, financial debt includes bank loans and bonds.
Short-term financial debt has maturity less than 1 year; therefore, it must be rolled
over during the next year. Thus, I define debt issuance as current long- and short-
term financial debt, minus the previous year long-term financial debt, plus write-
offs for financial liabilities. Capital expenditures are defined as fixed assets for the
current year minus fixed assets of the previous year plus depreciation, similar to
Acharya et al., 2018. The final sample at the firm level is an unbalanced panel of
firm-year observations that spans from 2007 to 2013 and covers the 13 European
countries. Table 4.1 reports descriptive statistics for the final sample.

8I.e., all the firms having SIC codes between 6000 and 6999.
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4.4 Results

This section takes the equations laid out in Section 4.2 to the data and tests the
main hypotheses. Does access to the bond market help firms counterbalance credit
supply shocks from the banking sector? If yes, what happens at the country level,
given the country’s firm characteristics? The next subsection answer the first
question, after which aggregate evidence will be presented.

4.4.1 Firm-level evidence

I take equation 4.1 to the data. Before examining the real effects, I check whether
bond access allowed firms incorporated in GIIPS countries to issue relatively more
debt. Table 4.2 shows the results of the OLS regression of new debt issuance
on bond access and GIIPS incorporation during the European sovereign debt
crisis. The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. The dependent variable is
Debt Issuance, computed as described in Section 4.3. For columns (1)-(4), debt
issuance is normalized by total assets. For columns (5) and (6), it is computed as
the logarithm of raw debt issuance. GIIPS is a dummy taking the value one if the
firm is incorporated in Ireland, Italy, Portugal, or Spain. Bond is a dummy taking
the value one if the firm has access to the bond market. Post is a dummy that takes
the value one for years 2011, 2012, and 2013. All control variables are described
in Table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at the firm level, are shown in
parentheses.

The coefficient attached to the triple-interaction term is positive and significant
for all specifications. Moreover, it is relatively stable across specifications, which
alleviates selection bias concerns. Looking at the most restrictive specification in
column (4), GIIPS firms with access to the public debt market were able to issue
additional debt worth about 2.5% of their total assets compared with GIIPS firms
without access. Column (6) uses the logarithm of new debt issuance as a dependent
variable, and the coefficient attached is still significant. Economically, bond-issuer
GIIPS firms are able to raise 33.7% more debt compared with non-bond GIIPS
firms. These results are consistent with the fact that having access to bond markets
in crisis times alleviates financial contraints imposed by a weakened bank sector.
The coefficient attached to the interaction between Post and GIIPS in column (1)
is negative and significant, as expected: GIIPS firms have been hit harder by the
crisis and have more trouble raising debt. More puzzling is the negative coefficient
attached to the Post and Bond dummy interaction: it seems that bond issuers
incorporated in other European countries issued less debt during the credit crunch.
As one adds controls and fixed effects, the magnitude of the coefficients shrinks and
its statistical significance disappears. The controls used are lagged and include cash
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holdings (in logs), because firms with higher levels of cash might need less external
finance, and this can vary across bond and non-bond firms. Higher-leverage firms
might instead have more trouble issuing additional debt. Size of the firm is used
instead as a control for proxy of information asymmetries, since larger firms are
more likely to be able to issue bonds. A large fraction of tangible assets instead
can render firms more likely to be able to issue debt; on that point the negative
and large coefficient attached to the control is rather puzzling.

Second, I check the real effects. Table 4.3 reports results on investment in the
capital expenditure sense. The coefficient attached to the triple-interaction term is
positive and significant; GIIPS firms with access to the bond market are able to
have 30% more investment expenditure, compared with GIIPS firms that do not
have access. Column (1) reports the coefficient attached to the interaction terms
for GIIPS firms that do not have access to bond markets. An interesting result is
that the magnitude is similar to the triple-interaction term but negative, which
suggests that the drop in investment during the credit crunch is offset when firms
have access to the bond market. Also, in this set of results, the coefficient attached
to the interaction between the Post and Bond dummies is negative and significant,
but adding controls washes out the significance and magnitude.

Next, regarding the effect on employment, Table 4.4 reports results of the OLS
regression. While the coefficient attached to the triple-interaction term is positive,
adding controls absorbs the significance and reduces its magnitude, which suggests
that having access to the bond market did not smooth the effects of the credit
supply shock on employment. As in the previous set of results, the coefficient
attached to the interaction between Post and Bond is negative, but it is captured by
adding fixed effects and controls. In column (1), instead, the coefficient attached
to the interaction term between GIIPS and Post is negative, which suggests that
GIIPS-incorporated firms decreased their number of employees during the credit
crunch. Finally, I examine the operating revenues. Results of the OLS regression
are reported in Table 4.5. The first row reports the estimated coefficient of interest,
which is positive and significant throughout the different specifications. Column
(4) reports results for the tightest specification. The coefficient of interest is
positive, significant, and in terms of magnitude it shows that firms with access to
the bond market in GIIPS countries had 20% higher operating revenues during
the crisis. Other coefficients show the same behavior as in previous tests. This is
reassuring in terms of test stability.

Overall, results at the firm level suggest that while firms incorporated in GIIPS
countries were affected by the European credit crisis, being able to switch to
market finance allowed them to smooth the effects of the credit crisis, which in
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turn allowed them to invest and maintain revenues. The next section examines
the aggregate level.

4.4.2 Aggregate evidence

In the aftermath of the European sovereign debt crisis, some countries have been
able to recover faster than others. At the same time, those countries are character-
ized by, among other things, different firm composition. My aim is to understand
whether countries in which firms are more likely to resort to market finance
performed better during the shift in credit supply. The previous section showed
that having access to the public debt market and to market finance in general had
a positive real effect at firm level during the crisis. What determines the financing
choice of firms’ financing choices? According to theories on debt choice, reputa-
tion concerns (Diamond, 1991) and asymmetric information between borrowers
and investors (Bolton and Freixas, 2000) prevent firms from financing themselves
directly on the market. It seems natural to assume that larger and listed firms
have higher reputations and suffer less from asymmetric information issues—and,
therefore, are less dependent on bank-intermediated debt. Some countries’ firms
are more dependent on bank finance than others, as shown in Table 4.6, the size
and percentage of listed firms varies across countries and especially across GIIPS
and non-GIIPS countries.

In this section, I examine whether countries with firms affected by higher
asymmetric information perform better during tight credit. The first step is
to detect a good proxy for credit supply. Several options have been proposed,
but I focus on three that are readily available. The first one is the loan-to-bond
methodology introduced by Becker and Ivashina, 2014 and also tested during the
European sovereign crisis by Becker and Ivashina, 2017. The intuition behind
this proxy is that firms that have access to both bond and bank credit will have to
resort to bond finance more often if bank credit is tight. By revealed preference
the switch suggests taht credit supply is decreased. The second proxy is the Euro
Area reported tightening in lending standards survey, obtained from quarterly
ECB Bank Lending surveys similar to Becker and Ivashina, 2017 and Almeida
and Masetti, 2016. The survey asks a sample of loan officers whether their credit
standard have tightened during the previous 3 months. Thus the higher the
tightening in lending standards, the harder it is for firms to obtain loans. The
third proxy is the Dow Jones Euro Stoxx financial stock index, because depressed
financial stock prices could suggest bank problems.

I regress debt issuance on the three proxies of credit supply and report the
results in Table 4.7. The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. The dependent
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variable is the logarithm of the debt issued by firm i in year t . Themain explanatory
variables are the three credit supply proxies at the European level. Control variables
are at the firm level and include cash holdings, leverage, firm size, and tangibles.
All specifications include firm fixed effects, and standard errors are clustered at the
country level. From the results, it is clear that not only does the loan-to-bond proxy
work well, but it seems to perform better than the other two proxies. Remarkably,
the tightening in lending standards is not associated with debt issuance, while the
Dow Jones Euro Stoxx index of the financial sector is weakly positively correlated.
The remainder of this section uses the loan-to-bond proxy as a credit supply
measure.

Information asymmetries make it costly for firms to issue bonds. Banks have
an information advantage over the public, and when there is a contraction in the
credit supply, firms may not be able to compensate with bond issuance. A proxy
for asymmetric information that could be applied to all firms, both private and
listed, is firm size. The larger the firm, the easier the access to financial markets.
Also, I interpret a high percentage of listed firms in each country as an indicator
of easier access to financial markets and available information, as explained in
Section 4.2.2. The main bond access proxy at the country level is the standardized
interaction between these two variables. The test examines the effect on GDP
growth and its components that could be triggered when firms are short on credit
supply—namely inventories, gross capital formation, and gross wages. The sample
is at the country-quarter level from 2007 to 2015, and its descriptive statistics are
reported in Table 4.8.

I take equation 4.3 to the data, and report the results in Table 4.9. The unit is
country-quarter. The sample includes 13 European countries and spans quarterly
from 2006 to 2015. Dependent variables are expressed in log growth rate except
for inventories, where the change is normalized by GDP in the previous quarter.
Loan-to-bond is the quarterly loan-to-bond proxy computed at the European
level. The Bond Access proxy is the country-year product of the proportion of
listed firms and the average size, as explained in Section 4.2.2. Both proxies have
been normalized so that they take a value between 0 and 1. Assets, Leverage,
and Tangibles are firm averages by country. All explanatory variables are lagged.
Standard errors are clustered at the country level.

The coefficient attached to the lagged credit supply proxy is positive and
significant in three of the regressions: Loose credit the previous quarter is associated
with larger current GDP growth, gross capital growth, and wages growth. In
economic terms, a standard-deviation (0.29) increase in the loan-to-bond proxy
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correlates with 0.2 percentage-point higher GDP growth, with 0.67 percentage-
point higher capital growth, and with 0.31 percentage-point higher wage growth
the next quarter. Inventories seem to not be affected by credit supply, which is not
consistent with my hypothesis. The second row reports the coefficients attached
to the country-level proxy for bond access. A standard-deviation (0.18) increase
in the bond access proxy is associated with a 0.09 percentage-point increase in
inventories growth and a 0.7 percentage-point increase in the capital growth rate.
On average, better access to alternative finance is associated with larger growth
rates for inventories and capital.

The coefficient of interest is estimated and reported in the third row. As I
argued in Section 4.2.2, a negative coefficient attached in the interaction terms
smooths credit shocks. While this interaction does not seem to have significant
effects on the GDP itself (column (1)), the effect is significant and negative for
inventories growth and gross capital growth. In economic terms, assume a credit
shock that reduces the credit supply proxy from the 75th percentile (0.83) to
the 25th (0.37). Then a standard-deviation increase in bond market access (0.18)
implies a 0.07 percentage-point larger growth rate in inventories in the next period
(0.18 × (0.37-0.83) × - 0.919). Applying the same assumptions and reasoning to
capital growth, a standard-deviation increase in bond market access implies 0.55
percentage-point larger capital growth in the next period ( 0.18 × (0.37-0.83) × -
6.624). These results are consistent with the main hypothesis: Better access to the
bond market allows countries to smooth credit shock effects on capital formation
and inventories. For GDP growth in column (1) and wage growth in column
(4), even though the point estimates are negative, the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected at any level of significance commonly used.

Although these results are somewhat suggestive, they are by no means a
definitive proof. Several issues prevent the assumption that these relationships are
causal in nature. For example, asymmetric information can only be proxied, and
is thus subject to significant measurement error. More importantly, the results
are vulnerable to omitted variables at the country level that might correlate with
growth rates and the main explanatory variables used and, therefore, drive my
results.
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4.5 Conclusion

Following the financial crisis and the credit crunch, firms switched to market
finance as a substitute for bank-intermediated debt. Small and more opaque firms
have a harder time accessing the public debt market, and this exacerbates the
effects of a credit crunch. I provide evidence that firms with access to the public
debt market had larger capital expenditure and profits during a credit supply shift.
Moreover, countries in which firms are more dependent on bank-intermediated
debt are more likely to suffer more from the effects of credit supply movements.
Taken together, these pieces of evidence seem to suggest that more developed bond
markets could partially offset the consequences of credit crunches. These results do
not offer a definitive proof. Several points are improvable. First, the extensive use
of proxies and matching problems can cause potentially important measurement
errors. Second, sorting problems between firms with access to the bond market
and banks less affected by the crisis could bias my estimates. Future directions for
research could aim to improve the paper’s identifications issues. At the micro level,
new credit registry data at the European level are available. Having access to the
lender-borrower relationship could improve identification. At the aggregate level,
currently there is no identification strategy; also, more work will be required in
order to use the results for counterfactual analysis.
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Figures

Figure 4.1: Loans from MFI vs Bond Issuance
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Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of the loan supply from monetary and financial institutions

(MFI) to the nonfinancial corporate (NFC) sector, and securities issuance other than stocks and

derivatives of nonfinancial corporations in the Euro area from 1999 to the end of 2013. The black

dotted line shows the ratio of the latter to the former. The data source is ECB sector accounts.
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Figure 4.2: Government CDS spread GIIPS vs No GIIPS
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Figure 4.2 shows the evolution of the 5 year credit default swap spread on senior government

bonds from 2006 to 2016. The dotted red line shows the average monthly spread of GIIPS countries

except for Greece (Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain). The blue line shows the average monthly

spread of Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden and the UK. The data

source is MarkIt.
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Tables

Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics

Panel A: Deal level Mean P25 Median P75 St.dev. N

Any restructuring (%) 7.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.12 10, 819
Soft restructuring (%) 5.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.23 10, 819
Deal size 1, 092.41 280.18 588.50 1, 300.00 1, 410.26 10, 819
Total loan term 6.08 5.00 6.00 7.00 1.21 10, 819
High non-banks (%) 0.52 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 10, 819
Deal spread (bps) 317.33 200.00 275.00 400.00 196.63 10, 819
# banks in syndicate 1.55 1.00 1.00 2.00 0.79 10, 819
PE backed (%) 46.70 0.00 0.00 100.00 49.89 10, 819
US lender (%) 69.80 0.00 100.00 100.00 45.91 10, 819

Panel B: Borrower level Mean P25 Median P75 St.dev. N

Default or bankruptcy (%) 2.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.95 8, 659
Rating downgrade (%) – 1 year 8.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 28.43 5, 841
Rating downgrade (%) – 2 year 16.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 37.53 5, 863
Assets - Total 5, 632.93 899.34 2, 204.30 5, 459.62 11, 073.99 5, 426
Investment 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.20 2, 884
R& D 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.04 2, 890
Employees (’000) 14.22 1.86 5.20 14.00 26.24 5, 135
Return on Assets (%) 12.48 8.27 11.84 16.20 12.22 5, 320
Leverage (%) 74.00 55.33 70.46 86.00 31.68 5, 420
EBITDA/Debt 0.47 0.17 0.27 0.46 0.93 5, 121
Interest coverage ratio 5.89 1.09 2.53 5.61 14.00 5, 301
Δ Ln Employees 0.03 −0.05 0.01 0.09 0.19 4, 875
Δ CapX / Assets −0.00 −0.01 −0.00 0.01 0.04 5, 109
Sales growth 0.07 −0.04 0.04 0.14 0.25 5, 282

Panel C: Lender level Mean P25 Median P75 St.dev. N

Lender CDS spread 5y (bps) 124.40 76.81 104.83 157.95 63.57 276
US lender (%) 43.48 0.00 0.00 100.00 49.66 276

Table 4.1 reports descriptive statistics for the final sample. The sample runs from 2006 to 2013 and
is at the firm-year level. GIIPS (%) is a dummy taking the value one if the firm is incorporated in
Ireland, Italy, Portugal, or Spain, and multiplied by 100. Bond (%) is a dummy taking the value
one if the firm has access to the bond market. Debt issuance is net borrowing of firm i in year t
normalized by the firm’s total assets. Investment is the dollar amount of firm i capital expenditure
in fixed assets in year t . Leverage is computed as total debt over total assets. Tangibles and cash
holdings are normalized by the firm’s total assets. All variables are described in table 4.A.1.
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Table 4.2: Debt issuance, credit shocks, and access to the bond market

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Debt Issuance Debt Issuance Debt Issuance Debt Issuance Debt Issuance Debt Issuance

GIIPS × Post × Bond 0.023∗∗ 0.021∗ 0.024∗∗ 0.025∗∗ 0.384∗∗∗ 0.337∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.138) (0.142)

Post × Bond −0.014∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗ −0.011∗∗ −0.007 −0.061 −0.023
(0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.059) (0.059)

GIIPS × Post −0.011∗∗∗
(0.000)

Cash Holdings −0.003∗∗∗ −0.042∗∗∗
(0.000) (0.001)

Leverage −0.057∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.012)

Size −0.025∗∗∗ 0.245∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.004)

Tangibles −0.064∗∗∗ −0.537∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.014)

Observations 5158328 5158328 5158180 4798186 2589496 2391256
R2 0.476 0.478 0.480 0.493 0.773 0.777
Firm FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Year FE Y e s N o N o N o N o N o
Year-country FE No Y e s N o N o N o N o
Year-country-ind FE No N o Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s

Table 4.2 shows the results of the OLS regression of new debt issuance on bond access and GIIPS
incorporation during the European sovereign debt crisis. The specification is:

yi t = αi + αt + β1 GIIPSi × Postt + β2 Postt × Bondi
+ β3 GIIPSi × Postt × Bondt + ΓXi t−1 + εi t .

The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. The dependent variable is Debt Issuance, computed
as described in Section 4.3. For columns (1)-(4), it is normalized by total assets. For columns (5)
and (6), it is computed as the logarithm of debt issuance. GIIPS is a dummy taking the value one if
the firm is incorporated in Ireland, Italy, Portugal, or Spain. Bond is a dummy taking the value one
if the firm has access to the bond market. Post is a dummy that takes the value one for years 2011,
2012, and 2013. All control variables are described in Table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered
at the firm level, are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and
10% level, respectively.
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Table 4.3: Investment, credit shocks, and access to the bond market

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Investment Investment Investment Investment

GIIPS × Post × Bond 0.306∗∗∗ 0.282∗∗ 0.270∗∗ 0.322∗∗

(0.119) (0.118) (0.117) (0.128)

Post × Bond −0.128∗∗ −0.116∗∗ −0.095∗ −0.046
(0.051) (0.051) (0.050) (0.049)

GIIPS × Post −0.315∗∗∗
(0.003)

Cash Holdings 0.043∗∗∗

(0.001)

Leverage −0.326∗∗∗
(0.009)

Size 0.027∗∗∗

(0.003)

Tangibles −2.290∗∗∗
(0.012)

Observations 3965246 3965246 3965094 3726320
R2 0.712 0.714 0.716 0.729
Firm FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Year FE Y e s N o N o N o
Year-country FE No Y e s N o N o
Year-country-ind FE No N o Y e s Y e s

Table 4.3 shows the result of the OLS regression of investment on bond access and GIIPS incorpora-
tion during the European sovereign debt crisis. The specification used is:

yi t = αi + αt + β1 GIIPSi × Postt + β2 Postt × Bondi
+ β3 GIIPSi × Postt × Bondt + ΓXi t−1 + εi t .

The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. The dependent variable is the logarithm of
capital expenditure on fixed assets, and is computed as described in Section 4.3. GIIPS is a dummy
taking the value one if the firm is incorporated in Ireland, Italy, Portugal, or Spain. Bond is a
dummy taking the value one if the firm has access to the bond market. Post is a dummy that takes
the value one for years 2011, 2012, and 2013. All control variables are described in Table 4.A.1.
Robust standard errors, clustered at the firm level, are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 4.4: Employment, credit shocks, and access to the bond market

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Employment Employment Employment Employment

GIIPS × Post × Bond 0.172∗∗∗ 0.129∗∗ 0.116∗ 0.067
(0.059) (0.060) (0.061) (0.061)

Post × Bond −0.058∗∗ −0.034 −0.027 0.002
(0.027) (0.028) (0.028) (0.026)

GIIPS × Post −0.048∗∗∗
(0.001)

Cash Holdings 0.006∗∗∗

(0.000)

Leverage −0.013∗∗∗
(0.003)

Size 0.246∗∗∗

(0.001)

Tangibles −0.062∗∗∗
(0.004)

Observations 4942780 4942780 4942587 3993295
R2 0.944 0.944 0.945 0.959
Firm FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Year FE Y e s N o N o N o
Year-country FE No Y e s N o N o
Year-country-ind FE No N o Y e s Y e s

Table 4.4 shows the results of the OLS regression of employment on bond access and GIIPS
incorporation during the European sovereign debt crisis. The specification used is:

yi t = αi + αt + β1 GIIPSi × Postt + β2 Postt × Bondi
+ β3 GIIPSi × Postt × Bondt + ΓXi t−1 + εi t .

The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. The dependent variable is the logarithm of the
number of employees reported by firm i in year t . GIIPS is a dummy taking the value one if the
firm is incorporated in Ireland, Italy, Portugal, or Spain. Bond is a dummy taking the value one if
the firm has access to the bond market. Post is a dummy that takes the value one for years 2011,
2012, and 2013. All the control variables are described in Table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors,
clustered at the firm level, are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 4.5: Revenues, credit shocks, and access to the bond market

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Operating Revenues Operating Revenues Operating Revenues Operating Revenues

GIIPS × Post × Bond 0.308∗∗∗ 0.241∗∗ 0.221∗∗ 0.201∗∗

(0.106) (0.106) (0.108) (0.081)

Post × Bond −0.054∗∗∗ −0.011 −0.030 −0.001
(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.016)

GIIPS × Post −0.133∗∗∗
(0.002)

Cash Holdings 0.010∗∗∗

(0.000)

Leverage 0.193∗∗∗

(0.004)

Size 0.407∗∗∗

(0.002)

Tangibles −0.296∗∗∗
(0.005)

Observations 5886259 5886259 5886063 4652613
R2 0.903 0.904 0.907 0.944
Firm FE Y e s Y e s Y e s Y e s
Year FE Y e s N o N o N o
Year-country FE No Y e s N o N o
Year-country-ind FE No N o Y e s Y e s

Table 4.5 shows the results of the OLS regression of operating revenues on bond access and GIIPS
incorporation during the European sovereign debt crisis. The specification used is:

yi t = αi + αt + β1 GIIPSi × Postt + β2 Postt × Bondi
+ β3 GIIPSi × Postt × Bondt + ΓXi t−1 + εi t .

The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. The dependent variable is the logarithm of operating
revenues reported by firm i in year t . GIIPS is a dummy taking the value one if the firm is incorpo-
rated in Ireland, Italy, Portugal, or Spain. Bond is a dummy taking the value one if the firm has
access to the bond market. Post is a dummy that takes the value one for years 2011, 2012, and 2013.
All control variables are described in table 4.A.1. Robust standard errors, clustered at the firm level,
are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 4.6: Firm characteristics by country

Panel A: By country Bond issuers (%) Listed (%) Size

AT 0.038 0.087 10, 089
BE 0.122 0.204 10, 671
DE 0.044 0.232 8, 316
ES 0.021 0.093 10, 062
FI 0.232 0.782 10, 151
FR 0.045 0.222 5, 955
GB 0.260 1.036 18, 704
IE 0.107 0.231 14, 226
IT 0.033 0.092 7, 947
NL 1.000 2.000 58, 429
PT 0.060 0.042 9, 600
SE 0.059 0.567 6, 956

Panel B: By GIIPS incorporation Bond issuers Listed Size

0 0.09 0.37 9, 305
1 0.03 0.09 8, 875
Total 0.07 0.26 9, 140

Table 4.6 shows firm characteristics by countries. The sample includes all firms in the last pre-crisis
period: 2010. Bond is the percentage of firms having access to the bond markets in a given
country. Listed represents the percentage of firms having access to the financial market. GIIPS
countries include Ireland, Italy, Spain, and Portugal. Non-GIIPS countries include Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, and the UK.
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Table 4.7: Debt issuance and credit supply proxies

(1) (2) (3)
Debt Issuance Debt Issuance Debt Issuance

Loan To Bond 0.185∗∗

(0.062)

Tightening in lending standards Survey 0.003
(0.002)

DJ euro Stoxx Financial sector 0.031∗

(0.015)

Cash Holdings −0.036∗∗∗ −0.036∗∗∗ −0.036∗∗∗
(0.009) (0.009) (0.008)

Leverage 0.127 0.121 0.101
(0.114) (0.112) (0.118)

Size 0.239∗∗∗ 0.238∗∗∗ 0.250∗∗∗

(0.065) (0.064) (0.056)

Tangibles −0.571∗∗∗ −0.549∗∗∗ −0.561∗∗∗
(0.132) (0.130) (0.124)

Observations 2388967 2103357 2388967
R2 0.773 0.760 0.773
Firm FE Y e s Y e s Y e s

Table 4.7 shows the results of the OLS regression of debt issuance at the firm level with credit supply
proxies:

yi t = αi + β1 Credit Supply proxyt + ΓXi t−1 + εi t .

The unit of observation is at the firm-year level. The dependent variable is the logarithm of debt
issued reported by firm i in year t . All control variables are described in table 4.A.1. Robust
standard errors, clustered at the country level, are shown in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 4.8: Country descriptive statistics

Mean P25 Median P75 St.dev. N

GDP 222.67 54.91 89.46 385.30 204.08 500
Change in Inventories 0.63 −0.10 0.39 1.03 2.23 500
Gross Capital Formation 45.79 11.91 21.68 81.55 40.54 500
Gross Capital Formation (Fixed) 44.95 11.40 21.15 80.90 39.71 500
Gross Wages 74.93 21.31 41.07 112.12 74.72 420
Loan To Bond 0.60 0.37 0.65 0.83 0.29 500
Bond Access proxy 0.14 0.03 0.08 0.16 0.18 500
Total Assets 9, 299.82 6, 529.32 8, 016.36 11, 153.65 3, 437.16 500
Leverage 0.65 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.05 500
Tangibles 0.33 0.29 0.33 0.38 0.04 500

Table 4.8 shows descriptive statistics for the country panel. The unit is at the country-quarter.
The sample includes 13 European countries and spans quarterly from 2006 to 2015. GDP and
its components are reported in billions of euros. Loan to Bond is the quarterly loan-to-bond
proxy computed at the European level. Bond Access proxy is the country-year product of the
proportion of listed firms and average size. As explained in Section 4.2.2, both these proxies
have been normalized so that they take values between 0 and 1. Assets, Leverage, and Tangibles
are firm averages by country. Countries included in the sample are Ireland, Italy, Spain and
Portugal, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, and the UK.
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Table 4.9: Countries’ GDP components, access to bond markets, and credit
supply

(1) (2) (3) (4)
gdp (% growth) inventories (% growth) capital (% growth) wages (% growth)

Loan To Bond 0.736∗∗∗ 0.046 2.344∗∗∗ 1.084∗∗∗

(0.088) (0.065) (0.584) (0.200)

Bond Access proxy 0.159 0.513∗∗ 3.914∗∗ 0.062
(0.341) (0.205) (1.726) (0.357)

Loan To Bond × Bond Access −0.482 −0.919∗∗ −6.624∗∗∗ −0.586
(0.383) (0.327) (1.061) (0.367)

Tangibles 0.311 −0.146 −2.249 −2.312
(1.748) (0.219) (4.882) (2.708)

Leverage 0.336 −0.052 2.739 −1.493
(2.337) (0.267) (7.297) (1.963)

Cash Holdings 0.436∗∗ 0.042 1.375∗∗ 0.276
(0.171) (0.036) (0.630) (0.234)

Observations 487 487 487 409
R2 0.038 0.003 0.009 0.093

Table 4.9 shows the results of the regression of GDP components’ growth rate on lagged proxies for
credit supply and bond access at the country level.

y j t =α + β1Credit Supply proxyt−1 + β2Bond access j t−1
+ β3Credit Supply proxyt−1 × Bond access j t−1 + ΓX j t−1 + ε j t .

The unit is at the country-quarter. The sample includes 13 European countries and spans quarterly
from 2006 to 2015. Dependent variables are log growth rate except for inventories, where the
change is normalized by GDP in the previous quarter. Loan to Bond is the quarterly loan-to-bond
proxy computed at the European level. Bond Access proxy is the country-year product of the
proportion of listed firms and the average size. As explained in section 4.2.2, both of the proxies
have been normalized so that they take values between 0 and 1. Assets, Leverage, and Tangibles
are firm averages by country. All explanatory variables are lagged. Countries included in the
sample are Ireland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Netherlands, Sweden and the UK. Robust standard errors, clustered at the country level, are shown
in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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Table 4.A.1: Description of the variables used and their sources

Variable name Variable description and source

GIIPS Dummy variable that takes the value one if the
firm is incorporated in Ireland, Italy, Spain, or
Portugal.

Bond Dummy variable that takes the value one if the
firm was able to issue bonds during the period
1995-2010.

Size Logarithm of the firm’s total assets.

Post Dummy variable that takes the value one for the
years 2011, 2012, and 2013.

Cash Holdings Logarithm of the firm’s cash holdings.

Leverage Leverage of a firm, computed as total debt over
total assets.

Tangibles Proportion of a firm’s tangible assets to total
assets.

Debt issuance Derived from Amadeus. Current short-term and
long-term financial liabilities minus previous
year long-term financial liabilities. Depending on
the specification, the logarithm is taken or the
raw quantity is normalized by the firm’s total
assets.

Investment Derived from Amadeus. The logarithm of cur-
rent fixed assets minus previous year fixed assets
plus depreciation.

Employment Logarithm of a firm’s number of employees.

Operating revenues Logarithm of a firm’s operating revenues.

Listed Dummy variable taking the value one if the firm
is listed.

Loan to Bond Derived from SDC Platinum. Average by period
(yearly or quarterly) of the firm loan-to-bond
measure, which is a firm dummy taking the
value one if the firm issued a syndicated loan
or zero if the firm issued a bond. The sample
includes only firms that issue debt, and thus by
definition have positive credit demand.
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Variable name Variable description and source

Tightening in Lending Standards Survey administered to a sample of loan officers
by the ECB. The variable is computed as the
percentage of loan officers who report that their
credit standards have tightened.

Bond Access Proxy Standardized product of average firm size and
proportion of listed firms in a country.
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